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SUMMfARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Rural development is a growth strategy for a particular target
population--the rural poor. It involves extending the benefits of develop-
ment to those whose futures lie in the pursuit of a livelihood in rural areas.
These include small scale farmers, tenants and the landless.

2. A strategy for rural development must be based on a recognition of
three points. First, that the rate of transfer of people out of low produc-
tivity agriculture and related activities into more rewarding pursuits has
been slow and, given the relative size of the modern sector in most developing
countries, will continue to be slow. Second, that the mass of people in rural
areas of developing countries are in varying degrees of poverty, and that this
can only get worse as population expands at unprecedented rates relative to
existing available resources, currently used technology, and present institu-
tions and organizations. Third, that rural areas have labor, land and some
capital which if mobilized could reduce poverty and enhance the quality of
life of rural people. This implies fuller development of existing resources,
including the construction of infrastructure such as roads and irrigation
works, the introduction of new production technology and the creation of new
institutions and modes of organization.

3. The concern of rural development with the amelioration of poverty
means a clear orientation towards increasing production and raising produc-
tivity. Rural development recognizes, however, that improved food supplies
and nutrition, together with basic services such as health and education, can
not only directly improve the physical well-being and quality of life of the
rural poor, but also indirectly enhance their productivity and their ability
to contribute to the national economy. It is concerned with the modernization
and monetization of rural society and with its transition from traditional
isolation to integration with the national economy.

4. The objectives of rural development therefore extend beyond any
particular sector. They encompass improved productivity, increased employ-
ment and thus higher incomes for target groups, as well as minimum acceptable
levels of food, shelter, education and health. A national program of rural
development should include a mix of activities, including projects to raise
agricultural output, create new employment, improve health and education,
expand communications and improve housing. Such a program might be made up
of single sector or multi-sectoral projects, with components implemented
concurrently or in sequence. The components and phasing must be formulated
both to remove constraints and to support those forces prevailing in the
target area which are favorable to development.

5. The nature and content of any rural development program or project
will reflect the political, social and economic circumstances of the particular
country and region. Where the scope and need for rural development are not
accepted by government leaders, or where resource constraints are binding
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(especially the supply of skilled manpower) initial projects may be experi-
mental in nature or restricted in extent. Where particular needs are pressing,
such as in cases of famine or disease, narrowly focused projects may be appro-
priate.

Target Population

6. Approximately 85 percent of the 750 million poor in the developing
world 1/ are considered to be in absolute poverty--based on the arbitrary
criterion of an annual per capita income equivalent to US$50 or less. Three-
quarters of these are in the developing countries of Asia, reflecting both
the low levels of national per capita income and the relative size of the
rural sector in these countries. The other 15 percent are judged to be in
relative poverty--having incomes above the equivalent of US$50, but below
one-third of the national average per capita income. Most of these are
located in the less-poor developing countries, a large fraction being found
in Latin America.

7. Of the population in developing countries considered to be in
either absolute or relative poverty, more than 80 percent are estimated to
live in rural areas. Agriculture is the principal occupation for four-fifths
of the rural poor. These people are found in roughly equal shares in both
densely populated zones (over 300 persons per square kilometer) and sparsely
populated zones (less than 150 persons per square kilometer). Thus poverty
is found in the highly productive irrigated areas of Asia, as well as in the
adverse conditions of the Sahel, North East Brazil, the Andean Altiplano and
the dry zones of India.

8. The rural poor include small scale farmers, tenants and share-
croppers, and landless workers and their families. There are over 80 million
smallholdings of less than two hectares, many of them comprising several small
fragments of land, most of which generate incomes below the absolute poverty
level. The tenants, sharecroppers and squatters, who represent another 30
million or more familes, are often less well-off. While the largest propor-
tion of workers in agriculture is self-employed, there is also a growing group
of landless or near landless workers--especially in Asian countries. These
people are dependent on seasonal work and are among the poorest of the rural
community.

9. Despite high rates of rural-urban migration, the rural population
is still growing at approximately two percent a year. The consequent worsening
of the man/land ratio means that increases in output and income must come pri-
marily from increased yields per acre and cultivation of higher value crops.
This will require both access to suitable new technology and the capital to

utilize it. This in turn implies the need for new or improved service systems
to support a modern agriculture. The new seed-fertilizer-water technology for
wheat, rice and maize provides the first major opportunity for extending
science-based agriculture to low income, small scale producers of traditional
crops. Further adaptive research and extension are required to ensure an

1/ The poor are defined as those with incomes per capita of US$50 or less,
plus those others with incomes per capita less than one-third of the

national average.
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adequate rate of technological change. Special programs are necessary to aid
the rural poor to contribute more to an increase in output. These programs
must include the provision of infrastructure and on-farm improvements.

10. The need for special intervention to raise rural production and
incomes applies also to the provision of social and other services such as
health and education. Poverty is reflected in poor nutrition, inadequate
shelter and low health standards. These affect not only the quality of life
but also the productivity of rural people. In particular, there is a need
for nutrition and preventive health programs, including improved water supplies
and sanitation. Better education is an important element in this and may also
provide an opportunity for the rural young to escape from poverty. In order
to remedy both quantitative and qualitative educational deficiencies, increased
used of "basic education" is considered imperative.

11. Rural areas also have a smaller share of other services, such as
domestic water, electricity, waste disposal and other economic infrastructure,
than do urban areas. Even where these services exist, the poor are often
excluded from access by reason of inadequate organization and cost. These
problems indicate the need for a special effort to provide appropriate social
and economic infrastructure for the rural poor, and the importance of inte-
grating these components into rural development projects. Without a concerted
effort, rural poverty will remain all-pervading.

Policy Framework

12. Experience indicates that a strong commitment to rural development
at the national policy level is a requisite for an effective, broad-based
impact. In many countries this is lacking. However, most governments are
prepared to experiment at the project level and to examine the results of
experience. This should provide the basis for some dialogue between these
countries and the Bank from which a broader approach may eventually develop.

13. All too often, macro-economic policies are inconsistent with agri-
cultural and rural development. Price policies that favor manufacturing and
processing industries, and those which aim to keep food prices low in urban
areas, work against rural development. In such cases subsidies on farm
inputs may be justified. Fiscal policies also often militate against the
rural poor, who are less well organized and less vociferous than other groups.
Thus public sector spending is heavily skewed in favor of urban dwellers,
and in rural areas the rich have favored treatment. Yet the poor often pay
considerably more taxes in proportion to income due to indirect commodity
taxes and low direct taxes. In addition there is often a reluctance to
charge those benefitting from publicly-financed investments, thus widening
the gap between the few who have access to such investments and those who
do not. Land policy has obvious implications for the rural poor given that
their incomes depend on the extent to which they control land and its output.
In many instances, therefore, land reform is a necessary concomitant of a
rural development program.
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14. Technology policies aimed at ensuring a flow of new, field-tested

technical knowledge relevant to smallholder production are essential for the

success of rural development. Often the poorest areas are overlooked by such

policies. There is frequently also a failure to treat the subsistence farm

as a system. Where technology is available it is frequently not applied due

to a lack of extension services, inadequate support services, financial

constraints and limited marketing facilities. Research and demonstration on

a local basis to facilitate adoption is required in all these areas.

Organization and Planning

15. Ideally, planning and implementation of rural development programs

involve adequate regional planning, strong central coordination, effective

local level organization and the participation of the rural people in the

planning and implementation processes. Few countries have been able to come

even close to this ideal. Regional planning is desirable both because rural

development cuts across all sectors and because rural programs need to be

framed to meet regional conditions. Such planning necessitates the collection

of statistics on a regional rather than a sectoral basis, and the use of

regional surveys and resource inventories. Interregional allocations of

technical and financial resources must be decided in relation to resource

endowments, the domestic and foreign funds available, a balance of equity and

growth considerations and mutually acceptable center/local sharing arrange-

ments. All these elements should be brought together into an internally

balanced rural development plan. However, the lack of a comprehensive rural

development plan should not prevent the evolution of programs on a local level.

16. Strong coordination at the center is increasingly regarded as essen-

tial to successful rural development program implementation. This is a reflec-

tion both of the political nature of many of the decisions that must be made

and of the need to coordinate the activities of ministries or departments

organized along sectoral lines. A special office or unit is favored, having

responsibility for definition of target groups, coordination of national/

regional efforts and integration of the activities of national sector agencies.

It has also to ensure that all sector policies are commensurate with rural

development objectives.

17. Coordination at the local level is emphasized because of the growing

evidence that multi-sectoral programs can be implemented most effectively
through a substantial increase in decentralization. Local control provides

the flexibility needed for the proper integration and timing of activities

and modification of programs in response to changing conditions. Community

involvement, which is essential to a sustained development process, is greatly

facilitated by local rather than centralized control. One particular advantage

is that the problems of the community as perceived by its residents and those

imputed by local officials tend to be less far apart and can be more easily

reconciled.
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18. Group arrangements such as cooperatives provide an organized basisfor handling many of the problems of providing access to services for largenumbers of rural people. They allow a measure of involvement through parti-cipation, but also provide a vehicle for collective negotiation of credit,input supplies and delivery of marketable surpluses. Even land managementcan be organized on a cooperative basis, as in Egypt. Group approaches enjoywidespread support by governments, even though their performance has beenmixed. They provide an impetus to rural development that is difficult toattain in any other way. In many cases, they build on an established baseof mutual aid within the rural population. A major requirement for thesuccessful operation of cooperative groups and for regional and local govern-ment is the provision of trained manpower. Thus training facilities areneeded both to prepare full-time staff and to improve the effectiveness ofcommunity leaders, school teachers, religious leaders and other agents forchange.

Program Design and Implementation

19. Existing rural development projects can be classified for purposes ofdiscussion into three approaches:

(a) The minimum package approach, as exemplified by the
Bank-supported projects in Ethiopia and Korea (seeds);

(b) The comprehensive approach, which can be either (i)
nationally integrated programs or (ii) area development
and settlement schemes. Examples of nationally integrated
programs are the JCRR in Taiwan and PIDER in Mexico. Area-
specific projects can be either single product projects such
as tea in Kenya, tobacco in Tanzania, cotton in Mali and oil
palm in Malaysia, or comprehensive area projects which have
more diversified crop and integrated farming systems, such
as Comilla in Bangladesh, Lilongwe in Malawi and Caqueta in
Colombia; and

(c) Sector and other special programs, including rural public
works, education and training and credit schemes.

20. A review of these projects reveals the many difficult issues in ruraldevelopment planning and project formulation and implementation. Time andagain there are problems of lack of knowledge, incomplete understanding andlimited institutional, technical and financial capabilities and capacities.It is possible, however, to make a few simple affirmative propositions:

(a) Given sound preparatory planning, leadership and the involvement
of people in the local community, the small farmer can become an
instrument of change to the advantage of the nation as well as of
himself.
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(b) Material resource requirements for rural development need not be

disproportionately large, and in many successful rural develop-

ment schemes the capital cost per beneficiary has been quite

low. Although low capital cost per beneficiary is not by itself

a criterion of a good rural development project, low capital

costs are an important element in designing projects to reach

large numbers in the target groups.

(c) Rural development schemes benefitting a mass of people can be as

productive and economically attractive as schemes of a conventional

kind directly benefitting far fewer people.

(d) With well-designed programs, offering proper incentives to small

farmers, development can be much more rapid than is sometimes

believed, and the impact on level of living following the

expansion of cash incomes from a subsistence baseline can be

dramatic.

(e) Finally, while much remains to be done, conviction of the need

for a change in strategy, and commitment to specific actions

and programs towards rural development, have probably never been

greater in the developing countries than at the present time.

This is an important bridgehead on which new understanding can

be built and from which new programs can be launched.

Country Guidelines

21. The following are desirable characteristics of a framework within

which to design and implement rural development programs.

(a) Central leadership and coordination. Effective rural development

planning should be given high priority. Steps towards improvement

in planning capacity might include establishing a small but expert

unit charged with the development of a national program of action.

Such a body should provide leadership and should have a coordinating

role with respect to project identification and preparation and with

the monitoring of ongoing programs. Where nationally integrated

rural development programs are desired, such a central unit should

also be actively involved in project identification and preparation.

(b) Decentralization and participation at local level. Provision of

an institutional framework at the regional or local level and of

good center-local communications and coordination, with appro-

priate devolution of responsibility to local bodies, are critical.

There is no single model for dealing with these problems, but the

importance of evolving planning and programming units in both

regional/local government institutions and sectoral departments

cannot be stressed too strongly. Also important is the need to

involve local people in planning, decision-making and imple-

mentation.
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(c) Research. Expanded technical and economic research into
small farm systems, and into crops and techniques generally
appropriate for use by the small farmer, should have high
priority. A second type of research which is both important
and much neglected is concerned with the dynamics of tradi-
tional rural societies as they begin to enter the modern
sector.

(d) Training. An insufficiency of trained manpower is perhaps
the most serious obstacle to large scale rural development
efforts. An intensified training effort, particularly
directed toward the needs of local level institutions, and
calling for greater efforts focused on training in the local
environments where people work, must also be pursued.

(e) Intermediaries. The establishment of effective group orga-
nization, such as farmers' associations and cooperatives,
should have high priority. These provide the best means of
lowering the cost of delivering services and marketing output
so that larger numbers can be reached.

22. Activities related to rural development planning include thefollowing:

(a) Identification of target groups. Identification should be
in terms of category, number, location and other attributes,
with detailed specification of the relationships between
these categories and the proposed project actions.

(b) Project design. Several different kinds of projects may be
appropriate to reaching rural development objectives:

(i) some projects may emphasize specific functional services,
such as minimum packages of inputs like fertilizers and
seed, and phasing, so that moderate benefits can be
introduced progressively, at low cost per beneficiary,
in order to cover a wide cross section of the rural poor;

(ii) other more comprehensive projects may involve the inte-
gration of related economic and social services in order
that full advantage is taken of opportunities to build
better balanced and more focused efforts;

(iii) in some cases sectoral and other special programs may be
needed to remove a binding constraint (such as an endemic
disease problem) or to meet a special need (such as public
works to employ the landless).

In any event, each project must contain that blend of inputs and
services necessary to ensure a sustained increase in productivity
on the part of the beneficiaries. Particular attention to the
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appropriate balance between the directly productive and indirectly

productive project elements is desirable. This balance should

reflect the levels of services proposed for the sector on a national

basis, the least-cost means of providing such services and restric-

tions on resources that can be used for this purpose.

(c) Implementation. Items requiring specific attention include:

(i) local level training schemes and use of locally

available human resources in order to minimize demands

on the rest of the economy;

(ii) adherence to sectoral and regional planning considerations

so as to ensure that proper attention is paid to linkages

between sectors and regions;

(iii) establishment of user charges, graduated according to

ability to pay, and provision for adequate savings to

be drawn from local communities so that funds are avail-

able to extend programs on a broader scale;

(iv) local agricultural research to provide a basis for

continuing productivity gains from small scale agri-

culture;

(v) full use of existing local governmental structures, and

assistance in strengthening them for greater subsequent
use;

(vi) promotion of institutional structures which enable the

beneficiaries to participate in the running of projects;

and

(vii) use of simple monitoring and evaluation systems, both as

integral parts of the project management system and as a

means for feeding the lessons of experience back into the

process of designing future projects.

Changes in Bank Lending

23. Bank activities in rural areas have related mainly to lending for

agriculture. The Bank is now the largest single external source of funds

for direct investment in agriculture in developing countries. This is a

consequence of a purposeful shift in Bank policy over the past five years

reflected in changes in the lending program. These include a shift in the

sectoral pattern, a widening and deepening of lending and the emergence of

"new style" projects. Lending for agriculture has increased from 6 percent

of total Bank lending between FY48-60 to 16 percent in FY71-72 and 24 percent

in FY73-74, over a period when total lending expanded several times.
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24. Bank lending for agriculture was also widening over the periodto include financing of storage, marketing, processing, farm credit,fisheries and forestry projects in addition to the more traditional irri-gation and infrastructure projects. A concurrent deepening of lending isreflected in the fact that lending to countries with per capita GNP belowUS$150 has increased from 22.5 percent of the total up to 1968 to 38.2percent over FY69-74. There has also been an increase in the number ofprojects providing benefits to the rural poor. This has been achievedthrough "new style" projects characterized by the fact that: (a) they aredesigned to benefit directly large numbers of rural poor; (b) they take acomprehensive approach to small scale agriculture and may include componentsthat are indirectly as well as directly productive; and (c) they have asufficiently low cost per beneficiary so that they may be extended orreplicated over broader areas.

25. In short, the Bank's changing philosophy on agricultural develop-ment has resulted in: (a) a larger share of total lending to agriculture,within which poverty-oriented projects are getting an increasing share;(b) an increased share of lending going to poor countries; (c) a largernumber of people benefiting from Bank projects; and (d) projected net outputincreases well above the 5 percent target suggested in President McNamara'sNairobi speech.

The Way Ahead

26. One might ask whether an emphasis on rural development will beinconsistent with the urgent need for increased food production, which hasbeen brought into focus by the World Food Conference in R6me, since: (a) itimplies a heavy investment in the small farmer group (two hectares or less)which controls only 16 percent of the land; (b) it is sometimes more costlyto provide services to large numbers of small farmers than to a smallernumber of large farmers; and (c) it may conflict with a concentration ofresources in areas of high potential which are not necessarily among thepoorest.

27. Rural development does not necessarily mean a diversion of resourcesaway from increasing food production since: (a) most of the rural poor areengaged in agriculture; (b) employment of the landless and near-landless onrural public works can provide them with the income to purchase food whilecreating productive facilities for agriculture; and (c) small farmers areoften more efficient in the use of on-farm resources. In recognition of theprevailing high priority placed on food production, the Bank recognizesamelioration of poverty in rural areas and increased food production as twingoals. Its emphasis on rural lending, therefore, includes lending not onlyfor those in the poverty target groups but also for the larger scale farmerswhen increases in their production are necessary to increase domestic foodsupplies and/or contribute to exports.

28. Assessing the requirements for achieving the 5 percent annualgrowth of output from small scale farmers is a complex task. It involvesnot only estimating the financial resources needed, but assessing the



problems of transferring technologies and the many manpower and institu-

tional constraints. Many of these parameters are difficult to quantify and

available data preclude detailed analyses. Country experience indicates

that finance alone is seldom the limiting factor; frequently technology,

institutional, procedural and manpower factors are more critical. Nonethe-

less, approximate indications of the investment needed to achieve the goal

of 5 percent output growth by small farmers have been calculated by use of

a simple model and by reference to recent Bank experience. These rough esti-

mates range from US$70 billion to over US$100 billion--the higher figure

being based upon an analysis of Bank experience with 25 "new style" rural

development projects in which, on the average, 50 percent of the direct

project beneficiaries were poor rural families with annual incomes of less

than US$50 per capita. However, this estimate is subject to a substantial

margin of error because the 25 "new style" projects analyzed do not consti-

tute a very secure base from which to make such projections.

29. Even the figure of US$100 billion, or US$10 billion a year, when

taken over a ten-year period, may appear relatively modest when viewed in

the light of the projected US$170 billion total investment in developing

countries in 1974 alone. However, for low income countries, where the poor

are concentrated, investment in 1974 will be nearer US$25 billion so that

proportionately the investment required for rural development is extremely

large.

Bank Program

30. Projected Bank lending for agriculture and rural development during

FY75-79 is approximately US$7 billion for projects with total costs estimated

at US$15 billion. Assuming a lending program of this magnitude for agricul-

ture and rural development, half would go to rural development. The total

investment accounted for by these Bank projects would provide one-fifth of

the annual investment needed to expand productivity of the rural poor by at

least 5 percent per year during the five-year period FY75-79 (see para 3.21).

The agricultural and rural development program of the Bank should reach a

total rural population of some 100 million, 60 million of whom should be in

the poverty target group. The numbers of rural poor are expected to increase

by 70 million in the same period.

Deployment of Bank Resources

31. In order to meet the goals of rural development, attention is being

given in the Bank to: (a) monitoring progress of economic, sector, and

project work; (b) adjusting the project cycle, especially with respect to

project preparation work; and (c) modifying the technical assistance program,

including training and research.

32. The Bank regularly monitors the progress on economic, sector and

project work. Recently a detailed system for monitoring of rural development

projects has been introduced based on "project information briefs." These

will be reported quarterly and used as a guide to further modifications to

ensure the accomplishment of the Bank's objectives.
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33. The increased emphasis given to project identification in ruraldevelopment suggests the need for greater attention to identification incountry economic and sector work. Special reconnaissance missions may beuseful for this purpose.

34. Project preparation acquires greater importance because of thenumber and variety of components and the special implementation needs. Thiscreates the need for a longer lead time. Possible measures for providing
assistance in preparation include expanded use of reconnaissance missions;
creation of project planning units in developing countries; and specialpreparation projects. In recognition of the importance of "implementation"
in realizing goals, particular attention should be given to planning, moni-toring and evaluation systems within project organizations.

35. No significant changes are required in project appraisal procedures,but specific guidelines are necessary for assessing those components for whichbenefits cannot reliably be estimated. In such cases attention should begiven to sectoral policy standards, minimum cost alternatives, appropriatepricing of the services, replicability and the availability of fiscal re-sources to maintain and carry on programs on a broader basis.

36. The kind of technical assistance required to support the proposedBank lending program for rural development includes training to overcome
manpower constraints, attention to public sector organizations and research
and information gathering to provide more adequate understanding and guide-lines.

Effective Steps to be Taken by the Bank

37. The Bank should encourage and, where requested, assist technicallyand financially those governments wishing to devise comprehensive ruraldevelopment plans. Where governments do not appear interested in developinga strategy of poverty reduction in the rural areas, the Bank should seek toidentify and prepare rural development projects while engaging in a dialogueon possible changes in development strategies and policies. Where govern-ments are interested in experimental rural development programs or projects,the Bank should support them.

38. Bank economic, sector and regional planning missions shouldidentify both the target groups in the rural areas and the key technicalpolicy, organizational, management and manpower constraints which inhibitthe amelioration of poverty in the rural areas. Such reports should beused as vehicles for dialogue with governments with a view to removing
constraints through such actions as:

(a) special missions to identify the institutional causes of
low absorptive capacities in public sectors, paying
particular attention to civil service procedures and
conditions of service which militate against efficiency
in the planning and implementation of suitable projects
and programs;
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(b) projects to provide increased training of indigenous
personnel such as "corps of development managers,"
regional and project planners, cooperative managers and
accountants; and

(c) provision for training specialists in larger projects.

39. Within the lending program, there should be increasing effort
to develop projects which:

(a) reach large numbers in the low income groups of the rural
population;

(b) are low in cost per person reached relative to benefits;

(c) provide a rate of economic return at least equal to the
opportunity cost of capital;

(d) provide a balance between productive and welfare components,
consistent with minimum cost standards and fiscal resources;

(e) involve local participation in decision-making; and

(f) incorporate rural works for the landless as a part of an

integrated rural development effort.

40. There should be continued experimentation with:

(a) the design of projects and the development of low cost delivery
systems for all facets of rural development (such experimenta-
tion should include the evaluation of low cost minimum packages,
area development projects and public works and other special
programs); and

(b) multi-sectoral projects designed within sectoral and regional
contexts rather than within a purely project context. Putting
projects in these contexts provides guidelines for minimum
national standards.

41. There is need for more resources to be allocated at the earlier
stages of project identification, preparation, and supervision/evaluation;
these should make possible some staff economies at the appraisal stage.

42. There should be greater emphasis on the ongoing evaluation of
projects as part of internal management control systems; the scope of super-
vision missions should accordingly be broadened to include more evaluation
of project impact.

43. In designing rural development projects, account should be taken
of the possibility of including family planning elements where desirable.



I. THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

A. Toward an Operational Strategy

1.1 The objectives of development include sustained increases in percapita output and incomes, expansion of gainful employment and greaterequity in the distribution of the benefits from growth. This implies alle-viation of poverty and human misery by increasing the productivity of thepoor and providing them greater access to goods and services. A high propor-tion of the poor live in rural areas. Rural development must constitute amajor part of an overall development strategy if a large segment of those ingreatest need are to benefit.

1.2 Past strategies in most developing countries have tended to emphasizeeconomic growth without specific consideration of the manner in which the gainsfrom growth were to be distributed. The assumption has been that increasedgrowth per se would lead to a reduction in poverty through the spread effectsfrom an expanding economy. Accordingly, the emphasis has been on increasinggrowth, with a corresponding concentration of effort on the "high growth",modern sectors of the economy to the virtual exclusion of the traditionalsector--where the smallholders, tenants and landless make up the bulkof the rural poor. Although, in the long-run, economic development for thegrowing rural population will be dependent on expansion of the modern sectorand on non-agricultural pursuits, too strong an emphasis on the modern sectoralone neglects the growth potential of the rural areas. Failure to recognizeand act on this has been a major cause of slow rural growth rates and increas-ing rural poverty. At the other extreme, a few governments preoccupied withpromoting social equity in the rural areas may have discouraged investment ingrowth to the point of economic stagnation. With rapidly growing populations,per capita incomes in the rural areas have declined even though the range ofdistribution of incomes is much narrower now than it has been.

1.3 A strategy for rural development with the objectives of raisinggrowth rates and distributing the fruits of growth more fairly implies agrowing interaction between the modern and traditional sectors, especiallywith regard to increased trade both in farm produce and in technical inputsand services. While the main thrust of this paper is concerned with directways and means of tackling problems of rural poverty--because of its relativeneglect in the past--other methods are also required to deal with rural povertyin all its dimensions. For this reason modern sector and macro-economicpolicies are important, and the Bank should continue to devote part of itsresources to helping the rural poor, indirectly, through projects designedto increase output, exports and growth generally.

1.4 The central concept of rural development presented here is of aprocess through which rural poverty is alleviated by sustained increases inthe productivity and incomes of low income rural workers and households.The emphasis is on raising output and incomes rather than simply redistributingcurrent income and existing assets although the latter may be desirable or
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even required in an overall rural development strategy. Operationally this
concept of rural development which links production with distributive or
equitable objectives requires the specification of target groups among the
rural poor whose conditions can be assessed, for whom specific production and
income raising measures can be designed, and to whom a resulting flow of
benefits--direct and indirect--is both identifiable and potentially measurable.
This notion of target groups lies at the root of the definition of rural
development as a separable and distinct component of general development
strategy. It provides that necessary focus on groups of the rural population
in terms of whose well-being policy actions and programs can be designed and
evaluated. Target groups are best defined in the context of the individual
country. However, a basic standard for identifying target groups would be
the income necessary to cover minimum nutritional requirements and essential
non-food expenses. In addition, an income equal to or less than one-third
the national average would be an appropriate additional criterion to allow
for extreme relative poverty--in developing countries. Target groups identi-
fied by low incomes, absolute or relative, include smallholders, tenants and
the landless; each separate group may need a special program of its own to
handle the specific problems it faces.

1.5 The operational goals of rural development extend beyond any parti-

cular sector: they include improved productivity, and thus higher incomes for
the target groups, as well as minimum acceptable levels of food, shelter,
education and health services. Fulfillment of these objectives calls for
an expansion of goods and services available to the rural poor and institu-
tions and policies that will enable them to benefit fully from the whole range
of economic and social services. In order that this development be self-
sustaining, special concern is attached to the participation of target group
members in the organization of the program.

1.6 A program of rural development must, therefore, embrace a wide range
and mix of activities, including projects to raise agricultural output, to
improve health and education, to expand communications and to improve housing.
The mix of activities will vary with the requirements of a region and the
priorities assigned to components within a program at particular times and
stages of development. The program may be based on a series of sequential
projects--first health, then education, then agricultural development; or it
may attempt a broad-based, multi-sectoral approach whereby a series of activi-
ties are to be undertaken almost simultaneously. In all cases the constituent
elements should be complementary and reinforcing.

1.7 Most of the low income groups in the rural areas depend heavily on
agriculture for their livelihood. It follows that many of the programs
intended to raise rural incomes must center on agricultural development.
For the landless who are among the lowest income groups public works programs
that generate employment in the rural areas can be an important element in
rural development programs. The same applies to health and education, when
these services focus on the rural poor. In these instances, however, the
effect of the programs may be to increase the capacity of the poor to become
more productive rather than to increase output and incomes directly.
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1.8 Approaches to rural development will also be influenced by country
circumstances. Countries with surplus revenues--such as the oil and mineral
rich nations--may be in a position to invest heavily in social overhead as
well as in directly productive activities. Where economic dualism prevails,
a rural development program may be an effective means of both redistributing
income and expanding output through increasing the share of the budget allo-
cated for services to low income groups. Elsewhere economic circumstances may
dictate that the primary emphasis be on increasing short-run output to generate
increased income--which can then be the basis for increased savings and
further investment in development. The nature and content or mix of activities
in any rural development program will vary depending on the political, social
and economic circumstances that prevail in given countries or regions. There
is no universal formula that prescribes the activity mix or the most effective
sequence of activities to raise the incomes of the rural poor.

1.9 In conclusion, rural development programs (or projects) are intended
to provide a sustained increase in tle output and level of living of a signif-
icant proportion of the rural poor in a given area. In some instances this
may require emphasis on indirectly productive operations, but, in the main,
the focus is on those activities that either raise incomes directly or, at
a minimum, provide the potential to be more productive. The implementation
of such a strategy requires adequate trained manpower and efficient institutions
which can prepare, plan and execute programs to assist the rural poor to become
more productive. The strategy is one which in reaching the large numbers of
the rural poor must involve their participation in its design and operation.

B. The Measurement of Rural Poverty

(i) The Extent of Rural Poverty

1.10 There is no uniquely correct way of measuring the extent of poverty
or of rural poverty. In President McNamara's Nairobi Speech, emphasis was
given to programs for increasing the productivity of "that approximately 40
percent of the population of our developing member countries who have neither
been able to contribute significantly to national economic growth, nor to
share equitably in economic progress". Our illustrative calculations build
from this baseline, taking into account absolute proverty--defined by income
levels below which minimum adequate standards of nutrition, shelter and personal
amenities cannot be maintained, and relative poverty-- reflecting extreme
differences in levels of living between the top and botton strata of a developing
society. The latter often afflicts countries higher on the income scale to a
greater extent than it does the poorer countries.

1.11 The extent and regional concentration of absolute poverty can be
illustrated by adopting an arbitrary standard that a person is in absolute
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poverty when he or she has an annual income equivalent to US$50 or less. 1/

On this basis, an analysis of all developing countries with populations of

more than one million reveals that:

(a) Approximately 85 percent of all absolute poverty is in

the rural areas;

(b) in total there are presently some 550 million people

suffering from absolute poverty in the rural areas of

the developing world in the mid-1970's;

(c) about three-quarters of this total are in the developing

countries of Asia with almost two-thirds of the number

found in only four countries--India, Indonesia,
Bangladesh and Pakistan;

(d) in contrast, the developing countries of Latin America

and the Caribbean account for only about four percent

of the population in absolute poverty; and

(e) the 53 countries with per capita incomes above US$150,

taken together, account for only eight percent of

absolute poverty in rural areas.

Thus, much rural poverty is a direct reflection of low levels of national

per capita income and the size of the rural sector in these economies. 2/

1.12 To provide a quantitative illustration of relative poverty, calcu-

lations were made of the total number of people with per capita incomes below

one-third of the average per capita income of their own country. 3/ (See Table 2).

By this standard of relative poverty:

(a) the relatively poor make up 18 percent of the total

population of developing countries (in contrast to

34 percent under the US$50 absolute standard); but

1/ In 1969 prices--the year to which the original data used in these calcu-

lations refer. It would be preferable to use "household" or "family"

income levels in place of the per capita measure used in this analysis,

but data are lacking on the distribution of household or family incomes.

2/ See Tables 1 and 3; figures quoted in the text are rough projections from

the 1969 estimates shown in the tables.

3/ A ratio which corresponds very roughly to the "poverty line" at which

income supplementation through welfare payments begins in many developed

countries.
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(b) a much larger fraction of the relatively poor (27 percent
of the total) come from the countries of the Latin American
region; by this criterion over 30 percent of the people
of Latin America are poor.

1.13 If the estimates of the poor, measured by the absolute standard
given, are added to the number of those whose per capita incomes exceed US$50
but fall below one-third of the national average for the countries in which
they live, then approximately 750 million or 40 percent of the total popula-
tion of the developing countries must be considered to be living in absolute
or relative poverty. Of this total, almost 70 percent is accounted for by
the developing countries of Asia; 19 percent is accounted for by developing
Africa; and 13 percent by Latin America and the Caribbean. The fraction ofrural population counted as absolutely poor varies from over 40 percent in
rural Asia to under 20 percent in the developing countries of Latin America
and the Caribbean. Allowing for both relative and absolute poverty, however,
these proportions fall between 37 and 47 percent of the rural populations ofthe various regions.

1.14 The data presented above indicate the geographic spread and magnitudeof poverty. An estimated 600 million of the poor--or more than 80 percent
of all poor--live in the rural areas. These 600 million rural poor constitute
40 percent of all the people in the rural areas. Nearly 550 million people
living in the rural areas had incomes that are the equivalent of US$50 or less.

1.15 These estimates also suggest that rural poverty is more severe andintractable in some countries than in others. The most difficult circumstances
are those in which extensive rural poverty is combined with low levels ofmobilizable resources. Countries in this situation include all the South
Asian nations, many of the larger African countries such as Ethiopia, Sudan,Tanzania, and a few Western Hemisphere countries like Haiti and Bolivia.
Rural development is the major development problem facing these nations nowand for the foreseeable future. At the other end of the scale are countries
with pockets of rural poverty, varying in extent and intensity, but with re-sources adequate to deal with the problem provided that the political commitmentis made. Among this group are Iran, Argentina, Malaysia and Yugoslavia. Inan intermediate category are those countries with relatively extensive ruralpoverty and relatively considerable resources to deal with it. This groupincludes oil rich Indonesia, Nigeria and Algeria, middle income countriessuch as Brazil, Colombia and Mexico, and moderately poor countries such asThailand, Korea and the Philippines.

(ii) Characteristics of the Rural Poor

1.16 There is little detailed information on the levels and distribution
of income within rural areas and little analysis of the anatomy of rural
poverty. In most cases, however, the poor are found side by side with theprosperous. While they are sometimes restricted by a limited endowment ofnatural resources, they are more frequently constrained by a lack of accessto technology and services, and the institutions which would sustain a higherlevel of productivity. In many cases entrenched vested interests operate to
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ensure not only that the benefits of productive activity are distributed

-inequitably, but-that the poor are denied access to the inputs, services and

organization which would allow them to increase their productivity. 
Thus the

socioeconomic system operating in the rural areas is often hostile to the

objectives of rural development, serving to reinforce rural poverty 
and to

frustrate upward mobility on the part of the poor. Clearly this is not always

the case; for example, the isolated community, characterized by a uniformity of

poverty and ignorance and with ultimate rights to land exercised 
by a tribal

or clan council of elders, is also common. The important point is that

devising effective programs calls first for a clear understanding of the

system through which proverty is produced and perpetuated.

1.17 Dependence on agriculture for a livelihood. Labor force surveys in

Africa and Asia show that agricultural employment is the principal occupation

for 75 to 85 percent of the rural population; with the partial exception of

some relatively advanced countries, and areas close to cities, almost everyone

has some connection with agriculture. -There is a correspondingly thin scatter

of jobs in rural industry, commerce,-transport and services (including educational

and administrative services). Activity data for the rural poor are rare.

What little there are serve to show that agriculture is even more important as

a source of income for this group than for the rural population in general.

A detailed evaluation of relatively commercialized and developed rural Malaysia,

for example, confirms that agriculture is more significant for the poor than

for others: agriculture is the principal source of livelihood for 82 percent

of the poor householders, compared with only 50 percent of rural households

not classified as poor. In the more remote regions of most developing coun-

tries almost every family either rears animals or raises crops as a main activity.

1.18 Importance of non-agricultural sources of income. Although agri-

culture provides most work and incomes in rural areas, non-agricultural

activities are important supplementary sources of incomes for rural households.

A lack of remunerative off-farm work opportunities during slack seasons may

greatly exacerbate the poverty of those with holdings too small or too un-

productive to provide an adequate livelihood. The dependence of the poorest

income groups in rural areas--the landless and near-landless--on activities

which may be only indirectly linked to higher levels of agricultural output

is one of the fundamental reasons why rural development efforts cannot be

confined simply to productivity increasing measures without explicit regard

for effects on poverty target groups.

1.19 Variety of climatic and ecological conditions. The bulk of the

rural poor living in absolute poverty is concentrated in fertile areas with

relatively favorable climates of South and Southeast Asia where the density

of population is great and where many holdings are less than one-third 
hect-

are in size with incomes limited accordingly. But poverty persists as well

in sparsely populated areas where land is infertile and climate adverse as

in parts of the Sahel zones of Africa, the Andean Altiplano or the dry zones

of India and Pakistan. A calculation based on a country-by-country regional

breakdown of both absolute and relative poverty, in fact, shows about equal

shares--40 percent in each case--in the more densely populated zones
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(300 or more persons per square kilometer) and in the less populated zones
(150 or less persons per square kilometer). Rural development efforts to
alleviate poverty obviously have to be differently shaped according to the
widely differing ecological circumstances in which rural poverty occurs.

1.20 Compounding effects of national calamities. There are times--
typically after flood or drought has ruined the harvest--when virtually
the entire population of a large area is seriously affected. One important
example of a region where such a situation is common is the so-called
"drought prone areas" of India, which cover about 600,000 square kilometers
and have a population of approximately 66 million. The bulk of this
population is engaged in a perennial struggle to meet subsistence needs in a
generally harsh environment. Within this broad zone, drought has occurred in
three or four years out of every ten--with good and bad years tending to
cluster together. The succession of drought years has had severe effects
on the harvest and has resulted in absolute poverty for more than 50 million
people or three-quarters of the total population of the zone. A similarly
extreme situation exists in the drought prone areas of North East Brazil,
affecting more than 20 million people. Elsewhere severe floods (partly
occasioned by typhoons) contribute to perennial poverty. Such floods occur
every two or three years in Bangladesh and in parts of the Philippines, and
their effect is to diminsh the already low incomes that prevail in those areas.

1.21 Proportion operating small and fragmented holdings. Incomes at the
farm level are determined by a host of factors that include the quantity and
quality of inputs such as land, labor and water, the technology used, the
prices received for outputs and the prices paid for inputs. Thus, a one
hectare irrigated farm using high-yielding varieties of rice and fertilizer
can generate double the income of the same hectare farmed under traditional
methods; one hectare devoted to tea (at prevailing market prices) can yield
an income seven times as great as when it is used for maize. The acreage
required to generate the same level of income will also vary with ecological
conditions. Thus the recent Kenya Agricultural Sector Survey indicated that
for rainfed agriculture, the farm size needed to produce approximately US$40
per annum per capita increased progressively from 2.6 hectare to 6.4 hectare
to 16.4 hectares according to ecological zones; between 90 and 135 hectares
were needed to generate the same level of income in range areas bordering the
true Sahel. But, while the use of inputs varies widely, land remains the most
important factor of production determining levels of output and income; studies
indicate that most of the smallholdings in Asia, Africa and Latin America are
used for traditional low-yielding subsistence production. These studies also
indicate that very few farms of less than two hectares of arable land, pro-
ducing traditional crops, generate incomes in excess of the poverty line.
According to the 1960 World Census of Agriculture, there are 80 million
smallholdings of under two hectares of land. 1/

1/ IBRD Land Reform, World Bank Paper - Rural Development Series, July 1974,
Table 6, Annex 1.
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1.22 Tenants, sharecroppers and squatters. There are instances--

especially in the more developed regions--where large holdings are leased

under fixed rentals and where the farm operators have relatively high incomes.

However, most renters of land, tenants and sharecroppers in the least developed

countries share their output with landowners and often operate under insecure

tenancies. Other things being equal, tenants' incomes will be even lower than

those of the small operator-owners, and the amount of land required for an income

above the poverty line is correspondingly increased. The largest numbers of

low income persons in these categories are in Asia (26 million or 89 percent

of the total). 1/

1.23 Landless and other rural workers. Most workers in rural areas are

classified as self-employed or family workers, but the poorest farm households

also derive significant proportions of their incomes from wage employment in

agricultural and non-agricultural activities. There is a large and growing

group of landless and near landless workers--with a heavy concentration in

those Asian countries with the largest concentrations of the poor (see Table

4). Most of the landless work irregularly, often on a seasonal basis with

many working only when there are peak labor requirements. Wage rates are

extremely low, often less than the equivalent of 50 cents a day. Not all farm

workers are so badly off; there are comparatively few plantation workers in

relatively advanced countries and workers in enclaves in poorer countries

whose incomes would place them above the poverty level. In the main, however,

agricultural workers and the landless whose employment is governed by the sea-

sons are among the poorest of the agricultural community.

C. The Dynamics of Rural Poverty

(i) Rural Population and Agricultural Production

1.24 Despite high rates of rural/urban migration, the rural population is

now growing at approximately two percent a year. 2/ In the past, in most

countries, increased rural population could be accommodated by expanding the

acreage under cultivation. This may continue to happen in countries which

have an ample supply of land that can be brought into production at relatively

low cost, but, in the main, the opportunities for such low cost expansion

have substantially diminished. With a worsening man/land ratio, increases

in output and farm income must come from a widespread increase in yields per

acre cultivated and from the cultivation of higher value crops.

1/ Ibid, Table 10.

2/ Except in some countries of Latin America where population growth rates

are low.
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1.25 It is the requirement for raising yields per acre that places thepoor farmer at a disadvantage under present programs and encourages the viewthat poverty will increase unless there is a reorientation in developmentstrategy in many countries. To raise the output and incomes of the bulk ofthe rural poor will require that they have access to a suitable technology andto the capital to utilize that technology. At present--for the reasonsdiscussed at length in the recent Bank policy papers on Agricultural Credit 1/and Land Reform--the public and private institutions that provide the goodsand services to promote technological change tend to bypass the poor farmer*typically operating a holding of two hectares or less, and to ignore the needsof the landless laborer.

1.26 The new seed-fertilizer technology for wheat, rice and maize hasprovided the first major opportunity to spread a high-yielding technologyamong low income, small scale producers of traditional crops. Althoughconsiderable adaptive research and breeding is required, this technology canlead to substantial increases in output in many areas, even where populationis very dense and where there are large numbers of small scale, low incomeproducers, such as in Bangladesh and Java. However, as long as the institu-tions that provide the inputs for technological change continue to be biasedagainst the small producer, it is inevitable that small scale, low incomeproducers will become increasingly impoverished as they have to share theiroutput among increased numbers. A special effort must be made to aid the ruralpoor to contribute more to an enlarged increase in output. This can be doneonly by special programs. These programs must include provision of infra-structure and on-farm improvements.

1.27 There are opportunities for considerably expanding employment withinagriculture, particularly by increasing cropping intensities on irrigatedlands, for both farmers and landless labor. But agriculture cannot absorb atever increasing levels of productivity all of the prospective additions tothe working age population in rural areas. Consequently, rural developmentprograms have to include provision for the promotion of non-agricultural
activities in rural areas and for the linkages with agricultural sectors onthe one hand and the urban, industrialized sector on the other hand.

(ii) Health and Education

1.28 Health. The logic regarding special intervention to raise theagricultural incomes of the rural poor also extends to the provision ofminimum standards of food, clothing, shelter, health and education. Thesenot only improve the quality of life, but also indirectly affect humanproductivity. An income of less than US$50 per capita implies inadequaciesof nutrition, shelter, health standards and other components of a basicliving level. As a consequence, we observe in rural areas high levels ofmorbidity and mortality--especially infant mortality; physical and mental

1/ See IBRD, Agricultural Credit, World Bank Paper - Rural Development Series,August 1974.
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lethargy and inability to sustain hard work on a regular basis; limited ability
to recognize or to respond to problems and challenges; lack of awareness,
inactive and poor motivation toward improvement and learning; and, often,
hostility toward outside sources of change (and sometimes toward potential
achievers on the inside who threaten the cohesion of the group). Some of

these reactions, particularly those more psychological than physiological,
are associated as much with the deprivation of relative poverty as with those
of absolute poverty. A link between rural poverty and food intake has been

established for a number of countries. (See Table 5). Nutritional deficiencies
affect all age groups, but the toll is greatest among the very young. In most
low income countries children under five years of age, although they generally
constitute less than 20 percent of the population, account for more than 60
percent of all deaths. Malnutrition is the largest single contributor to child
mortality in these countries. 1/

1.29 One of the important elements reinforcing rural poverty is that those
most needing medical or health care are precisely those who are too poor or

too remote from any facility to obtain it. (See Table 6). Since almost every-
where 2/ the medical doctor remains the lynch-pin in the system of public health
care, the absence of doctors generally means the absence of adequate medical
facilities. It is estimated that more than 80 percent of the rural population
is completely out of touch with official health services.

1.30 Another factor that exacerbates the health problems of the rural

poor is neglect of preventive services. Approximately 70 to 80 percent of

public health expenditures is usually allocated to curative services, even
though it is generally recognized that preventive health programs, primarily
environment oriented, are critical to a successful attack on the disease
problems which underlie the prevailing high rates of morbidity and mortality.
Through improved water supply and sanitation, the prevalence of a whole host
of diseases can be diminished.

1.31 Education. Although it may take time, access to education can well

provide some chance for the rural young to escape from poverty. There are,
however, two important considerations which militate against the rural poor

receiving satisfactory education. The first is the relative shortage of

facilities and the poor quality of education in the rural areas; the second
is the relatively high cost of education to the poor in terms of fees, books
and other materials.

1/ For a fuller discussion of the serious effects of malnutrition see IBRD,
Health Policy Paper, World Bank Report No. 554, October 17, 1974,
Section C.

2/ Mainland China being the most noteworthy exception; Tanzania is also

developing its rural health services with heavy emphasis on the use
of medical auxiliaries rather than doctors.
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1.32 There has been a significant increase in educational opportunity inrural areas, but this has been unevenly distributed and has generally laggedbehind educational expansion in urban areas, particuarly on the post-elementary
levels of education. A comparison of UNESCO statistics for the primary level
shows that the ratio of "complete" schools to the total number of schools byarea is significantly less in rural than in urban areas. (See Table 7). Onthe basis of an intensive survey of the general situation, the judgment of oneexpert was that, in a country with an overall primary school participationrate of, say 50 percent, the chances are that in some of the poorer ruralareas as many as 90 percent or more of all young people (especially girls)
are reaching maturity without knowing how to read or write". ay1/ It is
probable that unless the situation changes greatly, millions of childrenin rural areas will remain illiterate. One reason is that, despite what maybe substantial public expenditures on education al facilities, charges foreducation, though nominal, are often well beyond the means of the rural poor.In many countries education for large numbers of rural poor children ends aftertwo years of primary school, even where a school is available for use.

1.33 Not only are the rural areas discriminated against in the provisionof education services, but the type of education often is not appropriate tothe needs of rural dwellers. It is increasingly recognized that to remedy boththe quantitative and qualitative deficiencies of education in rural areas morewidespread use of systems of "basic education" will be required. 2/

(iii) Other Services

1.34 Rural areas tend also to be provided with a lower proportion thanurban areas of such other services as domestic water supply, electricity,
waste disposal and other economic infrastructure. The relative scarcity ofthese services means that they are not available in the areas where most of thepoor live; the poor simply do not have access to them. Even where such servicesare available, the poor tend to benefit less from them than do other groups.
Even when services are subsidized, there is often a requirement of some payment
toward the cost; despite the subsidy, the personal contribution may serve as
an effective barrier to use by the poverty stricken.

1.35 The analysis above indicates that special efforts to provideappropriate social and economic services for the rural poor should focuson meeting the needs of the lowest income groups--the smallholders, tenants,landless--in the rural areas. To this end, not only must services be gearedto rural requirements, but special pricing arrangements must be maintained sothat the poor will have access to services which can assist them to break out

1/ P.H. Coombs (with R.C. Prosser and M. Ahmed), New Paths to Learning forRural Children and Youth, International Council for Educational Develop-ment, Octkbnker,p1973.
2/ See IBRD Education Sector Working Paper, World Bank Report No. 561,October 25, 1974.
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of the otherwise self-reinforcing cycle of poverty. The analysis also indicates

the importance of integrating economic with social services in rural develop-

ment projects, for poor health and lack of education are important causes of

continuing low productivity and resistance to change. 1/

1.36 The amelioration of widespread and pervasive rural poverty will

require a maximum effort from both within and outside the rural sector. The

thrust here is a direct attack on poverty in the rural areas, although, as has

been emphasized in the Bank paper on Land Reform, an expanding non-rural sector

is essential to increasing employment opportunities for the rural poor. This

is especially the case in the more populous countries of Asia where man/land

ratios are already unfavorable. Furthermore, other indirect measures may well

be essential to the amelioration of the problem. By way of illustration, on

the basis of demographic trends alone the number of rural poor could exceed

that of the beneficiaries likely to be assisted under the proposed program of

lending by the Bank Group for rural development. (See paragraph 3.29). The

need for population control is obvious. 2/ The likely stimulus to family

planning associated with a more favorable environment as higher levels of living

result from rural development programs is a further reason for adopting such

programs.

1/ One specific study, recently undertaken for the Bank among low income

agricultural workers in Indonesia, stressed the self-reinforcing

impact of poverty and a deficient diet on production. This report

comments as follows:

"Once infestation or anemia occurs, the environmental, economic

and nutritional factors are likely to enhance the debilitating

effects of the disease resulting in a vicious circle. An

anemic individual will tend to work less, and thus earn less

income if he is on a piece-work or an incentive basis. This

in turn pre-disposes him to a poorer nutritional status

(less food), aggravating further the anemia, and increasing

susceptability to infection. Increased absenteeism and

lowered productivity will therefore result, and he is trapped

in a series of events in which he can neither improve his

income, his nutrition nor his health."

2/ See "Population Planning - Sector Working Paper", in World Bank

Operations-Sectoral Programs and Policies, Baltimore and London:

The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1972, pp. 291-369. See also

Population Policies and Economic Development, World Bank Report

No. 481, July 12, 1974.
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II. POLICIES AND PROGRAMS FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT

2.1 National commitment to policies and programs for rural develop-ment is a recent phenomenon in many countries. In only a few has such acommitment long been reflected in national policies (for example Japan andTaiwan). In addition, there have been any number of pilot projects--Comilla
in Bangladesh, Puebla in Mexico, the Special Rural Development Projects in
Kenya, among others. Bank support for activities in this area is relativelynew and sufficient time has not yet elapsed for proper evaluation of the morerecent efforts. Also, due to the diversity of rural situations, country
experiences often provide insights relevant only to particular country cir-cumstances. At this stage, therefore, it is important to emphasize theincompleteness of our understanding relative to the complexity and scale ofthe problems to be tackled. Consequently, any conclusions derived remaintentative and preliminary; they are likely to be considerably modified asmore is learned about the process of change in rural areas.

A. The Policy Framework

(i) Role of Government

2.2 A strong commitment to rural development policies at the nationallevel is a requisite for an effective broad-based impact on the problems of
rural poverty. In some developing countries, present policies and institu-tional structures are so far from favorable to rural development that a policyshift could only be attained as part of a major political change. This is akey problem in situations demanding extensive land reform; it applies evenmore so where government itself is dominated by special interests unsympa-thetic to the objectives of rural development. In most other countries,
governments are prepared to experiment at the project level. However, somehold the view that rural development is technically difficult or economicallyunsound in terms of slower growth in output and exports. Whatever the reasons,unless more governments commit themselves firmly to devising strategies and
policies to raise the standard of living of the rural poor, there will belittle significant improvement in the lot of millions of people.

2.3 There are various ways in which rural development objectives canbe sought once there is firm commitment. The choice among these, and thesequence in which they are taken up, will reflect social, cultural andpolitical factors as well as narrower technical considerations. Thus far,however, while numerous rural development projects and activities with sig-nificant impact on the rural poor have been introduced, the great majorityof countries still operate without fully articulated policies, programs orplans for rural development. Similarly, national policies are often in-consistent with agricultural and rural development. We now turn to a con-sideration of these policies.
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(ii) Price Policy

2.4 It is important for rural development that the overall relation-

ship between input and output prices within agriculture and the terms of trade

between agriculture and other sectors of the economy should be such as to

stimulate growth in the rural areas. Bank analysis indicates that all too
often government policies discriminate against development, particularly
agricultural development, in the rural areas. Designed to provide assistance
to manufacturing and processing industries or to raise government revenue,
such policies result in raising the costs of agricultural inputs relative
to output prices, making innovation unrewarding and highly risky.

2.5 Many governments justify low prices for food on the grounds of

keeping down the cost of living in urban areas, while in some cases compen-
sating the farmer by subsidies on inputs or credit. Frequently, however,
such subsidies have undesirable distorting effects upon the economy, are

costly to implement and often available only to those in contact with and

enjoying, the confidence of the organization through which they are supplied.

This typically excludes the small farmer from these advantages. In general,

therefore, it is more beneficial or less costly to provide incentives by
guaranteeing minimum prices than to subsidize inputs, and better to subsidize

specific inputs in order to transfer specific technologies rather than to have

general subsidies such as subsidized interest rates. 1/

(iii) Fiscal Policy

2.6 Fiscal policies in many countries lack consistency of approach.

They have tended to develop piecemeal in response both to particularly urgent

revenue needs and to powerful pressure groups. As such they militate against

the rural poor who are either unrepresented or inadequately represented in

the councils of government. For instance, in most developing countries the
distribution of public sector expenditure is heavily skewed in favor of urban
dwellers; and within rural areas the relatively rich receive favored treatment.
These inequalities are apparent across a broad spectrum of services.

2.7 Through high levels of indirect commodity taxation and low effec-
tive rates of income or property tax, the poor often pay considerably more

in proportion to income than do the rich. In the rural areas, the failure
to extract a reasonable contribution from the richer members of the community
is most obvious in the case of taxes based on property ownership--especially
land ownership. A properly constructed tax on agricultural land is probably
most desirable to mobilize resources for public purposes, since such taxes can
function without destroying incentives related to agricultural output. Yet

few countries appear to have effective land taxes of any sort. Where they

have there is more often than not widespread evasion through nominal transfers

of parcels of land to relatives and by misclassification of land potential.

1/ See IBRD, Agricultural Credit, op. cit., for an analysis of interest

rates.
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2.8 A related and greatly significant aspect of fiscal policy is thecomplex of issues falling under the general heading of cost recovery. In mostcountries there is an inability or lack of will to impose charges on thosebenefiting from publicly financed investment or current services on the groundsthat the poor cannot afford to pay. Seldom, however, is any attempt made toimpose progressive charges which subsidize the poor by recovering proportion-ately more from the rich. Failure to impose adequate charges in turn severelylimits the rate at which investments can be undertaken or services providedin the rural areas, even though the social and economic returns from theseinvestments are high.

(iv) Land Policy

2.9 Land reform has obvious implications for the rural poor, for whomsubsistence depends for the most part on the extent to which they controlland and the output from that land. The recent Bank paper on Land Reformstressed the necessity of viewing land reform in the context of the multipleobjectives of rural development. On the other hand considerable income growthcan be achieved by smallholders without land reform (a) in densely populatedareas where the tenancy ratio is low, the distribution of land is not exces-sively skewed and the private marketing system effectively reaches the smallas well as the big farmers; and (b) by participating in settlement schemes inthose areas where there are vast tracts of land which can be exploited produc-tively through such settlement schemes. But where the incidence of oneroustenancy is high, the distribution of land extremely skewed, the rural oligarchycontrols credit and marketing institutions, appropriating for itself the bulkof input supplies and even the income generated by rural works, land reformmust precede any massive input of resources into small farms or rural works.

(v) Regional Policy

2.10 When multi-objective, multi-activity, rural development programsand projects are contemplated, including not only private agricultural andindustrial activity but also government infrastructure and social serviceactivity, the locational aspects of the units of non-farm activities requirecareful consideration. For whereas agricultural activity is soil-bound, thereare many feasible alternative locations for non-farm activities. And economiesof scale and external economies due to the interdependence of different activi-ties, can be very significant. There are obviously problems of determiningthe optimal areas and populations to be serviced by a local market center, anelectricity transmission station, a water supply system, a school, an exten-sion office, a research station, a medical clinic, a feeder road, a bank ora credit cooperative.

2.11 Many of these service units are best located in towns serving thesurrounding rural area rather than in every village rural settlement. Alter-natively, service units with a small capacity may be located in the villagesand larger units in towns and cities. As rural, regional planning spreads,it will have to be coordinated with urban regional planning. Increasing mig-ratory movements and changes in the geographical distribution of the poor andthe unemployed add urgency to the need for a coordinated provision of publicservices in contiguous rural and urban settlements.
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2.12 Regional development policies require a careful appraisal of the
growth potential of different areas. Resources to finance minimum standards
of public services and infrastructure facilities should be available to all
regions, particularly those least well-endowed. Of particular importance
is expenditure to identify the natural resources and growth potential of
every area. It is a disturbing fact that in vast areas of the developing
world comprehensive scientific surveys of natural resources have not yet been

completed. Many regions remain poor because their resource endowments and
potentials for growth have not been properly established as a basis for
investment in material and human capital.

(vi) Technology Policy

2.13 A constant flow of new, field-tested technical knowledge relevant
to smallholder production is a precondition for the continuing success of
most rural development programs. Many of the poor live in harsh environments
where investments would produce little income growth until technological
discoveries create reliable new opportunities. Major improvements in produc-
tion technologies and product mixes must be evolved for arid lands, some
mountain regions, areas of low quality soils where shifting cultivation is
practiced, and rain forest areas. Failing this, migration may be the only
solution.

2.14 Inappropriate research programs and inadequate adaptive research
and extension have in many cases been a major factor in limiting the effect
of programs on the incomes of poor farmers. One common problem emerging
is the failure to treat the subsistence farm as a system of cultivation,
requiring a comprehensive approach to on-farm technological improvement.
Another problem is the lack of attention to factors especially important to
the small farmer. These include risk-reducing innovations, such as better
pest and weather resistant crops; more intensive research into the so-called
poor man's crops, including sorghum, millet, cassava, pulses and upland rice;
and better advice on simple improvements in crop husbandry and soil and
fertility conservation. Also, although there has been more research on small
farm equipment than is generally supposed, the efforts have not been coordi-
nated nor the results subjected to simple production engineering for manufac-
ture. One approach to this problem being pioneered by the International Rice
Research Institute in the Philippines and other groups, involves dissemination
of research results and prototype specifications for local manufacture.

(vii) Commitment, Planning and Resource Requirements

2.15 The commitment of resources to rural development and the extent to
which promotion of rural development programs is reflected in national economic
policy depends, both on the nature and severity of the problem and on the
resources which the nation can allocate to it. As noted in Chapter I, where
rural poverty is restricted to small pockets and resources are available,
individual countries may follow very different policies with regard to rural
development. For instance, the fifth five-year plan of Iran, covering the
period 1972/73 through 1977/78, drawn up before the recent three-fold increase
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in oil prices, projected investment outlays for the agricultural sector equiva-lent to some US$900 million per year. The rural population of Iran is approxi-mately 18 million. Of these, some eight million could be counted among the
target group of rural poor, as defined in Chapter I. It follows that if halfof the total investment outlay projected for agriculture were to be directedtoward Iran s rural poor, annual investment per capita among that group couldbe over US$50 per year. By contrast, in Bangladesh over 90 percent of thepopulation lives in rural areas and at least 40 million of these rural peoplemust be counted among the poor. A feasible investment outlay for agriculturewas assessed by a recent Bank economic mission at the equivalent of approxi-mately US$300 million per year over the mid-1970's. Applying the same arith-matic, in Bangladesh less than US$4 per capita is available annually to helpimprove the productivity of the rural poor--about one-fifteenth of theamount available in Iran. While rural poverty is far from negligible in Iran,it clearly is not the dominant development concern that it must be forBangladesh. At the same time, the resources available to Iran for dealingwith the problem allow for a much wider latitude in approach to rural poverty
and permit a much faster pace of implementation. It is obvious that planning,
program formulation and implementation will vary considerably from one caseto the other.

B. Organization and Planning

2.16 There is a growing consensus that the effective planning andimplementation of rural development programs requires the following elements:

(a) a national plan or program of action for rural development,
together with supporting national and regional policies andadequate center/local financing arrangements;

(b) a strong organization at the national level to coordinate
vertically organized, central government sectoral departments;

(c) greater decentralization with effective machinery at theregional/local level to coordinate the sectoral activitiesof national departments operating in the region and regional/local departments; and

(d) participation by the rural poor in the planning and implemen-tation processes through local government, project advisorycommittees, cooperatives, and other group forms of organiza-tion.

These elements are discussed separately in the following sections.
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(i) National Rural Development Programs and Plans

2.17 Few countries have developed an overall plan for rural development.
It is no easy task to do this for several reasons: (a) by definition rural
development cuts across all sectors; (b) rural programs, more than most other
kinds, ideally should flow from national and regional planning; (c) the kinds
of supportive policies discussed in the preceding section involve fundamental
political considerations; and (d) the information base is poor.

2.18 Yet the advantages of a coordinated effort, focused on a national
plan or program for rural development, are almost self-evident. Basic questions
such as the financial, technical and administrative efforts to be allocated
to the program, the areas for major concentration, the phasing and sequencing
of activities, the linkages among sector programs and the developmental impacts
aimed for, can seldom be addressed effectively in a piecemeal fashion. At the
present time effort tends to be fragmented and dispersed because there is no
clear idea of the overall size of thd problem; the location, density and
economic characteristics of specific target groups; or the developmental poten-
tial in the areas where rural poverty is concentrated. To obtain the benefits
of planning, however, calls for great determination in the face of very real
difficulties. At the level of central government, the concerns of rural devel-
opment tend to cut across the conventional boundaries of department organization
and resp.n'ibility. At the other extreme, regional and local planning involve
acceptance of the delegation of some central authority for program design and
implamen-.ion to staff in touch with local requirements and able to assess
local po,tial. Finally, it is increasingly recognized that to create a basis
for self-sustaining development in rural areas requires that local resources--
financial and human--be mobilized within a planning framework involving the
active participation and assistance of local people. Local self-reliance
iplies involvement, as distinct from simply reaching the low income rural
pop ilation through development programs. This, too, calls for major new efforts
in the many countries where the administrative system has been highly central-
ized. In view of the difficulties, partial planning, for particular areas or
regions, may be more realistic and effective in some circumstances.

(ii) Coordination at the Center

2.19 There is some experience--although no consensus--emerging on
approaches to the organizational problems of rural development planning.
There appear, for instance, to be advantages in creating a special unit or
office, located directly under the president or prime minister to coordinate
national planning and program development for rural development. The experi-
ence is that such units are most useful when they coordinate efforts rather
than themselves undertaking the specialized work of other agencies. Coordi-
nation is particularly important with regard to: (a) national/regional efforts
to overcome the current lack of data and improve the information base generally;
and (b) the activities of the major sector agencies. (The success of a rural
program or project initiated by one department or agency often depends on
complementary actions taken by another department. Experience in any number
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of countries suggests that lack of adequate preparation, including attention
to those linkages, is an important cause of failure or disappointing results.)
Finally, (c) there is the very important and difficult task to ensure thatnational and sector policies are in line with the overall objectives of ruraldevelopment.

(iii) Decentralization and Coordination at the Local Level

2.20 Experience indicates that the planning and implementation of ruraldevelopment activities calls for a substantial measure of decentralization inprogram management, involving the strengthening of local government and otherdevelopment institutions. The adjustments needed vary significantly fromcountry to country. Unless the functional aspects of rural development pro-jects are completely delegated to some level of regional and/or localgovernment--an unrealistic and probably undesirable situation--problems
typically arise with regard to overlapping functions of central and localgovernment departments. An institutional arrangement--perhaps throughregional planning units or coordinating committees--must be found to resolveissues and, in the last resort, provide adjudication machinery. Where nationalinvestment priorities are concerned, provision has to be made to ensure thatthe central planning authority is brought into the picture.

2.21 The many meanings of decentralization should be clearly distin-guished. Decentralization may mean decentralization of authority: (i) toformulate projects; (ii) to administer projects and run enterprises, (iii)to allocate expenditure, and (iv) to raise revenue. If three major levelsof government are considered, the central or federal, the state or provincial,and the district, 1/ it will be seen that in large countries the responsi-
bility for planning, budgeting and executing rural development schemesusually rests at the provincial level, and in small countries at the centrallevel. But almost everywhere central planning agencies and ministries areplaying an increasingly dominant role in directing and providing funds forrural development. In some countries special ministerial or presidential
agencies have been established to plan, coordinate and accelerate the ruraldevelopment activities of central as well as regional agencies.

2.22 There is now a near-unanimity about the need for a strong planning
and executive machinery for rural development at the district or sub-district
levels. The advantages in planning and administering development from locallevels are particularly great where there is a complex, multi-sectoral mixof activities that requires proper integration and timing of activities. Atthe same time, local level management provides the needed flexibility tomodify programs as conditions become better understood or as circumstances
change. More generally, the combination of authority, responsibility and

1/ The exact terminology and hierarchy of course differ as between countries.But in all countries at least three levels are clearly distinguishable.
The word 'district' is used here to cover all levels below the provincial.
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accountability focused at the local level leads to much more active promo-
tional efforts than otherwise. This is particularly true in the more backward
and isolated regions which are generally neglected under a highly centralized
system. In Mainland China, reliance on decentralized local level management
is a corner-stone of the economic system. And there is a clear trend in
this direction in a number of other countries - in Algeria, Tanzania, Kenya,
and India for example. In general, however, (apart from use of the special
project authority--often separate from the existing local authority),
progress toward decentralization is still modest.

2.23 At the present time, the proportion of expenditure on development
which is allocated as a result of local decisions is fairly small--perhaps
in the range of 10 to 20 percent. Budget authority continues to rest with
the central authority, with a major part of the funds allocated on a depart-
mental basis. Funds which provincial authorities can allocate out of their
own revenues for rural development are generally hopelessly inadequate or
insignificant. Even where there is a considerable measure of local autonomy
in spending, reliance on central transfers is very great. Central governments
usually curtail local powers to raise additional revenue directly from local
sources, although there are some arguments favoring such local resource
mobilization to supplement central government allocations. For one thing,
total resources for investment may be increased. For another, local contri-
butions would strengthen the basis for local participation in program concept
and design and, more generally, would increase fiscal responsibility at local
level. Some countries, Indonesia for example, are experimenting successfully
with schemes to increase local level contributions, in this case using a
matching grant system as inducement.

(iv) Importance of Local Participation

2.24 Community involvement in the selection, design, construction and
implementation of rural development programs has often been the first step
in the acceptance of change leading to the adoption of new techniques of
production. The manner in which early participation is to be achieved, and
balanced with the need for overall guidance and control from the center, is
a problem which can only be resolved within each country. There is some
evidence, however, such as that at Comilla in Bangladesh, that a strengthened
local authority is better able to secure effective participation than are
officials answerable to far away central governments. It appears that Tanzania
has gone further in its attempts to deal with these problems than have most
other governments. For example, preparation of regional development budgets
now begins with proposals from a system of local committees, composed of
villagers and low level officials. These are then filtered through higher
level district and regional committees, again composed of a mixed group of
officials and party members, before presentation to the central government.
Agreement must be reached at each level before final proposals are passed
through to the next higher level. A somewhat similar system of decentralized
planning and decision-making is practiced in Malaysia and one is being
developed in Indonesia. Country experience shows that one major problem of
participation is that the rural people have perceptions of needs and
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possibilities for action which are generally different from those of "rational"officials. A reasonable balance in this relationship is hard to strike. Atone extreme, local politicians may completely dominate local officials, withthe possibility of perverse results. At the other extreme, also common,officials may make the final decisions and recommendations.

2.25 Local institutions such as farmers' associations, cooperatives, orsimilar organizations have obvious potential advantages with respect to anumber of the problems that raise major administrative difficulties in reachingthe rural poor. On one side, they provide some measure of participation throughthe involvement of their members. On the other, they perform intermediaryfunctions which make it possible to provide credit to larger numbers than canbe done through official agencies. Group members can be held jointly respon-sible for repayment of credit, for acceptance of input supplies or otherproduce purchased from outside and for delivery of marketed surplus to theappropriate agencies (public or private). In some systems, cultivation isarranged on a cooperative basis, in some cases with the application of more orless uniform cultivation practices to land and crops that remain the respon-sibility and property of the individual cultivators. Local groups and asso-ciations can thus, in principle, reduce the need for government servants orpersonnel of government-supported agencies to deal with the individuals andfamilies that comprise the target groups.

2.26 Almost all governments support cooperative development for therural areas in one form or another. An examination of the experience indi-cates that the performance of cooperatives has been mixed. In some, theproblem has been that the skills--particularly entrepreneurial and tradingskills--that are required of the managers have been underestimated. Withinefficiencies and losses, the cooperative may well become a high rather thanlow cost purveyor of services for its members. In some places these diffi-culties have been considerably accentuated by active and effective oppositionto the cooperative by private traders, landlords and others to whom organiza-tion among low income families is not advantageous. Sometimes such groupscapture much of the benefit by working from within: for example, when member-ship of a cooperative is a condition for access to subsidized credit. Dis-honesty among the officials has also been a major problem.

2.27 But experience with cooperatives has not been all bad, and localorganization provides the participation and impetus to rural developmentprograms that it is hard to attain in any other way. Moreover, in mostsocieties, there is a well established informal system of mutual aid uponwhich to build. The work of non-government agencies furnishes some of themore successful examples in fostering cooperation, usually working outsidethe framework of officialdom, often in quite modest circumstances. The Bankshould explore ways and means of working more closely with non-governmentagencies, especially where they have gained useful local experience and haveexperimented with pilot projects.
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(v) Manpower and Institutional Constraints

2.28 The shortage of skilled staff to implement rural development
programs should be a major consideration in their design. In many countries,
particularly in Africa, the scarcities of skills extend through all levels:

experienced and junior staff, technical and administrative. Even when the

stock of trained manpower is more adequate, the number of personnel serving
the rural areas is often low in comparison with urban areas. This may be due

to rural development being assigned low priority or to an absolute paucity of
financial resources. Typically, however, the salary scales and allowances of

people working at the bottom of the development hierarchy in the rural areas
are low, their status is low and their promotion prospects uncertain. In
addition, the lack of amenities in rural locations deters well trained persons
from staying there. Moreover, in many countries civil service practice does
not respect and reward specialization. Therefore, the turnover of rural staff
is very high; and officers appointed to supervise rural development are fre-
quently generalists in the very early or the very last stages of their careers.

2.29 The remedies for this situation are obvious but seldom instituted.
Staff working in the rural areas should be given better pay and allowances.
Distinguished rural service should be given special recognition. Promotion
prospects for specialized field staff should be improved. But competitive
pay and career prospects must be regarded as complementary to the development
of the motivation and commitment to service that accompany true professionalism.
Manpower can often be used more effectively than it is at present. In parti-
cular, where good managers and higher level staff are scarce, lower level
staff must be utilized much more effectively. The need for formally trained
manpower is determined largely by the way in which the delivery of services
is organized. Thus, many agricultural credit programs, following conventional'
forms of credit administration based on complex criteria of creditworthiness
of the applicant, involve the processing of complicated forms and thus require
large amounts of highly trained manpower. Modification of such procedures
could free this manpower for other tasks.

2.30 If decentralization is to be effective, regional and local govern-
ment, development authorities, and cooperative-type organizations must be
provided with the trained manpower to fulfill obligations. The available
evidence indicates that present systems of training are weak especially with
regard to the handling of relationships with the local population. Recruit-
ment must be lucalized to strengthen the links between development services
and the community; training exercises for agricultural extension agents,
health workers and cooperative staff must be relevant to the actual needs
and priorities of particular local situations. More consideration also should
be given to the possibility of training community opinion leaders, such as
primary school teachers, religious leaders and village cooperative secretaries
as agents of change. The number of people which need to be trained is so
large that the only practical way is to adopt a multiplier approach by train-
ing the trainers. This could be done through the establishment of inter-
nationally financed regional training institutes. These would prepare
experienced staff to return to their countries and set up courses to train
development managers, regional and project planners, cooperative staff, agri-
cultural extension agents and other specialists.
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C. Implementing Rural Development

2.31 Because experience with rural development projects is limited,and conditions vary widely from one rural area to another, generalizationabout project design is fraught with the twin dangers of being either toospecific or too trite. Nevertheless, an attempt has been made to distillsome lessons of experience by examining a cross section of projects in whichalleviating poverty in the rural areas was a major objective. 1/ In thisrespect it is notable that rural development schemes do not usually aim toprovide benefits exclusively to the rural poor. There are several reasons
for this. Often, the rural development objective is subordinate to theobjective of increasing agricultural output (or marketed output). Evenwhere this is not the case, a program aimed at providing advice or extensionto the small farmer will rarely exclude the medium sized farmer, if byincluding him sizeable increases in output can be obtained.

2.32 Moreover, it may frequently be desirable to design a program sothat all sections of a rural community benefit to some degree from it. Oftenthis can ensure its effectiveness with respect to the target groups whoseneed for the program is its main justification. Involving the communityimplies the provision of some element of general interest. And in manycountries, avoidance of opposition from powerful and influential sectionsof the rural community is essential if the program is not to be subverted
from within. Program design must take into consideration the existing ruralsocial system if lasting benefits for the poor are to be achieved. Thus, incases where economic and social inequality is initially high, it is normallyoptimistic to expect that more than 50 percent of the project benefits canbe directed toward the target groups; often the percentage will be consider-ably below this. But, in all cases, project design should reflect theparticular needs and conditions in the particular developing country situation.
2.33 At one extreme, some countries are giving emphasis to the provisionof a package of minimum requirements to as large a group as resources permit.We describe this as the minimum package approach to rural development. At
the other extreme are the more comprehensive programs which include socialas well as directly productive elements. Partly because of the heavy finan-cial and human resources required by such programs, however, most experiencewith them relates to specific area or regional schemes (e.g., settlement
schemes) rather than to nation-wide programs. We refer to this as the compre-
hensive approach. Finally, there are a variety of supportive programs which
provide benefits to the rural poor. These usually need to be integrated with
some broader effort if full potential is to be realized. A rural works program

1/ Some insights are also provided on this subject by the African RuralDevelopment Study (ARDS) carried out in the Development EconomicsDepartment. The report of this study, which examines experience withthirteen rural development programs and projects in Africa, is scheduledfor publication by the Bank.
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intended to help the landless laborer is one example of such an approach.
A national credit scheme for smallholders would be another. Most sector-

specific programs fit into this category, including those related to education,
health, transport improvements, village power and water supplies for the rural
poor. Such programs are described as sector or special programs in the
detailed discussion. It is worth emphasizing, however, that most experience
with rural development stems from various ad hoc or piece-meal approaches,
and not from the application of an overall rural development plan. Thus, the

classification of project activities serves mainly as a basis for organized

discussion of issues, and the examples used do not necessarily reflect inten-
tion or conscious design on the part of the originators of the programs.

(i) The Minimum Package Approach

2.34 Minimum package programs aim to provide generally modest but broad-
based improvements in levels of living through increased agricultural output.

Special attention is given to the sequencing of operations in the light of

the development needs and requirements of the target groups on one side, and
financial and staffing costraints on the other. The great advantages of

minimum package approaches are their promise of low-cost, extensive coverage

with comparatively simple objectives and operating procedures. The importance
of sequencing is also worth attention. An initial emphasis on a broad-based
increase in productivity, through a minimum level of institutional development,

may be the most effective way of ensuring mass participation in a subsequent
more complex type of program.

2.35 An illustration of the approach in operation is the Minimum Package
Program (MPP) established in Ethiopia in 1971, which is supported by IDA.
Designed to cover eventually the entire agricultural population of small

farmers in Ethiopia, MPP provides extension, production credit, cooperative
development, and feeder roads in 10,000 farm family units or blocks. These

blocks typically extend five kilometers on each side of a 75 kilometer stretch
of all-weather road. Services are organized through specialized credit agencies
and the Ministry of Agriculture, with no regional or local government partici-
pation. The experience of those working with the project suggests some impor-
tant conditions for the success of this approach:

(a) a first class technical package (under the soil and rainfall
conditions of Ethiopia's highlands, the application of ferti-
lizers has produced such yield increases as to convince farmers
of their usefulness without much persuasion by extension staff);

(b) an intact social structure of rural life, with certain people

commanding general respect being prepared to act as model
farmers without remuneration;

(-c) a land tenure system which does not discourage production
above subsistence level; and
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(d) a loose system of credit supervision with satisfactory
repayment rates enforced through firm and visible govern-
ment credit discipline.

2.36 It follows that a different approach will be necessary where thetechnical package itself is not markedly superior to existing practice andwhere the initial requirements for raising productivity are more complex--
for example, where the rural poor are stratified by access to land, farmtype, skill level and occupation. This partly explains why there are fewexamples of this type of national program, despite its considerable advantagefor countries with limited resources and massive rural poverty. Social andeconomic stratification in many South Asian countries, for example, wouldseem to preclude widespread application of the minimum package approach.

2.37 One Asian example of the minimum package approach, however, isfurnished by a recent Bank seed improvement project for Korea, under whichsome 500,000 farmers are to be assisted with improved varieties of paddy,barley, wheat, soybeans, and potato to raise incomes by a modest but sig-nificant 10 percent over a five-year period. The program also includes bothprovision for research to improve the quality of seeds and a system of seeddistribution through the national cooperative organization to individualfarmers. Credit and extension services, provided mainly through cooperativesocieties (to which 90 percent of Korean farmers belong), are already adequate.Project cost, at 1973 prices, works out to less than US$50 per family.

2.38 Under adverse conditions, provision of minimum package facilitiestends to result in relatively few direct beneficiaries among the rural poor.There may, however, be favorable indirect effects stemming from minimumpackage programs addressed to small farmers who are not themselves suffi-ciently poor to be classified among the target groups on the basis of lowincome. For example, as small farmers become more prosperous, there is atendency for them to make more extensive use of hired labor--drawn fromthe poorest groups. Expanding demands for trading and transport servicesalso tend to improve the market for hired labor. Clearly, projects forwhich such indirect effects on the rural poor are a major considerationalso merit special attention, particularly in otherwise unfavorable situa-tions such as those where the poor have little or no direct access to land.

(ii) The Comprehensive Approach

(a) Coordinated National Programs

2.39 While most schemes under this category are specifically designedfor a particular area, some countries have pursued concerted programs ofrural development directed at a wide spectrum of the rural population. Thesehave been characterized by careful definition of the needs and resources ofthe target population; detailed planning of preparation and implementation;phasing of multi-sectoral components; and extensive adjustments or completerestructuring of related institutions. Some of these programs, for example,
those in Japan, Republic of China (Taiwan) and Korea, have met with notable
success. In other countries, such as Pakistan and Mexico, the programs areyet in an early stage.
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2.40 The success of the Taiwan experience is reflected by the fact

that during the period from 1950-1970, output from the agricultural sector

grew at five percent per year. In addition the greatest increases were

registered on the 890,000 farms with less than one hectare of cultivated

land. These represent two-thirds of all farms and one-third of the culti-

vated area. The farm income of this group exceeded US$300 per capita in

1970. The Taiwanese experience is characterized by the rapid adoption of

new technology by a large number of small farmers, with most of the increase

coming from improved yields, derived from the use of improved inputs and

the expansion of irrigation.

2.41 It is generally agreed that this success would not have been

achieved without the organization of farmers into associations. Farmers

are organized into a federated three tiered system of multipurpose organi-

zations. At the base are the small agricultural units made up of several

families, who are collectively represented in the 328 Township Farmers'

Associations. Above these there are 20 County Associations and the apex

organization. Although multipurpose, the farmers' associations have become

an important source of institutional credit, and this appears to have been

one of the major factors responsible for the acceleration of agricultural

development. The organization of the farmers was accomplished under the

aegis of an autonomous central development agency known as the Joint Com-

mission on Rural Reconstruction (JCRR).

2.42 In contrast to the Taiwan experience, the Mexican "Integrated

Rural Development Program" (PIDER) is very new and thus has no spectacular

achievements to report. It is of particular interest, however, because of

the detailed planning and institutional adjustments that have been made. The

primary objective of the program is to provide resources and services in

selected rural areas in order to increase permanent and temporary employment;
raise rural living standards by introducing directly productive activities;

and improve basic social infrastructure and production services. The criteria

for selection of the regions chosen for the programs are that each must be

economically depressed, with potential for expansion of agricultural, mining,

or industrial production; must have at least one growth point for development;

and it must have fairly high levels of unemployment and underemployment. This

program reflects Mexican endeavors to improve the planning and implementation

of systems for the distribution of investment and services. It also is indi-

cative of efforts to decentralize budgeting and resource distribution at the

state level, and to encourage local and state participation in the decision-
making process.

2.43 Finally, there is one other example of a national approach which

on grounds of general importance merits separate and detailed discussion--

that of Mainland China. Application to other countries and regions is, how-

ever, a subject for considerable debate, but the Chinese achievement itself

is no longer in question. It appears to have been based on broad acceptance

of community and nation-inspired developmental goals over individualist or

personal goals. Perhaps better put, the individual in China appears to

satisfy personal goals and ambitions through contribution to the development

of the nation and community--almost of reversal of the situation in most

countries.
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(b) Area Development Schemes

2.44 An emphasis on area development is common in many countries, foragricultural as well as rural development projects. Basically, argumentsin its favor stem from consideration of the often complex nature of thetarget group situation, which calls for specific programs locally preparedand tailored to local conditions. Technical considerations related tospecific requirements for agricultural improvement also tend to favor placingdevelopment schemes in an area framework. Even when the focus is on thepromotion of a single product, the very nature of modern agriculture mayrequire a large number of inputs to be put together by private or publiceffort: improved seed varieties or animal breeds, irrigation facilities,fertilizers and chemicals, energy and equipment, credit, extension, storage,marketing and transport services and price incentives. One type of compre-hensive, limited area approach is illustrated by a variety of single productprojects, such as the promotion of tea in Kenya, groundnuts or tobacco inTanzania, cotton in Mali and Tanzania, coffee in Papua New Guinea and oilpalm in Malaysia.

2.45 The special advantage of comprehensive area development projects,however, is the opportunity to focus directly on the needs of the rural poorthrough diversified crop and integrated farming systems. The development ofthese activities can then be linked with training and social services, andpossibly, with rural works programs. A closer examination of some successfulexperiences suggests that area or regional rural development programs canencompass a great variety of objectives, organizational forms and possibleresponses. At one extreme, the primary objective of some of the most success-ful schemes is not so much to help the poor farmer or settler as to generateadditional output for disposal in the marketplace. Thus, some schemes placea heavy emphasis on one or two major crops. They also provide services togrowers in the form of a good technical package and credit and marketingarrangements, associated with relatively close control of farm operationsand supervision of credit. Typically, such schemes operate through a wellfunded and staffed special authority outside the existing local civil servicestructure, often with little community or other direct local participation.Under such schemes arrangements may be made to mobilize resources for schoolsor medical facilities, and settlement may include provision of basic amenities,like water supplies. While the impact on productivity may be an importantinfluence, these services are typically supplied in an ad hoc way, withoutmuch consideration for wider programs of development. The Gezira settlementscheme in the Sudan had many of these features. Begun in the 1920's, by1970 it had accounted for nearly two million acres of irrigated land, directlybenefiting 75,000 farm families.

2.46 Settlement schemes have a number of special advantages. Theyprovide an opportunity to break through modes of thought and action that areoften problems in traditional, closely integrated and inward-looking ruralcommunities. They also afford an escape from communities where power isconcentrated in the hands of a few large landowners who are opposed tomeasures designed to reduce their special status and likely to erode the low
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cost labor situation. There may also be an opportunity to select well moti-

vated settlers and, especially where new crops are involved, the package of
technical advice and services made available will carry greater weight and

authority than otherwise.

2.47 An example to be contrasted with Gezira, in terms of concern with

community involvement and application in the very different circumstances of

long established settlement, is provided by the Comilla projects (Bangladesh).
This series of pilot schemes designed by the Pakistan Academy of Rural Develop-
ment during the period 1958-71 demonstrated a potential for substantially
raising within ten years the incomes of small farmers in a limited but fairly
large area. It has also provided models for improved local organization and
administration (at modest cost and with a limited number of professional staff),
including training systems. Large numbers of people, many of them at village
level, were trained in cooperative organization, pump irrigation, taxation,
conciliation court procedures, Muslim family law and literacy. A rural public
works program, growing out of Comilla, achieved an impressive record of road
building and repair, canal excavation and construction of flood embankments,

serving over 4.6 million acres of farmland. An irrigation program, adopted
throughout the province in 1968, had by 1972-73 placed 32,900 low-lift pumps
and tubewells to irrigate an estimated 1.3 million acres. The Academy was

also responsible for establishing a village cooperative credit system, with
emphasis on self-help through thrift among workers. Associated in part with
the credit system and farmer extension services, fertilizer use quadrupled
in the area mostly affected while incomes among village farmers more than
doubled. Another important innovation was a system for coordinating the
activities of the various government departments in a local development center
(the Thana Center).

2.48 The Comilla project was fortunate in enjoying exceptionally inno-
vative and imaginative local leadership. The degree of success achieved is

particularly impressive given the limited resources available, and an environ-
ment with many unfavorable factors. A distinctive feature was the careful
phasing of program development, based both on pretesting and use of experi-
ence gained under pilot or trial schemes and on the flexible evolution of
program design as further knowledge and experience were gained. While such
schemes can be successful, the Comilla experience illustrates the critical
importance of leadership and commitment to program goals.

2.49 A model of another type is provided by the Puebla project, developed
for a relatively homogenous area with some 50,000 small farmers in Mexico.
The project, begun as recently as 1967, is much less authoritarian than Gezira,
but much more technically agricultural in orientation than Comilla. The Puebla
approach has stressed the provision of new technical packages for smallholder
farmers based on local adaptive research, mostly for maize, with much of the
initial work associated with identifying problems with soil, seed, disease,
and cultivation practices, and training technicians to work in small farm
development. The scheme also includes credit and marketing facilities. For
participating farmers, the increase in maize yields (net of climatic effect)
averaged 9.5 percent a year over the period 1968-72, raising farm family
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incomes by approximately US$110. Total project cost over the six-year periodto 1974 was approximately US$i million or US$135 per credit-receiving farmer.
The Puebla project has not, however, been very successful in integrating its
activities into the fabric of regular governmental services. Banks must still
be prodded to lend to small farmers; and the Puebla research and extension
functions are largely outside regular government channels. Organizationwhich articulate local farmers' opinions and concerns have not emerged andare therefore not tied into higher levels of the service system. Signifi-
cantly, while the achievmenet is already considerable, only 25 percent of those
in the maize growing area have responded to the project to date.

2.50 A final example, which combines some of the features already dis-cussed, is the Lilongwe Land Development Program (LLDP) begun in 1967 in
Malawi. It is the focal point in a large-scale area development approachto rural transformation. Presently covering an area of 1.15 million acresand with a population of 550,000, most of whom are small farmers, the program
was organized as a special department of the Ministry of Agriculturhe Access
to the services and staff of other departments, including staff speciallyseconded to the program, has been a feature of LLDP. As a consequence, theprogram enjoys the high level of cooperation and coordination among depart-
ments that should (but often does not) flow from integration of activities
in a national policy framework. The program has concerned itself with a wide
variety of activities and functions, most notably with physical planning of
sub-regional centers for markets and services; provision of regional infra-
structure--roads, bridges, water supplies, health clinics and servicebuildings; consolidation of land holdings; comunity organizatios and village
committees for local participation in decision-making and planning; and credit
schemes--initially, unsecured loans to individuals, but with progressive
adaptation to group credit systems based on shared responsibility for repay-ments. Considerable importance is also given to agricultural extension andto the training of extension workers. (The program has trained all its fieldstaff.) Program targets were set in relation to a 13-year development period,and a full assessment is difficult to make at this stage. It is anticipated
that by 1980 net income per farm family in the project areas will increase
75 percent in relation to the initial situation, accompanied by roughly
doubled yields of maize, smaller increases for other crops and improvements
in animal husbandry.

2.51 The Lessons of Experience. There are perhaps three major poten-tial dangers with such area development schemes:

(a) as already mentioned, the schemes may concentrate a dis-proportionate share of resources in providing benefits toa group that is relatively small in relation to the overallsize of the national rural target group;

(b) the schemes tend to suffer from overly ambitious andcomplex program design, calling for exceptional leadershipthat cannot always be made available on a sustained basis; and

(c) they may distort priorities in the allocation of resourcesamong sectors.
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2.52 Recognition of the need for quality staff and management in such

sphemes is often accommodated through the provision of foreign technical

and financial assistance. Donor agencies have tended to favor provision

of high density, high quality manpower (be it local or foreign), and often

of new institutional arrangement, as a condition for launching such projects.

But high powered management, with and often without foreign backing, is

sometimes overly successful in appropriating a disproportionately large

amount of available resources for "showpiece" or "enclave" projects. Technical

feasibility and economic viability, together with weak central planning and
control over resource allocation, may lead to the adoption of project objec-
tives that are unnecessarily ambitious. Sometimes a doubling or tripling

of income may be feasible and economically viable but not, in the light of

overall country circumstances, an appropriate target. There is a need to

look closely at schemes during the design stage to see whether a modest

objective--perhaps an increase in incomes by 50 percent over a ten year

period--might not enable significant economies to be made, particularly
in the use of high level staff.

2.53 In some cases, however, particularly irrigation/land improvement

projects, the problem lies less with the objectives than with the failure

to provide the needed reforms in the structure of land holdings. Thus, a

project that results in a doubling of the carrying capacity of the land may

be utilized to increase the density of settlement--so providing modest

benefits to a wider group of participants. The combination of land reform

and land improvement--potentially an attractive approach to rural develop-
ment in conditions of land scarcity--needs to be more vigorously pursued.

2.54 The comparative affluence in management and finance enjoyed under

many of these projects during the implementation period often does not

survive the transfer of functions to the local administrative system. First,

the indigenous regional administrations may not have the capability to carry

out the necessary policy and coordinating functions at the regional head-

quarters. This capability is critical in administering complex integrated

programs when they involve activities of a number of departments and local

governmental agencies, for instance, agriculture, transportation and health.

Second, institutions to handle the commercial aspects of the programs, such

as agricultural credit and input and output marketing, either do not exist--

since the programs have handled these functions--or do not yet have the

administrative capability to manage the activities on a large enough scale.

Third, the local organizations and local administrative units developed under

the programs may not correspond to the existing local governmental institu-

tions, raising difficult questions related to maintenance and expansion of

the various local services.

2.55 These problems cannot be resolved quickly and so are not entirely

avoidable if more rapid progress is to be made. Experimentation with decen-

tralization and with the working of new administrative structures and pro-

cedures must begin somewhere. If the improvement of the system is to await

its functioning everywhere, it may not improve anywhere within an acceptable
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period of time. In fact, a demonstration of the efficiency of new structuresand procedures in a few pilot areas is often the only way to convince tradi-tionalists of the feasibility, as well as the need, of improving the generalsystem. This being said, however, greater efforts must be made to designarea development schemes on the basis of realistic assessments of the qualityand number of the officials and technicians likely to be made available inthe long term. This approach to area development should help to fostergreater concern for training activities (the importance of which was dealtwith in paragraphs 2.28 to 2.30), a particular weakness of programs that relyheavily on expatriate manpower. 1/

2.56 Balancing Economic and Social Comonents. A special aspect ofthe resource allocation problem in multi-sectoral activities concerns thebalance of outlays between sectors. As indicated in Chapter I, projectsaimed at the rural poor are likely to contain a mix of elements--directlyproductive components as well as social services and amenities such as health,water supplies, basic education and -village electrification. In principle,the different sectoral elements need to be consistent with individual sectorobjectives and should conform to a logic that is internal to the project orprogram as a whole so that the components are mutually reinforcing. Thisneed to conform to a well-considered and carefully structured rural develop-ment program may result in the better design of such services than would bethe case under a non-integrated or sector program. Sector programs oftenreflect inappropriate standards and result in elaborate and costly services,poorly structured in terms of the overall priority needs of rural communities.The principle, however, is more easily stated than observed, and in practicea good deal of judgement regarding inclusion of such items is called for.If good sector programs do not exist they cannot be improvised and made towork within the context of an individual rural development project. Moreoverthe indirectly productive impact of such services as better health care andenvironmental sanitation are inherently difficult to measure, and the base ofgood research studies is lacking. Such difficulties add to the importanceof making sure that the social service components of a rural developmentproject are the "least costly" among alternative methods, that they arepotentially replicable over broader areas, and that the recurrent costsinvolved can be sustained within the limits of the fiscal resources available.

2.57 There are two other points worth making about the inclusion ofsocial services and amenities in rural development programs. First, thereis evidence that rural people rate selected social or amenity services--particularly health and access to water--very highly indeed, sometimes aboveproductive benefits, as a quick means of improving the quality of life. Parti-cipation fostered through community involvement in the design, constructionand use of such facilities may be the first step in the acceptance of proposalsfor change relating to production techniques and methods. Second, it is worthrecalling that the allocation of resources among sectors (as among regions)is likely to reflect a balance of considerations, and economic criteria maynot necessarily be the most important. Concentration of resources in more

1/ A conclusion that applies to most of the projects reviewed under theAfrican Rural Development Study referred to above (page 26, fn 1).
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productive areas may increase inter-regional inequality, particularly where

migration from the less favored regions is not feasible. A relatively strong
emphasis on inter-regional balance and equity may be justified where the poorer
regions contain a heavy concentration of the rural poor (for example, in North-
east Brazil) or for countries with access to an unusually generous flow of

resources (like Algeria).

(iii) Sector and Special Programs

2.58 The types of activity described under this heading are usually
organized on a nation-wide basis. They may or may not be tailored to meet
the specific needs of the rural poor. In practical terms, it is usually im-
possible to confine the benefits to a particular class of beneficiaries, even

were it desirable to do so. Thus, roads built under a works program are
available for the benefit of all users. Schools and health facilities in
rural areas can hardly turn away potential users on the grounds that they are
too rich to qualify. The most important feature of these programs, however,
is that they generally do not in themselves constitute a basis for self-
sustaining general productivity and income increases. Rather, they are com-
plementary to or components of programs with this objective.

2.59 Rural Public Works. Rural public works programs have been receiving
increasing attention. In the off-peak seasons, substantial fractions of the
landless labor and the very small farmers are idle or severely underemployed.
The poverty of these groups is made worse by the near or total cessation
of income during these seasons. Rural works programs can provide direct and

timely income to those needing it most while creating productive infrastructure
at low social opportunity costs. However, in practice, these programs
have rarely developed their full potential. Opportunities for improvement
exist both in the primary benefits of the program and in the secondary
benefits flowing from the infrastructure created within the program.
A review of past and on-going rural works programs identifies these recurring
weaknesses in the design and implementation of the primary programs: (a) The
portion of total program expenditures going to unskilled workers is frequently
less than it might be because unnecessarily equipment intensive construction
methods are used. (b) Projects may be poorly selected and designed resulting
in high cost investment and low efficiency in terms of income supplements to
the needy. (c) Inadequate management and supervision may produce a "make-
work" character and consequent high cost structures and low morale. (d) Some
programs have tended to extend into the peak demand periods for agricultural
labor. (e) When "self-help" elements are included, the poor usually are re-
quired to contribute their labor with very small or no wage payments. (f)
Payment in kind is administratively cumbersome and frequently very inefficient
for the workers as they resell inappropriate commodities at a deep discount.
(g) The appropriate blend of local initiative and decision-making with cen-
tral control is difficult to achieve. (h) There is evidence of non-poor
influence groups altering programs so as to increase their own benefits.
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2.60 Even in the best designed and managed programs the unskilled wageshare of total expenditures will not be much above one-half. Secondaryincome distribution effects flowing from the created assets may be substan-tially greater than the primary effects. And without careful integration intoa progressive rural development program and without complementary public poli-cies, the secondary effects may be very small for the poorest rural groups.The chief vehicle for secondary benefits to these groups is the induced demandfor labor in productive activities which arises from the created infrastruc-ture. Most of the opportunity for such employment growth is in more intensiveland cultivation; this is also consistent with increased agricultural outputwhich is a necessary condition for continuing benefits to the poor. The sus-tained expansion and intensification of productive activity will require com-plementary inputs and supportive policies and programs. The rate of inducedemployment generation may be quite sensitive to public policies such as thoserelating to farm mechanization and intensive cropping patterns. While therural poor target groups gain from secondary employment, the owners of assets,especially land, typically will obtain large benefits from the created in-frastructure. These benefits constitute one motivation for the politicalsupport of public works programs by non-target groups, a necessary conditionfor the success of these programs in most countries. However, if land owner-ship is highly unequal, the incidence of the secondary benefits will be simi-larly unequal, and the public recovery of part of the landowner's benefits.-should have high priority. The services of some created assets can be priced,but in many cases land and income taxes would be necessary. Some governmentsmay be tempted to introduce public works programs as a substitute for morefundamental reforms and policies which promote sustained income growth forthe rural poor. Such a course of action should be resisted because the imme-diate alleviation of underemployment and poverty--necessarily limited in scopeand time for budgetary constraints and for the availability of suitable projects--would be offset by the inequitable distribution of the secondary benefits ofthe program.

2.61 The most important general conclusion is that public works need tobe part of a larger employment and development strategy and used in coordina-tion with other programs and activities if their potential is to be developedfully. Basic decisions on issues such as target groups, wage levels, locationand type of projects, taxes or other recoupment of secondary benefits, andprogram administration would then be made in conjunction with national or re-gional development planning. In particular, such planning must ensure thatwage goods output increases to match the higher demand for them created byany large-scale works program. Public works activities should also be coordi-nated with specific local development schemes. Public works, particularlybecause they are decentralized in implementation, provide an excellent oppor-tunity to begin local level planning but this potential remains in generalunrealized.

2.62 Education and Traning. 1/ A major share of public sector outlays,with impact on the rural poor as an important justification, relate to

1/ Training is dealt with in paragraphs 2.28 to 2.30 above. See also theEducation Sector Working Paper, op. cit.
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education. Here attention is focused on minimum learning needs for all members
of the rural society. This "basic education" 1/ includes functional literacy

and numeracy, knowledge and skills required for earning a living, operating
a household (including family health, child care, nutrition and sanitation),
and civic participation. Thus defined, basic education is the lowest common
educational denominator necessary to permit an acceptable rate and distribu-
tion of development.

2.63 In many countries basic education can be partly contained within
the primary school system, but, major constraints on its provision to the
rural poor have been time and cost. There is, therefore, considerable interest

in schemes for providing non-formal and more cost-effective education and
training to adults and adolescents. Many of the schemes surveyed as a part
of a recent Bank-sponsored study indicated typically small scale operations
promoted by a wide variety of different agencies and often not integrated into

a national education system or development plan. 2/ The study drew particular

attention to:

(a) the need for the horizontal integration of rural education
programs both with other education activities and with other
development activities in the same geographic area, and
vertical integration with organizations and services at higher
levels to provide support and backstopping services;

(b) the need for the decentralization of planning and management

so that education activities can be effectively adapted to
local needs and conditions; and

(c) the need for greater equity to avoid widening the socio-
economic gaps in rural areas. Worthy of particular note
is the neglect of training for women despite acknowledgement

of the importance of roles in both decision-making and farm

work.

2.64 To meet the needs of rural development, primary education must

be improved, particularly to reduce wastage, lower costs and raise quality.

Other possibilities invite further experimentation, including adjustments
with regard to age of entering school, length of cycle, size of class,
simplification of curricula, use of mass media and adaptation of indigenous

learning systems. A number of other actions might also be taken to spread

basic education more effectively to the rural poor:

1/ This has been defined as the threshold level of learning required for

effective participation in productive life as well as in social and

political processes. See "New Paths to Learning for Rural Children
and Youth," op. cit.

2/ P.H.Coombs with M. Ahmed, Attacking Rural Poverty: How Non-Formal

Education Can Help. Prepared for the World Bank by the International
Council for Educational Development. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1974.
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(a) schooling should be integrated with employment and development;
this may be through skill training of those who have left the
schools, or by means of a program such as that of Botswana
where practical skill training directly related to the creation
of new self-employment opportunities is given in the schools;

(b) rural education should be functional in serving specific
target groups and in meeting identified needs;

(c) rural education programs should be designed as part of a totaleducation delivery system; they can themselves become the focusof coordinated action through the use of multipurpose centers
to serve other activities such as cooperatives and health
services; this is being done in Tanzania at both district andvillage levels through the establishment of Rural Training
Centers and Community Education Centers;

(d) rural education projects should be integrated with other
development activities and linked wherever possible to theprovision of other appropriate inputs and services; this hasbeen effectively demonstrated in a number of integrated ruraldevelopment projects such as the Comilla project in Bangladesh
and the PACCA project in Afghanistan; this may also be achievedthrough the design of functional literacy programs; and

(e) the provision of basic education and training should be designedflexibly to make use of existing facilities and resources, andto use mobile units in order to remain replicable in terms ofcosts and management requirements.

2.65 Credit. Credit schemes provide illustrations of the difficultiesencountered with sectoral programs. The recent paper on Agricultural Creditdraws attention to a number of common deficiencies and problems with respectto lending to small farmers. 1/ In particular, large farmers have been themain beneficiaries of institutional credit. Commonly, 60 to 80 percent ofsmall farmers in a given country have limited or no access to institutionalcredit. Moreover, the available supply of credit to all farmers is heavilyskewed in favor of short term credit, and this skewness is even more pro-nounced in the distribution of whatever credit is available for small farmers.Although not always essential, conditions under which credit is needed andcan be used effectively are characterized by:

(a) clear opportunities for economic gain from adoption of new
production technology or other improvements;

1/ IBRD Agricultural Credit, op. cit.
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(b) widespread recognition and acceptance of such opportunities
on the part of the farmer, along with access to training in
the necessary skills; and

(c) delivery systems which provide ready and timely availability
of inputs required, and market outlets for farm production.

2.66 For small farmers, it is essential to provide a comprehensive pack-
age if the potential for increased productivity is to be translated into

commercial reality. There appears to be scope for the use of institutional
credit to replace or augment credit from traditional sources in order to

alleviate monopoly situations which cause excessively high interest rates;

to overcome inelasticities in the supply of credit which become apparent

when new opportunities emerge; to ease the seasonal financial problems of

rural households; and, most importantly, to encourage small subsistence farmers
to raise their output and enter the commercial sector. Furthermore, land re-
form, if pursued widely, could sharply increase the credit needs of former
tenants previously supplied by landlords. In this general context several
recent experiments warrant further examination, including the "passbook"
scheme in Pakistan, the Cooperative Production Credit Scheme in Kenya, and

the Masagana 99 program in the Philippines.

2.67 Other Sector Programs. Other specific sector programs--for example

those concerned with provision of feeder roads, village electrification, water

supplies, health facilities and the promotion of rural industry--may also be

important means of conveying benefits to the rural poor. The major issues
involved with these have been covered earlier--namely, the need to integrate
such programs with both programs of rural development and particular projects,
and the problem of appropriate design standards, suited to rural conditions.
The latter is a serious problem for a number of these services and, in some
cases pending further technical development, extension of facilities to vil-
lages will remain prohibitively expensive. One reason for neglect of the
small scale system suitable for the rural areas is the convenience and lower
unit cost of preparing and appraising project feasibility for larger scale
undertakings better suited to the urban environment or, in the case of trans-
port, for inter-urban connections. Here too, however, recent research indi-

cates some promising new approaches calculated to reduce these difficulties
in the future.

2.68 The promotion of rural industry in the context of rural development
merits special attention. In many countries, existing village crafts are in

the process of rapidly disappearing, while modernization of agriculture creates
a demand for new inputs and consumer goods which largely could be produced
locally. If these two trends can be combined through relevant planning and

sdpport measures, the outcome might be local modernized industrial structures

geared to serving rural areas and with linkages to national industry as well.

Such rural industry could provide employment, increase incomes, slow rural-
urban migration, increase the supply of goods and services to farmers at lower

costs and generally stimulate further rural and regional development.
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2.69 Development of rural industry at an early stage of agricultural
development may, in the long run, permit a more rational spatial distributionof industrial and economic activity than might otherwise occur. Much of ruralindustry is likely to be located in market towns, which are generally a moredesirable form of urbanization than the expansion of already very large urbancenters. Mbdernization of agriculture creates a demand which has great poten-tial for pulling certain categories of industry into rural towns. These in-dustries are, in general, small and their interaction with medium and largeenterprises is, in the long run, essential. Consequently, some urban-basedindustry can be decentralized, with little or no economic sacrifice, in orderto achieve better interaction and more balanced distribution of industrialactivity. At the same time, with an industrial base to provide for continuingexpansion and development, such regional centers can serve to attract andretain professional and technical skills that otherwise most often concentratein the major cities.

2.70 As well as the linkages with agriculture itself, there are otherimportant cross-sectoral requirements for rural industry. Thus, at somestage the villages must have access to electricity for productive purposes.It is equally essential to develop a capacity to design and manufacture simpleproducer goods appropriate for more small scale village industry. There isoften still a large reservoir of potential skills--technical and entrepreneur-ial--in the rural areas. Without special efforts, however, to upgrade theseskills, to improve tools, to diversify production, to open up markets andchange the outlook of the rural artisans, this important asset of the ruralcommunities threatens to disappear. In many circumstances, the mechanizationof agriculture required small pumps and motors (up to 20 to 25 horsepower),tractor drivers, tubewell operators, tractor and small motor mechanics andpeople skilled in the servicing and repair of mechanical equipment. Ruralhomes need basic furniture and improved kitchen utensils. These and a varietyof other requirements are either not fulfilled or are met from the cities.It would seem natural to upgrade the skills and organization of villageblacksmiths, carpenters, shoemakers, weavers and potters, so that they couldassume new manufacturing and service roles in modernizing rural communities.This kind of support should be part of an integrated plan to modernize anddevelop rural communities.

2.71 Thus, in the same way that agricultural extension services areconsidered essential for introduction of new technology and development ofagriculture, industrial extension should also be seen as a necessary elementin developing rural industry. Essential characteristics of such an industrialextension service are mobility and relevance to rural industries in meetingactual local demands. An important aspect of any such program must be thedevelopment and support of the existing industrial structure in order tocapitalize on the base of technical and entrepreneurial skills which todayexists in villages, market towns and urban centers. Development of ruralindustries requires a nationally supported program to provide inputs likecredit, raw materials and equipment, electricity, training for technical and
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managerial skills, research-development-engineering efforts, etc. Provision
of such a package is, in principle, facilitated by linking efforts with a
rural development program. Indeed, the general lack of rural development
planning cannot be more clearly illustrated than by the weakness of current
efforts to promote rural industry.

(iv) Conclusions

2.72 The variety of programs and approaches that have been examined
confirms that no single package or formula is likely to be either necessary
or sufficient to ensure effective rural development. On the contrary, it is
evident that the activity mix most likely to work is best characterized as
the one that is designed and tailored to fit a particular and probably unique
set of conditions and country circumstances. A number of other general con-
clusions are listed below in summary form.

2.73 The experience of rural development programs and projects appears
to confirm:

(a) that it is possible to reach large numbers of the rural
poor at moderate cost, with reasonable expectations of
acceptable economic returns;

(b) that the achievement of this result involves political
commitment to a strategy for rural development and to the
general policies necessary to support such a strategy;

(c) that low cost delivery systems for supplying inputs on
credit terms, for providing extension and marketing services,
and for organizing communal activities are of crucial
importance in reaching large numbers of the rural poor;
greater use of special financial intermediaries, cooperatives,
community groups and farmers' associations should be explored;

(d) the importance of balancing overall, central control with
decentralized regional and project planning; rural development
projects require a degree of flexibility in design and in
responding to the lessons of experience, but flexibility
must be within the limits of national or regional minimum
standards; and financial resources.

(e) that greater efforts should be made to integrate project
management into existing and, if necessary, reformed central
and local government organizations and procedures;

(f) the importance of involving the rural poor in the planning
and implementation of rural development programs;
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(g) the need for increased training at the local level,
particularly for development managers, regional and projectplanners, cooperative staff and extension agents;

(h) the importance of making equitable and adequate provisionfor the recovery of costs in order to provide funds foradditional rural development projects in other areas;

(i) the importance of devising technical packages appropriateto the requirements of small farmers, based on adaptive,national research;

(j) the need to improve knowledge of national resources andprovide an improved flow of disaggregated information, asa basis for realistic national, regional and rural projectplanning; and

(k) that although increases in output can be achieved usingexisting technology, increases in productivity will requirenew technology suitable for use by small farmers.
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III. THE BANK'S PROGRAM FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT

A. Past Trends

3.1 The major thrust of Bank activities in rural areas has been in

lending for agricultural development. The Bank is now the largest single

external source of funds for direct investment for agricultural development

in the developing countries. This is the consequence of a purposeful shift

of emphasis in Bank policy over the past five years. It reflects, first,

a change in the Bank's perception of development and its underlying processes

and, second, an awareness of the growing pressures on the agriculture and

rural sectors in developing countries. In an operational context these

shifts have been characterized by changes in the pattern of lending, including

changes in its sectoral distribution, by a widening and deepening 
of the lend-

ing program and by the emergence of "new style" projects.

(i) Changing Lending Patterns

3.2 Sectoral Changes. In the early years of Bank operations the em-

phasis was on non-agricultural development. Between FY48 and FY60 only

17 percent of total Bank projects and six percent of total Bank 
investment

was for agriculture. In the recent years it has become apparent that greater

agricultural output was not only a necessary condition for the 
expansion of

most economies, but was perhaps the only way to achieve growth in many areas.

There was a corresponding increase in the share of lending for agriculture.

(See Figure 1.) As a result, lending for agriculture rose from 12 percent

of all lending in FY61-65 to 24 percent of a much higher annual volume of

lending in FY73-74. (See Table 8.)

3.3 Widening of Lending. In the early years of Bank operations the

emphasis was on the transfer of capital and the development of capital-

intensive projeets, notably in irrigation. From FY47 to FY70, 48 percent of

total Bank investment in agriculture was in irrigation. Between 1961 and

1965 the irrigation proportion was 79 percent. Since then, although invest-

ment in irrigation has increased absolutely, the proportion has fallen to

about 30 percent in the years since FY70. (See Table 9.) The Bank will con-

tinue to invest in irrigation. However, the growing appreciation that agri-

cultural development involves a whole complex of interdependent components

has led to a substantial widening of patterns of lending for agriculture--

including investments in tertiary canals and land leveling to ensure that

irrigation water is used effectively at the farm level. By the mid-1960's

the Bank was financing a wider range of activities--agricultural and live-

stock credit, storage, marketing, processing, fisheries and forestry develop-

ment. Much more emphasis was given to the promotion of technological change

at the farm level through the financing of programs to enable farmers to

acquire improved seed, fertilizers and equipment. The Bank has also re-

cognized the importance of agricultural research in supporting both 
individual
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projects and international research institutions. In addition, individualprojects are becoming more comprehensive and now include not only severalagricultural elements but also non-agricultural components such as ruralroads, health, training and water supply.,

3.4 Deepening of Lending. In recent years the Bank has responded to anincreasing awareness that agricultural growth does not necessarily diminish
rural poverty. As a result the Bank has been attempting to "deepen" its lend-ing in the rural sector as part of a program intended to aid lower incomeproducers to become more productive. To this end, the poorer countries have
been receiving a greater proportion of Bank funds, and project effort has
increased the probability that more lower income groups are being reached.Between FY54-68 US$138.8 million, or 22.5 percent of lending for agriculture,
was for countries with per capita GNP lower than US$150; during FY69-74 this
rose to US$1,356 million, or 38.2 percent of the total lending for agriculture.(See Table 10.) Second, there is some correlation between size of holdingand income. Between FY68-72 the percentage of agricultural projects whereinthe participating farmers owned under five hectares rose from 17 percent to 67percent. This further indicates that Bank lending is increasingly directedtoward lower income members of the community. Finally, there has been anincrease in lending for projects that are directly focused in some respect onproviding benefits to the rural poor. (See Table 11-12.) The number of suchprojects increased from five in FY68 to 28 in FY74, involving an increase oflending from over US$29 million to almost US$474 million. From 17 percent ofall lending for agriculture in FY68, these projects accounted for 47 percentof a much larger total in FY74. 1/

(ii) The Emergence of "New Style" Projects

3.5 The changes in emphasis that have taken place over time and thefocus on reduction of poverty has necessitated the introduction of what mightbe termed "new style" projects. These have been designed to encompass some,though not all, of what appear to be desired characteristics for rural de-velopment as described in Chapter II. The main elements of these projectsare:

(a) they are designed to benefit large numbers of the ruralpoor, while earning an economic rate of return at leastequal to the opportunity cost of capital;

1/ A word of caution is in order regarding these figures. Until recentlya large number of projects did not describe the beneficiary group withany detail, and an attempt to determine the intentions of the projectat several years distance from time of preparation is difficult. Thelarge increase in FY74 relative to earlier years owes something tobetter definition of project objectives, although in our judgment,the underlying change is still a considerable one.
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(b) they are comprehensive in their approach to small scale

agriculture and provide for a balance between directly

productive and other components (where inclusion of the

latter is appropriate); and

(c) they have a low enough cost per beneficiary so that

they could be extended to other areas, given the avail-

ability of additional resources.

3.6 The "new style" projects have included a variety of approaches. Such

projects are intended to reach large numbers through area development, settle-

ment, irrigation and land improvement schemes. Most of the projects have an

agricultural base and involve technological change--frequently 
the introduction

of water, credit, improved seed and fertilizer. Many of the projects also

include some diversification in agricultural production. The area projects

often have some social components--health services, basic education and 
water

supplies. Whenever possible, cost has been held down through evolving low

cost delivery systems and working through intermediaries that can absorb

some of the overhead costs--notably farmers' associations, cooperatives and

other groups. Much remains to be done in this regard.

3.7 The expansion of new style projects has led to a substantial change

in the nature of lending for agriculture. An analysis of the appraisal re-

ports for 56 agricultural loans approved in FY74 shows 
that:

(a) out of 38 projects' for which information is available there

are an expected 11.8 million beneficiaries; this does not

include estimates of beneficiaries who are not farm operators,

such as farm laborers and others whose incomes might have risen

because of a project;

(b) the average income per beneficiary before projects was US$69;

but the range of beneficiaries' incomes was from US$22 to

US$1,460;

(c) the projects taken as a whole, which involve a total investment

of US$2 billion, are expected to lead to an average 
increase in

income of 7.3 percent per annum over the development period (an

average of eight years); and

(d) the average cost per beneficiary is US$160 per capita; however

five projects accounted for eight million of the 12 million

beneficiaries at a cost per beneficiary of only US$17 per capita

and the increase in income expected from these five projects

is also much lower than the average increase for the projects

taken as a group.
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3.8 The change in the Bank's philosophy on agricultural developmentover the years as reflected in the pattern of lending for agriculture canbe summarized as follows:

(a) the share of agriculture in total lending has, over the years,increased considerably, and within agriculture poverty-oriented projects now have a larger share;

(b) the share of the poor countries in lending for both agricultureand poverty-oriented projects has increased significantly;

(c) the number of people benefitting directly from the Bankoperations in agriculture is increasing; and

(d) based on information from Bank appraisal reports, the incomesof the beneficiaries, including many rural poor, are estimatedto increase at a rate higher than the five percent suggestedin the Nairobi declaration. But it must be remembered thatthis increase is for Bank financed projects and that the shareof Bank Group financed projects in total investment in agri-culture and rural development in developing countries isrelatively small.

B. The Way Ahead

3.9 The extent to which direct programs to improve the lot of the ruralpoor can be mounted and "new style" projects pursued will be determined by:
(a) the extent to which the goals of equity and growth can bereconciled; and

(b) the extent of the resources available in relation to themagnitude of the problem.

Aspects of each of these are analyzed in turn.

(i) Reconciling Goals

3.10 An important question for the Bank and member governments is whetheror to what extent greater emphasis on rural development implies a diversionof resources away from meeting the urgent needs for increased food production.The possibility of such diversion arises for various reasons. Among these are:
(a) Heavy investment in projects for those with the lowest incomescould lead to a concentration of effort on a group whichcommands a small proportion of the basic resource for foodproduction-the land. Based on a sample of 52 developing
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countries, if the poor smallholders are considered to control
less than two hectares of land per family, collectively they
would control only about 16 percent of the arable land.

(b) It is sometimes more difficult and time-consuming to provide
services to large numbers of small farmers than to a smaller
number of large farmers. Bank experience indicates that the
costs of providing credit to small farmers can run 14 percentage
points or more above those for large farmers. Similarly, large
numbers of small farmers need more extension workers, so
there may be a diversion of scarce resources away from larger
producers in addition to the higher costs of expanding these
services.

(c) The immediate urgency of the need for increased food supplies
over the next few years may require concentration of invest-
ment resources in areas where the potential is greatest for
substantial increases in food production within a short period
of time. Farmers in these areas might well be relatively
better off in terms of resource endowment and infrastructure
and not among the rural poverty target groups.

3.11 However, rural development does not always conflict with the
objectives of higher food production. Small farmers are often more efficient
in the use of resources on the farm than are large farmers. Most of the
rural poor are engaged in agricultural production so that steps taken to
aid them to become more productive will add to agricultural output. The
food problem is most severe in the South Asia and African countries which
have the greatest concentration of absolute rural poverty; in many of these
countries the distribution of land and income is such that raising the
agricultural output of the low income groups in rural areas is the only means
by which both production and consumption of food can be increased. This
applies also to the landless workers in agriculture for whom rural public
works can lead to the creation of productive facilities as well as generat-
ing income to purchase food. Finally, at a more general level, the poorest
rural---and urban--families who do not produce themselves sufficient food for
their own needs stand to suffer most from food shortages and high food prices.

3.12 Bank policy recognizes the interdependence of both these objectives--
of increasing food production and of alleviating poverty in rural areas. Bank
policy is to aid all agricultural producers but to emphasize the deepening of
lending to help small scale farmers--those with holdings up to 5 hectares
(including those within the low income target groups)--who account for 40
percent of land under cultivation in developing countries. A Bank policy of
assisting agricultural development with emphasis on smaller farms and rural
development to help the rural poor will contribute both to raising food output
and alleviating rural poverty.
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(ii) Resource Requirements

3.13 The Nairobi Speech set the ambitious target of raising the annualrate of growth of output of small farmers to five percent by 1985. 1/ Achievingsuch a target requires that demand increase sufficiently (through both exportopportunities and growth in the consuming sectors of the economy) to maintainproducer prices; that institutional and organizational constraints be removedor lessened in effect; and that resources be mobilized to assist small farmers.Country experience, as discussed in Chapter II, and the Bank's own experiencein implementing projects, confirm that, in many instances, finance alone isnot the limiting factor in bringing about a sustained increase in outputamong small scale producers; frequently technological, organizational, pro-cedural and manpower factors limit the effective use of additional investment.Nonetheless, it is possible to give some approximate indication of the orderof magnitude of investment needs.

3.14 Rough estimates of total investment needs were obtained through twodifferent approaches yielding broadly similar results. The first was basedon a simple model to permit some analysis of the sensitivity of the resultsto crucial assumptions and policies. The second drew directly upon Bankexperience.

3.15 The parameters of the model include the capital/output ratio, thedepreciation rate of capital, the population growth rate of small farm house-holds, the time-lag before investment becomes productive and the share of thebenefits from investment which accrue to small farmers. Calculations basedon this model yielded an estimate of US$70 billion for the accumulated capitalcost of achieving by 1985 a five percent growth rate in small farmers' pro-duction. To maintain this rate of growth beyond 1985 annual investment ex-penditures of approximately US$20 billion would be needed. Moreover, theestimated total cost derived from such calculation is sensitive both to vari-ations in the share of benefits assumed to accrue to the target group and todifferent assumptions about rates of population growth. For example, anoverall production growth rate of five percent might be achieved with eithera population growth rate of one percent per year and an annual productionincrease of four percent or a population growth of three percent with a percapita production increase of two percent. Calculations based on the modelindicate that cumulative investment costs by 1985 would be US$5 billion lowerin the first of these cases, that is, with a lower rate of growth of population.

3.16 The importance of the share of project benefits accruing to thetarget population for any estimates of the total cost of reaching the Nairobi

1/ As explained in Chapter I, the target poverty group has been changedfrom the acreage basis in the Nairobi Speech to an absolute and relativeincome basis. Nevertheless, the five percent target rate of growthrefers to all small scale farmers and not just those in the lowestincome groups.
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'ojectives is revealed as well in the calculations based upon the Bank's own
experience. As is shown in Table 11, there was a subset of 25 agricultural
projects (single-and multi-sector) approved in FY74 where at least 50 percent
of the direct beneficiaries are likely to be farm families with annual incomes
below US$50 per capita. Including those outside this poverty group (a sub-
stantial number of whom would nevertheless be small farmers with holdings
under five hectares), these projects are expected to benefit farm families
accounting for some 11 million people. As a result of the projects, net out-
put per farm family is projected to increase by more than five percent per
annum over an eight year development period, beginning from a level of annual
income that averages approximately US$60 per capita. With total project costs
of almost US$900 million, average project cost is under US$80 per capita. If
sufficient projects at this average per capita cost of US$80 could be and
were designed and implemented solely for the rural poor (projected to number
700 million by the end of the 1970's) the implied global cost would be US$56
billion. But, if it is not feasible-to reduce the per capita cost signifi-
cantly nor desirable to increase the percentage of direct beneficiaries among
the rural poor (as distinct from other small farmers) above the 50 percent
representative of recent Bank experience, the overall cost of projects and
programs with direct benefits for the rural poor and small farmers could
amount to over US$100 billion.

3.17 The estimates above are, however, subject to a substantial margin
of error because:

(a) the mix of investment opportunities during the next
decade could vary significantly from that in 1974 (though
a provisional analysis of Bank projects in FY75 indicates
a pattern similar to 1974);

(b) indirect beneficiaries, such as landless laborers, are
not included in the project appraisal estimates;

(c) it is uncertain how much project design can reduce costs
and increase benefits;

(d) greater government commitment, more appropriate government
policies, and better rural, regional, and project planning
could also result in significant economies and higher
benefits;

(e) the cost estimates do not necessarily include all those
costs which are external to the projects but essential
for broader programs of rural development; and

(f) because output may increase faster in future than consumer
demand, farm-gate prices may decline and hence the net
benefits may be lower.
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3.18 On some counts, even the higher estimate of US$100 billion would
seem a remarkably modest total cost for providing the impetus toward sustain-
able increases in productivity and real income for the rural poor. Estimates 1/
of income, savings and investments in the developing countries, including the
oil and mineral rich nations, indicate that total investment in developing
countries in 1974 would be approximately US$170 billion. Allowing for phasing
over, say, a ten-year period, US$10 billion per annum for rural development
would account for only six percent of this total. But, for the low income
developing countries (those with per capita incomes below US$200 at 1967/69
prices), the picture is very different. Among this group of countries,
investment in 1974 would be of the order of US$25 billion. For this group
the investment requirements for rural development are large relative to the
availability of resources, since these countries account for more than 60
percent of the rural poor. The regional breakdown is shown in Table 13.

(iii) The Lending Program

3.19 There are many constraints on lending for agricultural and rural
development. Nonetheless the compelling financial and human needs of the
rural sector justify an ambitious five-year target. Under the Bank's lending
program for FY69-73, US$3.4 billion was allocated to agricultural develop-
ment, some 20 percent of total lending over this period. The preliminary
FY74-78 program allocates 26 percent of total lending to agricultural develop-
ment, i.e., US$6.5 billion (at constant FY74 prices). Dropping FY74 and
adding FY79 would increase this figure to approximately US$7.2 billion for
the five-year period FY75-79. Based on past experience of cost sharing,
this would involve a total investment of approximately US$15 billion in the
rural sectors of the developing countries.

3.20 Assuming a program of US$7.2 billion for agricultural and rural
development, the question then becomes one of the allocation of resources
within the rural sector. The past trends in lending, and more particularly
the experience in FY75, indicate that it is possible to design "new-style"
projects that can fulfill many of the desired objectives of Bank policy.
Close to half of the loans in FY74 are "new style" and indications are that
a high proportion of all projects in FY75 will be also. While there is
limited information on the projects in the latter part of the five-year
period, there is every reason to anticipate that a high proportion of "new
style" projects can be maintained during FY76-79.

3.21 The Bank should, therefore, plan to double the FY74 level of lend-
ing for rural development during the period FY75 to FY79. This would imply
a total Bank Group investment rising from US$0.5 billion in FY75 to US$1.0
billion in FY79, at 1974 prices. Taken over the five-year period, this
would represent one-half of the Bank's total projected lending for agricul-
tural and rural development. Allowing for local contributions and other

1/ These were based on IBRD, World Economics Indicators, Sec M74-665,
September 24, 1974.
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funds, the proposed lending program would support a total annual investment
program of approximately US$2 billion by FY79. This is some 20 to 30 percent
of the rough estimates of the annual requirement for financing the target
income increase of five percent per annum discussed in paragraphs 3.15-3.18,
i.e. US$70-100 billion spread over 10-years averages US$7-10 billion a year.
The proposed lending program would test the absorptive capacity of many de-
veloping countries, especially the poorest countries most in need of external
resources. Substantial new efforts to mobilize local resources would be
needed, together with organizational changes to utilize existing resources
more effectively as discussed in Chapter II. The role of the Bank in bring-
ing about such changes is discussed in the next section. In some countries,
however, to effect such changes will require a greater degree of political
and social commitment to the general objectives of rural development than
has been the case up to the present.

3.22 An analysis of the projected lending program for agriculture

(based on the aggregate of the country lending program projections) shows
some differences between the regional distribution of lending and the

regional distribution of the rural poor. In particular, the concentration
of rural poor in the South Asia region considerably exceeds the share of
this region in total projected Bank lending for agriculture. If the pro-
posed program of lending for agriculture and rural development were dis-
tributed among regions according to regional concentrations of rural poverty,
projected lending for South Asia in these sectors would need to be more than

double the present prospective regional total. This calculation reflects
the fact that the South Asia region accounts for 75 percent of the 360

million rural poor in the low income, resource poor group of countries.
Tables 13 and 14 show the details of these calculations.

3.23 The South Asian problem is quantitatively by far the most severe
and, in view of the poverty of the countries involved, probably the most
intractible. It is likely that rural development projects will play a con-
siderably greater role in South Asia than in the past. For one thing, the
previous emphasis on agricultural credit operations (which accounted for

more than 50 percent of all agricultural lending for South Asia in the

FY69-73 period), and were not primarily oriented toward specifically identi-

fied target groups of rural poor, was greatly reduced in the FY75 program.
This change in emphasis is confirmed by estimated totals of agricultural
lending Bank-wide by type of project as projected for the FY75-79 period.

Compared with FY69-73, the FY75-79 share of area development projects (which

include area-based rural development projects) increases from six percent
to 30 percent, the increase being matched by declines in the relative im-
portance of credit operations, irrigation projects and livestock projects.

3.24 Should additional resources become available, the claims of the

agricultural sector in general, but especially the need for additional
resources for agriculture and rural development in South Asia, seem
persuasive. Some adjustment to increase lending for rural development
in South Asia above the levels implied by the current lending projections
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in the region should be contemplated. Questions concerning the technical
and other assistance conducive to this goal which the Bank can supply,
together with internal staffing implications, are taken up in the final
section of this Chapter.

3.25 The proposed program is unlikely to be attained without continu-
ing major efforts on the part of the Bank staff to support and further
develop innovative approaches to project design and implementation. It is
difficult to foresee the forms these innovations might take, but a number
of the kinds of changes that will be needed are already embodied in recent
projects. Many of these might be suitable for application on a wider scale.
For example, the recent IDA credit to Upper Volta for agricultural develop-
ment established a Rural Development Fund. Its purpose was, in part, to
deal with the uncertainties of government finance, particularly after the
termination of the project implementation period, and to mobilize additional
local resources. A model for capitalizing effectively on the benefits of
new agricultural research is provided by the recent Korea Seeds project
which finances the establishment of a modern seeds industry in that country,
including the capacity to undertake continuing research into a range of
crops. The result should be broad based income increases for a large group
of farmers at very low cost. This is an example of a national minimum
package program. Also in Asia, the Keratong Land Settlement project in
Malaysia includes the financing of project towns in the settlement area and
thus provides an example of a linked or integrated approach to rural develop-
ment that includes recognition of the impact on regional urban settlement.
In this project there is a positive attempt to provide for the conditions
and facilities calculated as necessary to attract skilled persons away from
the largest cities and to reduce the migration of the unskilled, partly
educated rural youth toward the same cities. In East Africa, the Kigoma
project in Western Tanzania is an example of the use of a regional government
authority for project management. The broad range of skills and expertise
thus available enables a wide range of services to be financed under the
cover of a regional development plan of operations, in which the project
is itself the core part. This project is also providing finance for the
preparation of other rural development programs in the context of improved
regional and rural planning.

3.26 Another feature of growing significance is the support for ongoing
programs of rural development, where there is sufficient experience or
commitment on the part of government, and scope for design improvement and
increased program effectiveness. One example would be the Mauritius Rural
Development project supporting the rural works program there. There are
a number of others at late stages of preparation and appraisal: a project
supporting Government's drought-prone areas programs for India; support for
the Mexican Government's PIDER program of rural development; and provision
of services and facilities for improved training of local officials in pro-
gram formulation and implementation relating to the INPRES program of rural
works in Indonesia. Many of these are nation-wide programs, or have the
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p tential to become nation-wide programs. There will be increasing import-

ance attached to support of a range of project activities under the umbrella

of an overall strategy or rural development plan. A series of projects

relating to Nigeria recently prepared for Board consideration provides one

example of this approach. The size of the Mexican PIDER program referred

to above implies that it is, in effect, a series of projects that can be

packaged as one, because of the common philosophy and set of objectives

to which they relate.

3.27 It is likely that the proposed program will also require greater
efforts to prepare multi-sectoral, integrated programs, involving not only

a mix of directly productive and social elements, but also a greater range

of productive components than is now the case. In particular, it is highly

desirable in some areas to prepare integrated rural industry projects,
involving as possible components rural electrification, training, and

credit as well as agricultural elements. Such efforts might fit particularly
well into the later phases of the multi-stage type of project activity that

will be called for in the more sophisticated environment. There will also

have to be a greater emphasis on helping the landless through industrial and

training types of projects, as well as single or multi-sector efforts
focused on training and education more specifically designed for rural

people. Multi-sectoral approaches are especially suitable for provision

of rural health, family planning and other social services. For example,

the Bank will introduce selected elements of reformed health services

into rural development projects and will link control operations for speci-

fic diseases (such as river blindess and sleeping sickness) with rural de-

velopment programs.

3.28 In addition to innovation and experiments with new approaches,

however, there is a continuing need for the weight of Bank experience in

more conventional types of activities to be brought to bear on the con-

centrations of rural poverty--through schemes of general land improvement,

irrigation, clearance for settlement or drainage, credit programs and pro-

grams addressed to the needs of more specialized groups such as fishermen

and herdsmen. Support for such activities will be further extended into

the most challenging and difficult agro-ecological areas, such as those of

the Sahel and the mountainous areas of Latin America. This will involve

more national research and pilot testing of technology and special institu-

tional arrangements in particular target areas. According to country needs

and circumstances, therefore, in the terminology of Chapter II, there will

continue to be a mix of minimum package, area development, national com-

prehensive, and public works programs in the rural areas.

3.29 Two rather different points relevant to the proposed lending

program for rural development might usefully be made in conclusion. First,

recalling the conclusions in Chapter II, the difficulties and uncertainties

of the rural development process have been stressed. If the past provides

any guide in this area, it surely suggests that innovation and experimenta-
tion which will clearly be necessary for any considerable measure of success
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certainly be accompanied by some failure. A great many of the "new style"
projects, and the innovative ideas they embody, have yet to be tested through
a period of full development. One step that will help to minimize the risks
is the provision of adequate facilities for monitoring and evaluation of
the project experience, so that the lessons of experience can be learnt.
The second point is that the Bank program--ambitious as it is--will scarcely
keep pace over the five-year period with the increase in numbers of rural
poor resulting from population growth. The latter could amount to 70millions, while the rural poor benefiting from these programs will probably
not exceed 60 millions. (Total beneficiaries--including those outside the
target groups--can be estimated at 100 millions.)

C. Deployment of Bank Resources

3.30 What more is necessary to ensure that the manner in which the
Bank Group processes projects is conducive to meeting goals and broader
policy objectives? Recent actions have included providing guidelines with
respect to the conduct of rural sector work and to elements of Bank
policies and procedures which might be considered constraints on design-
ing, processing, and implementing rural development projects; assisting
governments with in-depth research; increasing resources for agriculture
and rural development; and improving control and monitoring procedures.

(i) Monitoring Progress

3.31 The Bank now regularly monitors the progress of economic sector
and project work. More recently, a monitoring system for rural development
projects was introduced. The objectives are to help influence the design
of projects at the earlier stages in order to increase their impact on theproductivity and quality of life of the rural poor, and to follow the pro-
gress of projects through the pipeline. This monitoring will be achieved
by the filing of regular "project information briefs" (PIBs) on all pro-
jects in the lending program, and will result in a system of quarterly
progress reports. On the basis of these reports, any modifications necessary
to ensure the accomplishment of the Bank program will be made in Bank
policies and procedures.

3.32 It is important to spell out at an early stage in project identi-
fication the basic project rationale together with a broad project profile.
This should indicate: number of farmers and other target groups, their
income classes, the projected impact on productivity, cost of the project
and its replicability and breakdown into directly productive and non-pro-
ductive investment. This would focus the project preparation process in
the face of institutional constraints at the local and national levels,
define the scope of the project and establish appropriate component cut-off
points.
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(ii) The Project Cycle

(a) Project Identification

3.33 Internal monitoring of the kind outlined above should provide a
useful series of reference points for reviewing progress in meeting the
goals and objectives. But, for the system to provide a more positive
stimulus to obtaining these goals, other action is required.

3.34 First, an intensive back-up effort is needed at the country
economic and sector work level in order to both provide guidance and
support for project planning strategies and tactics, and to facilitate more
systematic consideration of rural development criteria in the selection
and design of projects in the lending program. Agriculture and rural
development sector work is essentially of two kinds: that which is needed
to support country economic work and that which facilitates project
identification. It is with the latter, which has to be given higher
priority, that we are concerned here.

3.35 Rural sector studies need to be oriented toward (i) identifying
and focusing upon target zones and populations; (ii) assessing technology
constraints and the potential for small farms; (iii) examining infra-
structure requirements; (iv) evaluating the capacity of existing service
systems and their potential; (v) reviewing the administrative arrangements
and capability for the rural sector; and (vi) vetting national policies
relating to rural development. Preliminary guidelines to encourage such
an approach have been issued and will be reviewed in the light of experi-
ence with regard to the manner in which agriculture and rural development
sector work can best be carried out.

3.36 It is not feasible to present a fully quantitative picture of
sector work because some sector work is done on other kinds of missions--
reconnaissance, appraisal and supervision. Thus, it is difficult to find
a numeraire to measure the output of varied sector work activities.
Table 15 gives a breakdown of the FY75 sector work by regions as indicated
from sector, sub-sector and some special missions. This shows a program
of 14 agricultural and rural development sector reviews, five sub-sector
reviews and six special missions. The work program for the next four years
is being developed. In addition to the Bank Group programs, FAO plans to
have "Country Perspective Studies" in Malaysia, Burma and the Sahelian
countries of West Africa. Work is just ending on Iraq, Iran, Pakistan and
Bangladesh. The ILO is also planning rural development country studies
under its World Employment Program. The Bank and FAO are now actively
coordinating their sector work and have established informal cooperative
arrangements with the ILO in order to avoid duplication.

3.37 Early experience suggests the usefulness of a new type of activity
known as rural reconnaissance missions, to supplement agricultural sector
studies, especially in the integration of agriculture and other sector work,
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and the evaluation of government rural development programs. Such re-
connaisance missions may be restricted to one region or one area of a
country, as opposed to studying the rural sector as a whole, but have a
purview broader than a project mission. These missions are particularly
useful in assessing new government proposals for rural development which
are larger than a project but provide the administrative context in which
rural development may be implemented. Their function thus falls between
that of a typical Bank project and a sector mission.

3.38 A fully articulated program for project identification should
be developed. This would include both sector and sub-sector review
missions and rural reconnaissance missions. The articulation of such a
program to identify and prepare an adequate pipeline of projects is
likely to call for more, rather than less, resources to be devoted to
these activities.

(b) Project Preparation

3.39 Because the number and variety of components in rural development
projects make their design a complex and time-consuming task, a relatively
long lead time is required for project preparation. Since there are likely
to be continuing constraints on increasing the Bank's manpower resources
(including consultants), there is a need to examine the feasibility of
reallocating staff and rearranging the time spent on the various phases of
the project cycle. Identification and preparation require time and this
is especially important for rural development projects because of their
complexity.

3.40 The identification and preparation of rural development projects
is not well organized in many developing countries. Consequently, additional
assistance is required and could take one or more of the following forms:

(a) technical assistance to establish or strengthen the kinds
of planning and programming units referred to in paragraph
3.41 below;

(b) expand the project preparation capacities of the
Cooperative Programs with FAO, WHO, and UNIDO;

(c) introduce a special type of project, which might be
termed rural preparation, the purpose of which would be
to design rural development projects in detail prior to
the appraisal of the actual projects themselves; this
activity is analogous to the "engineering credits" used
in the first phase of some transportation projects;

(d) make more use of pilot projects, but on a scale of
sufficient magnitude to test larger scale expansion.
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3.41 The extent to which the Bank Group needs to shift and/or increase

its resources for rural development work will depend in part upon the degree
to which member governments develop project planning and programming units
in departments and agencies concerned with agriculture and rural development.
Experience confirms the great importance of establishing decentralized

planning units with project preparation sections. In the case of rural
dqvelopment programs, such units are best situated in the planning units of

regional or local governments, where such exist. Such an approach is in
keeping with the rural development tenet of building on local initiative.
It also has the advantage not only of strengthening local planning capacity
but of having a direct bearing on the future implementation and implement-
ability of projects. Where there is no regional or local government, and
where nationally integrated programs are desired, preparation should be under-
taken by a central office for rural development coordination, such as that
outlined in Chapter II, or in a Ministry of Planning and Development.

(c) Project Appraisal Methods

3.42 Rural development projects, with their particular emphasis on

distributional as well as productivity aspects, tend to be more complicated
than typical agricultural projects. This is particularly true for those
multi-sectoral projects which have benefits which cannot easily be quantified

in monetary terms. However, experience thus far has been that all the rural
development projects approved to date have shown adequate rates of return
when the quantifiable benefits and costs are assessed in the usual manner.

In some projects, the rates of return have also been satisfactory when the

costs of those project elements for which the benefits cannot be quantified
have been included along with other costs. It does not follow, however,
that this will necessarily always be the case in the future. It is important,
therefore, to consider more closely the non-quantifiable benefits and income
distribution aspects of rural development projects, bearing in mind the
necessity of maintaining the Bank's high standards of project appraisal.

3.43 The benefits of some project elements can be quantifieda-usually
the directly productive components--and some cannot--usually social service
ones. Some project elements all of whose benefits cannot be quantified may

nevertheless be necessary for achieving production targets; in such cases
the costs of these elements should be included in total costs. On the other
hand there may be project components for which the benefits cannot be
quantified which are not necessary for achieving production targets directly
but which nevertheless are important elements for increasing production
indirectly and for improving the quality of life of the rural poor, in such
cases the costs should not be included in total costs for rate of return
calculations. In either case, how does one assess whether the levels of
services proposed are justified? In the first place, reference must be made
to sector or national policies, which should preferably establish minimum
standards criteria (e.g., so many health clinics of a certain standard per
head of population, maybe stratified by population density). Second, one

should make certain that, within the national or regional minimum standards,
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the discounted total cost is the minimum among alternative ways of providing
the services; the process of selecting the least cost alternative should be
made explicit so as to ensure that realistic alternatives have been considered.
Such an approach is accepted practice in public utilities and other projects
where "administered" prices are charged or benefits cannot be quantified. 1/
Third, care should be taken that the social profitability of one component is
not obscuring the negative social profitability of another component. This
implies separate evaluation of project components. Fourth, where charges are
made for services but the prices are "administered" ones, the marginal social
costs should be estimated. Should it appear that the services are to be pro-
vided at less than their social cost, the implied subsidy must be justified
in terms of government social objectives (including special pricing arrange-
ments for the rural poor) and public savings. For example, are the subsidies
going only to those who need them, and are costs being recovered sufficiently
to provide funds for projects in other areas? Fifth, the recurrent costs
of such investment must be estimated and the implications on the government's
budgetary position worked out and justified.

(d) Project Implementation

3.44 Because our knowledge and experience of how best to help the rural
poor to raise their productivity and improve the quality of their lives is
limited, it is necessary to:

(a) build a degree of flexibility into projects so that
modifications can be made as experience is gained; and

(b) in order to (i) control and monitor the extent of
deviations from expectations, and (ii) learn the lessons
of experience, evaluation systems must be devised. But
such systems can be expensive and governments are
naturally reluctant to tie up scarce human and financial
resources in what might be regarded as sophisticated
and esoteric monitoring systems. If such systems are
viewed merely as something which aid agencies require,
then the real point is missed. It is that evaluation
systems should be in an integral element of the internal
management control system. If they are introduced for this
purpose, they can also serve the supervision functions of
governments and assistance agencies and aid in learning the
lessons of experience.

(iii) Technical Assistance

(a) Training

3.45 Because the chronic shortage of indigenous supervisory and managerial
staff is a major constraint in most developing countries, the training of

1/ See IBRD, Economic Evaluation of Public Utility Projects, July 1974.
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"development managers" is of top priority. Much of this must be done "on-the-
job," but it usually has to be supplemented by more formal training. The
traditional way of providing on-the-job training is to provide technical
assistance and insist on counterparts being supplied. Some technical assist-
ance experts are better than others in training counterparts, but in general
the record is disappointing. There are many reasons for this, including a
shortage of adequate counterparts and the fact that the experts are often fully
and wrongly engaged in executive functions. Consequently, it is important--
at least in the larger projects--to make provision for proper training
courses for counterpart personnel. Increasingly, Bank projects are doing this
and it is a trend to be strongly supported. Any increase in the supply of
local expertise would also help to free scarce technical assistance for new
projects.

(b) Public Sector Organization

3.46 Much more attention needs to be paid to public sector organization,
procedures and personnel management and to the manner in which project orga-
nizations should be fitted into improved public sector systems. There has
been an understandable tendency on the part of the Bank Group and other donors
to establish project entities outside the cumbersome civil service structures
in many developing countries. In this way highly privileged enclaves have
been created to the detriment of longer-run improvement in public sector

efficiency. Multi-sectoral rural development projects in particular depend
critically on inter-agency cooperation and coordination. Hence those respons-
ible for preparing such projects must identify the real public sector institu-
tional constraints and seek practical solutions. Institutional constraints
may be so pervasive, however, that general reforms may be required before
particular projects can be implemented.

3.47 Reference was made earlier to the importance of strengthening local
project planning capacities. Experience to date would also seem to indicate
that there are few links between the preparation and implementation phases,
and that "project managers" are appointed too late. It would not be an easy
task to organize, but it would appear desirable for "project managers" to
be appointed fairly early in the preparation stage so that they can be involved
in the design of the projects they will manage. Not only would this help to
reduce the growing delays between approval of projects and commencement of
implementation, but it might improve the design of projects and should raise

the quality of management.

(c) Research and Information

3.48 A recurring consideration in this paper has been the inadequacy of

information concerning the circumstances of the rural poor and the means

through which a broad scale acceleration of rural development can be achieved.
This, together with the magnitude and inherent complexity of the problem,
suggests high priority be given to research and information gathering relevant

to the processes of rural development. The scale of Bank efforts in this area
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can never amount to more than a fraction of the total national and inter-
national resources required. Therefore, in addition to doing research itself,
its contribution should take the form of assistance to member countries in
undertaking research and analysis to provide firmer foundations for rural
development programs and projects.

3.49 The first need is for more insight into the general characteristics
of target groups and the dynamics of traditional societies as they begin to
modernize. In some cases this is simply a need for information on how many
people there are, where they are, and perhaps who they are. But once program
design is under way, there is also a need to know about their skills, resource
ownership, incomes, nutrition and health status, family structure and general
socio-economic environment. Such information has to be collected by survey
and, to be adequate for project planning, must be current. Some information
is available on a global basis in the FAO World Census of Agriculture and,
on a country basis, from national censuses and surveys. The Bank is currently
working with FAQ to speed up analysis of the World Agricultural Census with
respect to the small farm sector. The Bank should undertake and encourage
more information gathering, especially as a precursor to rural development pro-
gram planning.

3.50 Second, the importance of improving our knowledge of the micro-
dynamics in rural areas for the design of projects, and increasing our under-
standing of micro-level responses to macro-policy in order to improve program
formulation, suggests the need for research in these areas. To this end,
the Bank is currently working with several external agencies on a study of
"The Analytics of Change in Rural Communities". This has the following aims:
(a) designing and evaluating key features of integrated rural development pro-
jects; (b) analyzing the effects on rural communities of different development
policy instruments; (c) helping to identify those features of successful pro-
jects which can be replicated in other rural areas; and more generally, (d)
providing an efficient feedback system to enhance the value of project experi-
ence in updating our understanding.

3.51 Third, it is important to have more information about the resources
available for exploitation by the rural poor and others. To this end, the
Bank should encourage others, and join with them, to finance resource inventory
and evaluation work based on various kinds of field surveys; the use of ERTS
imagery and aerial photography; national income, production and employment
statistics disaggregated to the regional and local levels; and sectoral and
regional studies to discover additional growth centers and rural/urban link-
ages. Indonesia provides examples of these kinds of studies. 1/

1/ Examples of regional planning studies are those of the southern half
of Sumatra, Eastern Indonesia, and Suluwezi, being carried out with
the assistance of the Bank, the Federal Republic of Germany, and the
Canadian International Development Agency. Also the Bank and CIDA
are currently considering financing a "National Resource Inventory and
Evaluation Project" in Indonesia.
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3.52 Fourth, it is very important to step up technical agricultural
research to adapt known technologies to national and local situations. Such
adaptive research includes varietal trials and plant breeding, experiments
with fertilizer and water requirements for high-yielding varieties, develop-
ment of improved cultural practices, especially for food crops and designing
farming systems for smallholdings. Research also needs to be undertaken to
collate and synthesize all the work which has been carried out into "appro-
priate technologies" and to make recommendations for the production engineer-
ing of such machinery and equipment for local manufacture. The Bank should,
therefore, support projects for strengthening existing and establishing new
national research institutions, working in harmony with the ten international
research activities financed by the Consultative Group for International
Agricultural Research centers.

3.53 Finally, the whole spectrum of research activities referred to above
should be thoroughly reviewed to assess whether the Bank is focusing adequately
on the research needed to support its commitment to rural development.
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Table 1: ESTIMATES OF TOTAL AND RURAL POVERTY AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, 1969

Population in Poverty Rural Population in Poverty
Region Population Below US$50 Below US$75 Below US$50 Below US$75

1969 Per Capitaa/ Per Capitaa/ Per Capitaa/ Per Capitaa/

----------------------------- (millions)----------------------------------

Developing Africa 360 115 165 105 140

Developing America 260 30 50 20 30

Developing Asia 1,080 415 620 355 525

Developing countries total 19700 560 835 480 695

Four Asian countriesb/ 765 350 510 295 435

Other countries 935 210 325 185 260

-------------------------- (percentages)----------------------------------

Share of 4 Asian countriesk/ 45 63 61 62 63

Share of Developing Asia 64 74 74 74 76

Share of Developing Africa 21 21 20 22 20

Share of Developing America 15 5 6 4 4

Combined share, relative to
total population 100 33 49 28 41

a/ 1969 prices.

b/ Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Pakistan.



Notes for Table 1

1. A calculation of poverty for a majority of developing countries,
as defined in Table 1, was made for the IBRD and IDS study, Chenery, Ahluwalia,
Bell, Duloy, and Jolly, Redistribution with Growth (London, Oxford University
Press, 1974). To these data were added rough estimates for countries exluded
in that study, using the same data sources with respect to population and per
capita income in 1969 prices but with national income distribution based on
experience in countries for which data were available.

2. To calculate rural poverty, data for the share of urban in total
population were obtained from Kingsley Davis, World Urbanization 1950-1970,
Population Monograph No. 9 (Berkeley, Calif: University of California at
Berkeley, 1972). An assumed ratio of urban to rural income was applied,
together with rough estimates for urban income distribution. With these
assumptions, data for rural poverty were obtained after deducting estimates
for urban poverty from total poverty.



Table 2: ESTIMATES OF RELATIVE POVERTY AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, 1969

Population Population in Poverty
Region 1969 Income Below One-Third Income Below $50 Per Capita

of National Average Plus Population with Incomes
Per Capita Income Below One-Third of National

Average Per Capita Income

------------------------------- (millions)----------------------------

Developing Africa 360 75 125

Developing America 260 80 80

Developing Asia 1,080 145 440

Developing countries total 1,700 300 645

---------------------------- (percentages)-----------------------------

Share of Developing Asia 64 48 68

Share of Developing Africa 21 25 19

Share of Developing America 15 27 12

Combined share, relative to
total population 100 18 38

Source: See notes for Table 1.



Table 3: RURAL POPULATION AND RURAL POVERTY AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The Percentage of the Rural Poor
Rural Population in Poverty in Rural Population

Income Below One- Income Below One-
Rural Third of National Third of National

Population Below US$50 Below US$75 Average Per Capita, Below US$50 Below US$75 Average Per Capita,
Region 1969 Per Capita Per Capita OR Below Per Capita Per Capita OR Below

US$50 Per Capita US$50 Per Capita
- - - - - - - - - - - - (millions) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (percentage) - - - - - - - - - -

Developing Africa 280 105 140 115 38 50 41

Developing America 120 20 30 45 17 25 38

Developing Asia 855 355 525 370 42 61 43

Developing
countries total 1,255 480 695 530 38 55 42

Four Asian countries a/ 625 295 435 295 47 70 47

Other countries 630 185 260 235 29 41 37

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (percentages)- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Share of four Asian
countries a/ 50 62 63 56

Share of Developing Asia 68 74 76 70

Share of Developing
Airica 22 22 20 22

Share of Developing
America 10 4 4 8

100 100 100 100

a/ Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Pakistan.

Source: See notes for Table 1.



Table 4: LANDLESS FARM WORKERS IN SELECTED COUNTRIESa/

Landless Workers
as % of Active Active Agricultural

Number of Land- Population in Population as % of

less Workers Agriculture Total Active Population

'000 % %

Asia

India b/ 47,300 32 68

Indonesia 5,673 20 70

Pakistan c/ 8,013 29 70

Total 60,986 30 68

Middle East & North Africa

Algeria 1,099 60 56

Egypt 1,865 38 55

Iran 903 25 46

Morocco 484 19 61

Tunisia 210 20 46

Total 4,561 33 58

Latin America & Caribbean

Costa Rica 122 53 45

Dominican Republic 179 25 61

Honduras 138 27 67

Jamaica 72 41 27

Mexico (1970) 2,499 49 39

Nicaragua (1971) 101 43 47

Argentina 694 51 15

Chile (1971) 378 66 28

Colombia 1,158 42 45

Ecuador 391 39 54

Peru 557 30 46

Uruguay 99 55 17

Brazil 3,237 26 44

Venezuela 287 33 26

Total 9,912 35 39

Grand Total 75,459

a/ Except for India, data presented here are estimated from ILOYear Book of Labor

Statistics, 1971, pp. 43-294, and 1972, pp. 44-301. Unless otherwise indicated,

data refer to latest year available in 1960's and thus do not reflect recent reform

actions, on the one hand, nor changes in the work force, on the other.

b/ Agricultural laborers as shown in India, Ministry of Agriculture, Directorate of

Economics and Statistics, Indian Agriculture in Brief (Eleventh Edition, 1971) p. 14.

c/ Includes population now belonging to Bangladesh.



Table 5: NUTRITION LEVELS BY INCOME CLASS

Percentage Calorie Intake Protein Intake
of Families Cals Grams

(per capita) (per capita)

Latin America

Brazil (1960/61)
Annual family income
(new cruseiros per year) Total Animal
Rural areas:
under 100 7.94 1.755 50.0 13.2
100-249 27.30 2.267 64.9 21.7
250-499 29.68 2.577 75.9
500-1,199 24.56 3.144 95.4 39.1
1,200 and over 10.52 3.674 116.6 32.5

Total average 2.683 80.6 21.3

Colombia (1956-62)
"very poor" rural 1.535 30 9
"middle class" rural 1.538 34 15
"middle class" urban 3.138 52 22

2.133 60 31
Mexico (1958/59)

"very poor" rural 1.788 45
"middle class" rural 1.803 51
"middle class" urban 2.275 57

2.331 64
Peru (1951-58)

Mountain area 1.794 47
Coastal areas 2.205 64

Asia

Ceylon
Rural (1961-66) 1.864 44 8.3
Upper class Colombo (1957) 3.271 84

Iran
Peasants 1.842 60
Urban wage earners 2.132 65
Landowners 2.658 74

India (1958)
Maharashtra State

Expenditure per capita (rupees)
Urban and rural areas:
0-11 21.3 1.340 37.9 1.4

11-18 18.9 2.020 56.6 2.6
18-34 20.7 2.485 69.0 6.6
34 and over 39.1 3.340 85.7 11.9

Total average 2.100 59.7 4.5

Africa

Madagascar (1962)
Income ('000 fr. per family/yr.)
1-20 54.7 2.154 47.3 5.5

20-40 27.7 2.292 54.1 6.5
40-80 11.0 2.256 53.6 9.4
80-130 3.8 2.359 61.2 15.2

130-190 1.5 2.350 59.1 15.2
190-390 0.8 2.342 64.6 21.8
390-590 0.3 2.456 65.4 23.6
Other classes 0.2

UAR (1965)
Low Income class 2.204 71 15.0
Middle Income class 2.818 84 18.0
Higher Income class 3.130 98 37.0

Tunisia (104r-67)
Incone per person
Rural areas:
less than 20 8.2 1.782

20- 32 16.2 2.157
32- 53 30.8 2.525
53-102 32.4 2.825

102-200 10.9 3.215
200 and over 1.5 3.150

Source: Data cited in David Turnham, The Employment Problem in Less Developed
Countries : A Review of Evidence , OECD, Development Centre Studies, Employment
Series No. 1 (Paris: 1971).



Table 6: POPULATION PER MEDICAL DOCTOR IN RURAL AND URBAN AREAS

Population/Medical Doctor Urban Superiority in Doctors

Country Year Urban Rural per Unit of Population

Honduras 1968 1,190 7,140 6:1

Jamaica a/ 1968 840 5,510 7:1

Philippines 1971 1,500 10,000 7:1

Senegal a/ 1968 4,270 44,300 10:1

Panama 1969 930 3,000 3:1

Colombia 1970 1,000 6,400 6:1

Ghana a/ 1968 4,340 41,360 10:1

Iran 1969/70 2,275 9,940 4:1

Haiti a/ 1968 1,350 33,300 25:1

Kenya 1969 880 50,000 57:1

Tunisia a/ 1968 2,912 10,056 4:1

Pakistan 1970 3,700 24,200 7:1

Thailand a/ 1968 800 25,000 31:1

a/ Urban = capital city only.
Rural = all other rural and urban.

Source: IBRD, Background Paper on Health, Report No. 554a, October 1974, Appendix Tables 16 and 17,

pp. 87-88.



Table 7: PRIMARY SCHOOL AVAILABILITY IN RURAL AND URBAN AREAS

Percentage of the total number of primary schools
in each category (rural'and urban) which offer a

complete number of grades

Complete Urban Complete Rural
Schools as a % Schools as a %

Number of of Total of Total
Countries Urban Schools Rural Schools

Countries by GNP
Per Capita

Up to $120 (excluding
India) 9 53 36

India 1 57 49
$121 - 250 7 72 32
$251 - 750 16 77 62
$751 - 1,500 2 89 56
Over $1,500 6 100 99

By Major Regions

Africa 16 79 54
Asia (excluding India) 9 94 66
India 1 57 49
Latin America 10 88 34
Europe 5 98 99

Source: Based on data in UNESCO, Statistical Yearbook, 1972.



Table 8: WORLD BANK LENDING FOR AGRICULTURE BY NUMBER OF PROJECTS
AND AMOUNT LENT, 1948 - 1974

(1) (2) (3) (4) Agricultural Lending for
Number of Amount Lent Amount Lent Average Amount Projects as a Agriculture

Agricultural for Agriculture per Project Lent per year % of Total as a % of
Projects (2)/(1) TRRD/IDA Proi. Total Lending

------- -------- US$ Millions --..----- ---------- Per Cent - - -

1948-1960 33 175.9 5.3 13.5 17 6

1961-1965 33 484.4 14.7 96.9 16 12

1966-1970 93 1,207.6 13.0 241.5 23 17

1971-1972 72 855.4 11.9 427.7 26 16

1973-1974 98 1,893.6 19.3 946.8 30 24



Table 9: WORLD BANK LENDING FOR AGRICULTURE, BY SUB-SECTOR, 1948-1974

1948-60 1961-65 1966-70 1971-72 1973-74 1948-60 1961-65 1966-70 1971-72 1973-74

----------------- US$ millions ------------------ ------------------ Per Cent -------------------

General Agriculture 43.9 - 15.0 13.5 24.0 25 - 1 1 1

Agricultural Credit 20.2 45.0 183.2 255.8 240.3 11 9 15 30 13

Area Development 10.0 9.7 100.4 51.6 272.6 6 2 8 6 14

Irrigation 85.1 383.8 513.2 201.3 621.9 48 79 43 24 33

Livestock 7.0 35.3 252.4 176.7 314.9 4 7 21 21 17

Agricultural Industries 4.7 - 19.2 39.6 204.0 3 - 2 5 11

Non-food Crops - 2.8 86.8 95.4 167.3 - 1 7 11 9

Research - - - 12.7 - - - 1 -

Fisheries - 7.8 21.0 8.9 28.6 - 2 2 1 1

Forestry 5.0 - 16.4 - 20.0 3 - 1 - 1

Total 175.9 484.4 1207.6 855.5 1893.6 100 100 100 100 100



Table 10: WORLD BANK LENDING FOR AGRICULTURE BY PER CAPITA GNP OF BORROWING COUNTRIES

FY64-68 FY69-74
Agriculture Lending As % of Agriculture Lending As % of

IBRD & IDA Total IBRD & IDA Total
Per Capita GNP of Number Amount Projects Amount Number Amount Projects Amount

Borrowing Countries of Projects (US$M) % % of Projects (US$M) % %

Less than $150 9 138.8 20.5 22.5 101 1356.0 43.7 38.2

$151-$375 18 173.8 40.9 28.2 78 1069.7 33.8 30.1

$376-$700 13 251.2 29.6 40.8 30 782.1 13.0 22.1

Over $700 4 52.0 9.0 8.5 22 341.8 9.5 9.6

Total 44 615.8 100.0 100.0 231 3549.6 100.0 100.0

Source: IBRD, World Bank Atlas, 1973



- Table 11: IBRD/IDA LENDING FOR AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT,
FY68 - FY74 a!

FY68 FY69 FY70 FY71 FY72 FY73 FY74 TOTAL

RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Agriculture
No.of Projects 5 3 6 10 12 17 25 78
Loans(US$M) 29.1 51.8 53.1 66.6 121.4 246.8 449.8 1,018.6

Multi-Sector2
No.of Projects 1 - - 1 1 1 6 10
Loans(US$M) 14.0 - - 8.1 2.2 21.0 59.5 104.8
Single Sector
No.of Projects 4 3 6 9 11 16 19 68
Loans(US$M) 15.1 51.8 53.1 58.5 119.2 225.8 390.3 913.8

Education
No.of Projects - - 1 1 - 2 3 7
Loans(US$M) - - 1.5 3.3 - 9.0 23.8 37.6

Roads
No.of Projects - - 2 - 2 - - 4
Loans(US$M) - - 25.6 - 23.5 - - 49.1

Total Rural Development
No. of Projects 5 3 9 11 14 19 28 89
Loans(US$M) 29.1 51.8 80.2 69.9 144.9 255.8 473.6 1,105.3

OTHER AGRICULTURE (excluding predominantly agricultural rural development lending)
No.of Projects 8 24 25 26 24 29 31 167
Loans(US$M) 143.4 315.5 359.8 352.5 314.9 690.9 506.1 2,683.1

TOTAL AGRICULTURE
No. of Projects 13 27 31 36 36 46 51 240
Loans(US$M) 172.5 367.3 412.9 419.1 436.3 937.7 955.9 3,701.7

TOTAL AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
No.of Projects 13 27 34 37 38 48 59 256
Loans(US$M) 172.5 367.3 440.0 422.4 459.8 946.7 979.7 3,788.4

OTHER IBRD/IDA
Loans(US$M) 781.0 1417.0 1846.0 2058.0 2506.1 2461.0 3333.9 14,403.0

TOTAL IBRD/IDA
Loans(US$M) 953.5 1784.3 2286.0 2480.4 2965.9 3407.7 4313.6 18,191.4

a/ Data refer to original commitments and no cancellations and refundings are
taken into account. Information used for the classification of rural development
projects is based on project appraisal reports. However, it must be noted that many
appraisal reports are deficient in information for this classification, e.g. lacking
in income distribution data on project beneficiaries.

b/ Projects for which there is an expectation that 50% or more of primary(direct)
benefits would accrue to the rural poor.

c/ Projects involving two or more sectoral components with the dominant sectoral component
constituting less than 75% of the net project cost (i.e. cost excluding contingencies
and components which are not integral parts of the project).In all multi-sectoral
projects designated as rural development projects, agriculture is the predominant
sector and the Programming and Budgeting Department has classified them all under
agriculture. Basically small farmers.



Table 12: RELATIVE SHARE OF AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL

DEVELOPMENT IN TOTAL BANK LENDING, FY68-74

FY68 FY69 FY70 FY71 FY72 FY73 FY74 Total

~~-- -------------- Per----------- -- --------P C---

As Per Cent of Total Agriculture Lending

Rural Development Agriculture

Projects 38.5 11.1 19.4 27.8 33.4 37.0 49.0 32.5

Lending 17.0 14.1 12.9 15.9 27.8 26.3 47.0 27.5

Of which: Multi-sector

Projects 7.7 - - 2.8 2.8 2.2 11.8 4.2

Lending 8.1 - - 1.9 0.5 2.2 6.2 2.8

Single-sector
Projects 30.8 11.1 19.4 25.0 30.6 34.8 37.3 28.3

Lending 8.9 14.1 12.9 14.0 27.3 24.1 40.8 24.7

As Percent of Total IBRD/IDA Lending

Total Rural Development Lending

(both agriculture and non- 3.0 2.9 3.5 2.8 4.9 7.5 11.0 6.1

agriculture)

Total Agriculture Lending 18.1 20.6 18.1 16.9 14.7 27.5 22.2 20.3

Total Agriculture and Rural 18.1 20.6 19.2 17.0 15.5 27.8 22.7 20.8
Development Lending

Source: Calculated from Table 11.



Table 13: ESTIMATED RURAL POPULATION IN POVERTY BY REGION AND COUNTRY
INCOME LEVEL, 1974 a/

Rural Poverty Population Rural Poverty Population Total Rural
in Countries with Incomes in Other Developing Poverty

Region up to $200 per Capita b/ Countries Population

- millions of persons -

East Africa 60 60

West Africa 15 35 50

South Asia 270 270

East Asia 10 105 115

EMENA 5 30 35

LAC 50 50

Total 360 220 580

a/ Estimates made by applying assumed population growth rates by region to figures for 1969.
The regional breakdown in this table corresponds to the geographical divisions of the
Regional Offices of the Bank and are not precisely comparable to the area breakdown of Table 1.

b/ Excludes some countries with low income per capita, but with large external receipts through
oil (e.g., Indonesia, Nigeria).



Table 14: A COMPARISON OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE RURAL POOR BY REGION AND PROSPECTIVE

BANK LENDING FOR AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT

(2) (3) (4)

Distribution Distribution of Projected Allocation of Agriculture Allocation of Agriculture

or Rural Poor Lending for Agriculture and Rural Dlevelopment and Pural Pevelopment

1974 and Rural Development Lending implied by (2) Lending implied by (1)

FY75-79 FY75-79 FY75-79

% %- US$ millions(1974 prices) - - US$ millions(19 7
4 price4

Eastern Africa 10.3 11.1 800 750

Western Africa 8.6 10.2 750 600

East Africa and Pacific 19.8 18.3 1300 1450

South Asia 46.6 19.3 1400 3350

EMENA 6.0 18.2 1300 450

LAC 8.6 22.9 1650 600

Total 91.9 100.0 7200 7200

Source: Column (1) from Table 13; Column (2) from Policy Planning and Program Review Department Calculations;

projected total of lending in Columns (3) and (4) as described in text paragraphs 3.19-3.21.



Table 15: FY75 AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT SECTOR WORK

Region Sector Sub-Sector Other

b/ h/ k/
East Asia and Pacific - 1 1

c/
South Asia 3 -

d/
Eastern Africa 2 -

e/ I/
Western Africa 4 2 1

_/_i 1/
Europe, Middle East and North Africa 1 2 4

Latin America and Caribbean 4 -

14 5 6

a/ Does not include sector work undertaken in conjunction with
appraisal and supervision missions.

b/ Sector work on Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Philippines will be
carried out by staff attached to Economic Missions.

c/ Nepal, Burma, and possibly Pakistan.

d/ Sudan and Zambia. Lesotho, Swaziland, and Madagascar in FY76.

e/ Dahomey, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, and Senegal.

f/ Afghanistan.

El Salvador, Gautemala, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica--all jointly with
USAID and IADB.

h/ Malaysia - Smallholder sector review.

Regional studies (mainly the Sahelian zone) of Forestry and Livestock.The Forestry study will include Ivory Coast, Ghana, Cameroon, and theDemocratic Republic of the Congo, and may also include Liberia, Niger,Gabon, and the Central African Republic.

Livestock and Fruits and Vegetable sub-sector surveys in selectedcountries of the Middle East.

k/ A Review of selected aspects of regional and rural development inthe Philippines.

1/ Special missions to Egypt and Romania; an economic-regional (Macedonia)development study in Yugoslavia; a rural and regional development studyIn Tunisia.
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Mr. Alexander Stevenson Deenber 27, 1972.

Una T41

Rural Davel.pment Research

1. 1 have attempted below to sumarise very briefly my views on
the role the rural development research can play in Biflenoing Bank
policies.

2. (A) An integrated view of the mary ativities in the rural
sector is essential in designing overall strategies for rural develop-
mant for individual countries and in making investment choices based
on these overall strategies.

(1) Failure of the past performance has, however, been less due
to lack of strategies and more due to lack of adequate understanding
of the processes and the interaction between the various processes that
make the strategies work.

(C) Thus there is a great deal of knowledge about technical
input-output relationships that determine growth rates of output but
little about developing institutions including rules and procedures,
suitable for specific enviroments, that will assure broad partici-
pation in the development process.

(D) The experience related both to successes and flilures in
rural development is vast in LDC's. It is mainly the non-Bank
experience from which the Bank will have to draw lessons to forsulate
sectoral strategies and to design projemts.

3. These various factors have important implications for organ-
isation of research an rural development as well as for the nature of
research conducted and research methods followed. I will address
myself to the latter two questions in this mewm.

Nature of Research

h. A vast amunt of research is already underway outside the Banks
tihereas the manpower and financial resources at the disposal of the
Bank are extremely limited oonpared to the sise of the operational task
in the Bank. The Bank should, therefore, concentrate its efforts on
samarising ongoing researah, on narrowing down areas for further
research and on pursuing additional researeb with emphasis on partici-
pation of research workers in LDC's, in areas where research findings
are inadequate for operational support.

5. In order to do effective entrepreneuring of research, it is
essential that the Bank staff, on the one hand, understand the needs
of the operational departments and, on the other, be respected by
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their colleagues outside the Bank with whom they mest intereact
professionally. To met both these requirements, it is essential
that they have an opportunitV to examine a vast rnider of micro
experiences across regions and countries so as to provide a broad
picture of appropriate strategies, that will be operationall3 meaning.-
ful, and suitable to specific environments.

Research Hathodas

6. Research related to rural development processes must go far
beyond simple specifications to take into account the nmerous
variables that simultaneously affect the process of rural development.
The review of past programs as in case of the public works schme,
rural indusbrialiaation and agricultaural credit indicates that it is
often the simplistio emphasis on social and ideological variables and
the inadequate understandng of the mr soonoo constraints and the
consequent inadequaey of the institutions to meet these constraints
that have caoused the failure of these efforts. The complexity of
speoification of the problem sh3ld, therefore, not be confused with
interdisciplinery research. xpotence shows that interdisoiplinery
research, at best, is at a primitive level of development. There are
no appropriate methodologies for such research and there is a danger
that the research may lack rigour and, therefore, may offer no
potential in going bdynd intelligent spemlation. Often it may
prescribe solutions in taOkling socia-politioal factors which go far
beyond the limits within which an international agency can hope to
influence pblicies. A careful distinction must thus be made between
institution building based on an understanding of the socio-politioal
oonstraints and in altering these constraints. The Bank is in a
particularly advantageous position to draw lessons of the former
category based on a number of eperienoes across countries.

JJ'eleses

a* and cleared with: Mr. Routlinger



Form No. 27
(3-70)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: KUNGU DATE: NOVRSBR 21, 1972

FIANCF, CLASS OF
SERVICE: L

NAIROBI

COUNTRY: KENYA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

SPECIAL RURAL DZVELOPMWI PROGRA*W0B AS SooN AS poSSIBLEg STOp RSARD~S

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Rebrt d'A, Saw

DEPt. Devele ant6 Zo onics - Rural Dw.

SIGNATURE . . .
(SIGNATlRE 6 INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

REFERENCE: For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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Form No. 27
(3-70)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: IONALDSON & SHAW DATE: November 3. 1972
NORFOLK HOTEL
NAIROBI CLASS OF

SERVICE: LT

COUNTRY: KEYA

TEXT:
Cable No.: 8

SORRY TO KNOW OF YOUR RESERVATIONS ABOUT KINSEY STOP CAREFUL SEARCH MADE FOR

AVAILABLE CONSULTANTS AFTER SUDDEN WITHDRAWAL OF WYE TEAM STOP KINSEY CHOICE

MADE ONLY AFTER YOUR CABLE RECOMMENDING ALTERNATIVES OF LIPTON CONSORTIUM

KHAN-ARDS GROUP OR LELE IDING IT STOP LIPTON UNAVAILABLE STOP KINSEYS QUALIFICATIONS

AND TIME CONSTRAINT CAREFULLY CONSIDERED STOP AWAIT YOUR ARRIVAL TO SEND

KHAN-KINSEY IN FIELD SINCE YOU CANNOT GO TO MALLW AS PER YOUR INITIAL PROPOSAL

REIJTLINGER

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Shlomo Reutlinger
Rural Development Diviaio

DEPT. &onomics Dep ent

SIGNATURE -
(SIGNATURE OFiNDIVIDUAL AUTW RIZED TO A ifbVE)

REFERENCE: For Use By Communications Section
SReutlinger: coh

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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December 29, 1972

Dear Fritz,

You recently sent us a copy of AV-1427, a questionnaire on
rural development aid. eleations' answers to the questionnaire
are expected to assist the 'AC Secretariat in preparing for a
>arch (AC aeetinv at which aid problems related to rural develop-
ment in developing countries will be discussed. Replies to the
questionnaire are to be submitted by January 15.

The subject of the meeting is, of course, of interest to
Yr. Yudelman and., you will not be surprised to hear, ie would
like. and expects, to attend the meeting. The report which will
energe from the current study of the Bank'o role in rural develop
ment is being drafted, and Mr. Yudelman ill very likely want to
arrange for its distribution to the DA( delegations at some later
date. I do not know whether anything can or should be submitted
which explicitly responds to the questionnaire, but I have sent
it off to him and you may hear more on t.e subject. In any case,
I thought you would want to know that he has attendance at the
meeting in mind.

iappy New Year to you and Ellen.

Sincerely,

Shirley -o ey
Development Services Department

YIr. Fritz Steuber
Chief, Liaison Operations
European office
International iank for

Reconstruction and Development
66 avenue d'Iena
75116 Paris, France

SEBoskey:tsb
cc: Mr. Yudelman
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION 1040 Brussels, December 14, 19
rue du Commerce 22
n0 (g2/% JB/jp

THE CHAIRMAN

Dear Mr. Graves,

Following our conversation of last Friday, for
which I amvery grateful, I want to make a summary of
the different points touched during our meeting0

1. IORD, being a pool on an international level
of different bodies interested in integrated rural
development projects in developing countries, is ready
to become an operational contracting agency in this field
International teams will carry out the projects in the
field. Through our constitution and the liaison with the
NGO field, we are in a position to use (and are already
using) English, French, and Spanish speaking staff.
We would like to emphasize our own experience, as well
as that of our member agencies, notably AIDR in Belgium,
IRAM and IRFED, for exemple in France, INSTRUPA in Ger-
many, OXFAM in Great-Britain, IUEF from the Scandinavian
countries, the necessity to combine infrastructural work,
agricultural education and general adult literacy, includ.
ing indigenous organisations such as co-operatives, and
councils.

A general report on IORD in English is being
sent to you as well as a paper outlining the aims of
our organisation.

2. Projects in RWANDA. In this country, the agency
which has carried out successfully various projects of
rural development is the AIDR. One of the most interest-
ing projects which the IBRD mission visited was the
RUSUMO project. I am sending by air-mail the important
AIDR report where the Rusumo project is described, as
well as a booklet written by Mr. Jo WUIDAR, who worked
for AIDR in Rwanda and wrote this article for the IRFED
review "Development and Civilisations".

0/.
Mr. Harold GRAVES,
IBRD
1818 H street N.W0
WASHINGTON D.C0 20433
U.S.A.
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3. Possible involvements of IBRD were consid-
ered : I gave you three short notices on the

- MPANGA project : emphasising the fact that AIDR
has been working next to this area
(south),

- MUTARA project,

- KAGERA project.

In everyone of these projects, IORD, with and
through its members, will be interested and ready to
consider an extension of its activities.

When I was in Washington DC last July 7th and
8th, I already met your African section, namely Mr* Van
Isch with whom I spoke about the possibility to work in
the MUTARA project and possibly in the KAGERA operationo

I also gave you a document on the KIGALI Nord
project, for your information. This UNDP/ILO project is,
for the time being "au point mort", because we have not
been able through other sources (bilateral governmental
or INGO) to find the possibility for the Rwanda government
to get some money to cover the counterpart funds required.

4. IBRD advisory team in NAIROBI. In connection
with a possible resettlement scheme in Uganda, I gave you
a note on the possibility - eventually remote - to work
with your Agricultural Advisory team in the field of
pre-assessment of the area considered. I will let you
know more on that point in the near future.

Hoping that you will find the above precisions
satisfactory as regards an IORD possible collaboration
with IBRD.

Thanking you for the invitation, I remain

Yours sincerely,

Jacques BEAUMONT

PS. Concerning the project of the MPANGA lakes, iTseems
that some recent contacts occured between Belgians
and IBRD about this project. I tought I would inform
you of this in order that you may investigate the
possibilities of collaboration, keeping in mind the
fact that our Belgian member, AIDR, is already res-
ponsible for an adjoining project (Rusumo) of
integrated rural development.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIAT:ON RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. W. Thalwitz DATE: December 13, 1972

FROM: J. Krombach

SUBJECT: Rural Development Projects
Public Utilities Sectors (Power, Water/Sewerage, Telecommunication)

1. Since we have very little relevant information on the rural situation
in the public utilities sectors in the Western Africa Region, I can
only offer a few general comments on the list prepared by Mr. Yudelman
and on Messrs. Yudelman and Anderson's memoranda.

2. On those projects specifically identified as related to public utilities,
e.g. Mauretania (Power/Water) and Nigeria (Water Supply, Power), I can
only confirm that these are in the lending program and have or may have,
a rural component. The same could, however, be said of various other
power/water projects in our program, even of those which are expected to
mainly serve larger urban areas, because we are increasingly trying to
use these systems to supply the surrounding rural or semi-rural areas
as well. This raises the general question of whether and when rural
areas in the vicinity of urban areas are considered as "rural" for the purpose
of this exercise.

3. Regarding the multisectoral or integrated rural projects on the list, I
am somewhat confused about the terminology and I think it would be help-
ful to know if the differences between

- Integrated Agriculture Development Projects (Liberia, Sierra Leone)
- Integrated Rural Development (Mali)
- Rural Development (Niger, Cameroon, Nigeria, Upper Volta)
- Integrated Development (Gambia)
- Regional Development (Upper Volta)
- Agriculture Integrated Rural Development (Liberia)

are only apparent or are intended to indicate different types of projects.
This clarification would help to understand, for example, if there are any
already identifiable public utilities projects components in these projects.
Incidentally, telecommunications is not mentioned in the list and in the
various memoranda of Messrs. Yudelman and Anderson, neither as a potential
component of multisectoral rural projects nor as a rural component of larger
regional or national telecommunication projects.

cc: Messrs. Anderson
Vasudevan
WAPPB Staff

JKrombach/bl



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION. RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Montague Yudelman DATE: December 13, 1972

FROM: C. G. .Ramasubbu

SUBJECT: Rural Delelopment Study

I have set out these few thoughts in response to your circular of

November 20, 1972 though it is possible that much of this ground is already

covered in the recent discussions.

1. From the point of view of mitigating rural poverty, individual

projects in different sectors, if suitably designed and combined into the

right mix, can be at least as effective as schemes specifically formulated

and designated as "rural development" projects. Land settlement projects,

credit projects for beneficiaries of land reform or other medium and

small sized farmers, rural electrification projects, rural works projects,

etc. can all produce an impact on the rural employment and income situation,

depending on the local circumstances.

2. Sufficient experience exists to show that small farms can achieve

high productivity, given the necessary support. The Bank can, in any case,

meet only a small part of the total resource needs for a country's 
agricultural

development. In determining priorities for Rank support, therefore, the

Bank may show preference for programs for medium and small farmers 
as

compared with those for big ranches, larger farmers and agri-business 
units

which nay be able to obtain funds from commercia institutions whose

standards of credit worthiness they can usually satisfy. This approach

may be applicable to sectors other than agriculture too.

3. Not all multi-sector projects for rural areas necessarily help the

small man. In fact, many of them have been seen to benefit only the top

sections of the rural community. Further, in view of the small scale on

which they have been tried, several of them have ignored cost considerations,

and served merely as show pieces which cannot be reproduced on a larger

scale. There have been very few successful programs which are inter-

disciplinary and also oriented to the rural poor. Programs of this kind

for intensive development of specific areas have sometimes 
aggravated

inter-regional differences by merely helping good areas to become better.

4. Several of the programmes so far financed by the Bank in the agri-

cultural sector (particularly in livestock) have been concerned with relatively

large farms, extensive ranches and agri-business type of undertakings, 
though

there have also been quite a few projects which are not 
so oriented(such as

agricultural credit projects in India, the Philippines, Korea and Kenya. It

will, therefore, be progress enough if we can finance 
more schemes than in

the past for medium sized and small sized farms. 
There are many viable and
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potentially viable farm units which are not large and are handicapped
in achieving their potential because of the lack of access to credit and
other supports. The practical thing would, therefore, be for the Bank
to try to help such farmers initially rather than to think in wider terms
of all the rural poor who would include sub-marginal farmers and agricultural
labourers and. present a much bigger problem, for instance, in terms of
the subsidies involved and their capability to satisfy even diluted standards
of credit worthness. This sector will need a far-reaching program and can
be tackled after some experience has been gained with the problem of helping
small but viable farmers.

5. Suitable areas for experimenting with such programs could include:
a) those in which the potential benefits of adopting new technology (e.g.,
high yielding seed varieties) have been demonstrated but most small farmers
cannot command the necessary supporting services and supplies; b) areas
with small holdings to which new irrigation sources are being extended;
and c.) areas in which land reform has throwini up numerous independent
producers but.they lack resources to take advantage -of their new opportunities.

6. Cooperatives assume special importance as units through which it will
be easier and cheaper to reach a large number of small producers. One should,
however, avoid: a) the danger of large producers capturing these institutions
and using them for their exclusive benefit; and b) excessive bureaucratic
domination by Government staff in the absence of good non-official leadership
which it will take time for the .cooperatives to develop.

7. The operational features of these programs have to be tailored to
the needs aid capabilities of the small producers. Such concern could be
reflected, for example, in providing for a longer period of maturity and a
longer grace for the loans; a smaller proportion of project cost being
required to be found by the sub-borrowers from their own resources; the
sub-borrowers not being required to pay, through the rate of interest, for
the heavy costs of administering small loans which may be partly met by
Government; the establishment of a special Government agency to ensure that
small producers actually receive the necessary production inputs (e.g.,
fertilizer in short supply or water from. a public irrigation system), andhelp in securing the titles to land required as collateral for institutional
credit. Other features of agricultural projects relevant for benefiting the
rural poor would include the extent to which farm mechanization is provided
for,use cf local labour for construction of access roads, communication
channels for irrigation, etc.

8. .Marketing and processing arrangements for the produce of medium and
small farms will also need to he looked into. Additional facilities may be
required because of the larger produce to be handled. Or, the traditional
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agencies (landlord- cum-.trader--cum-moneylender) may have ceased to function
or may be operating inadequately, because land reform has dispossessed them
or they have transferred their funds to industry, etc. Construction of
storage and processing facilities would also help increase rural employment
and incomes of the small producers.

9. Over the years, the Bank has evolved a technique for evaluating
projects with reference to the rate of return on the invested capital.
It is necessary now to develop a comparable methodology for measuring the
impact of a project in terms of employment creation and progressive income
distribution. This has to be done soon.

10. The working of a few schemes in different countries can offer,
guidance to the Bank in its attempts in this new direction. The efforts
of the Farmers Home Administration in the US over the years may be of some
relevance. The Small Farmers Development Agency (SFDA) programme in India
(recommended by the All India Rural Credit Review Committee with which I had
been associated) has been in operation for about 2 years now and its results
might be worth looking in to, especially because the Agricultural Refinance
Corporation (the main channel of Bank lending for agricultural credit in
India) is also expected to finance some of the SFDA schemes. Puebla Projedt
in Mexico is another effort of relevance. A recent article evaluating its
progress is attached.

11. Finally, a point relevant to Latin America. In several countries,.
schemes for relatively smaller farmers have generally been financed by the
IDB and those for bigger farmers, by the1BRD. This pattern will change
when we begin to finane -projects involving farmers with relatively small
holdings.

CGRamasubbu :ac
IBRD

Attachment



IIxwco's Puebla Projec1: Is There
Hope for the Miinifundistas?

A new formula for increasing grain production shows promise but
attracts few farmers.

W -oeSome parameters did change through governmental

fright over starvation and through the technical "mira--

Oberlin College cle" of the Green Revolution. Now, with the population

Fl Pueblo Project is not the world's only attempt to boom unchecked and massive famine's spectre pushed

bring the benefits of new technology to poor farmers back a few years into the future, the problem of the

on very small, non-irrigated plots. But it is an especially 1970's is what to do with all the people-jobs and

interesti ong one. r justice, in other words.. The grain production changes

The initiative came from the people who bred the that are deferring world famine did not at the same

Green Revolution: CIMMYT (international Maize and time handily give jobs to all the added population.

Wheat Improvement Center), the successor of the So far, in fact, most of the Green Revolution's changes

organization whose scientists created the new wheats, have been on the world's best--cind irrigated-farm

.and the Rockefeller Foundation, which originally started lands. Yet, although many irrigzited farms are small

the Mexicn program and was a major force in the and their farmers poor, the preponderance of the

Asian rice "revolution" as well. Today Puebla Project world's rural, poor depend cn rainfall. Are these

is 5 years old and is big enough to matter, embracing farmers destined to become increasingly irrelevant?

116,500 hectares of farm land with almost 50,000 The Rockefeller Foundation was aware of this pre-

fc ,-so the average size, obviously, is just under dicament even before the deluge of articles criticizing

2 '2 hectares-and involving roughly 300,000 people the Green Revolution for making the rich richer and

in the farm families or through farm labor. Thus its size the poor poorer (or even, in one extreme case, per-

and age remove it from the category of, "successes"" sonally accusing Norman Borlaug, Nobel Prize wheat

we. usually read about in development journals: minus- breeder, of recklessly playing poker with other people's

cule pilot schemes with great promise if they could lives). The critical literature really started in 1969.

ever get big, if they could cut costs, or if sponsors' - "A Peasant
'' ~ be *2 2One typical examnple is .John IL. Simmons, "Acorporati.on forPesn

end-of-tour hopes could be realized. FarmersA New form of an Old Institution Offers Promising Benefits in

These:days it .hardly seems necessary to emphasize Mexico, iDR (1971). XIII, 2, 19-21. The land involved in this project is less
than 100 ho. todlay' the article* consists n-ainly of rosy projections. 'Success

the importance of projects designed to help the small requires former-members of the corporation tc tuy up the corporation and pay

farmer. The 1950's were years *of optimism that global the extension worker themselves lust about when they will already have

learned what he has to teach them. A likely prospect? Such examples are

poverty might be abolished-years for starting devel- legion.

op ment decades. The I 960's brought the sinister reali- ::One of the earliest such articles is Clifton Wharton, "The Green Revolution-

md as.sTve f e might be cing -Cornucopia or Pandora-s Box?,' Foreign Affairs (April 1969), XLVII, 3 and.

zation that. massive famine might be coming unless- Development Digest (October 1969), VII, 4, 75-82. The poker analogy occurs

some of. the parameters changed. The W~orld Food in Michael Perelman. "Second Thoughts on the Green Revolution," The New

srobem an the Wrldtrs Populatnd ,, Republic (17 July 1971), CLXV, .3, 21-2-surely one of the least responsible

Problem and the World Population Problem were in. writings on the subject.

In addition to written sources, information for this article was gathered from

visits to the'Project area and interviews in September oid October 1971 while WILLIAM 1. JONES, now an assistant professor of gov-

o Council on Foreign Relations: International Affairs Fellow. I am indebted to ernment .at Oberlin College, Ohio, worked previously
Leobardo Jimenez S., Project Coordinator; Antonio Turrerit F., Project agrono- with the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Foreign Eco-
mist an6 soil scientist; the five Project extensionists; Project farmers; Jeff Peters, wt h .. Dprmn fArcluesFrinEo

itinerant student; and many Mexican agriculturalists and members of the nomic Development Service. He later served as editor

CIMMYT staff, particularly Don Winkelmann, CIMMYT economist, and Edgardo of the Development Digest.
Moscardi. Responsibility.is still mine.
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Pueblo Project began in 1967, hoping to do for and were relatively well informed. Sixty percent owned

Mexico's minifundistas on their rain-fed patches what radios and 8% even televisions, and even more got
the new grain seeds had done for irrigation farmers. information through these media.
About 85% of Mexico's farmland is unirrigated. From the media and their own practice farmers knew

A special Rockefeller Foundation grant started the quite a bit about modern farming practices. Virtually

Project off, and Rockefeller has continued to be the all knew about fertilizer and 70% were using it. Over

principal supporter. The Project combines research, ex- half knew about the maize hybrids developed by the
tension and assistance to farmers in arranging for Rockefeller program, but only 15% had tried them,

'dit. It has its own office with Mexico's Agriculture and virtually all of these had found them wanting and
aecretariat in Pueblo, five extension workers, and its abandoned them.
own research and information effort. In these circumstances, the farmers' low maize yields

The Target Zone seemed to be an anomaly. A market for more maize

The Project's aim was to double maize yields in part was there too; Puebla State was a maize importer, and

of Mexico's Puebla State. The area was picked because the federal -government bought the product at a subsi-

it seemed fairly representative of Mexico's (and Central dized price of $75 per ton. The preconditions for

America's) highlands, because it was close to CIMMYT, success seemed to be there..

and because the Puebla State government seemed sold The Formula
on the idea. Moreover, care was taken to select an When Pueblo Project stored, maize improvement
area where maize yields could be doubled-where work sponsored by the Mexican Government and the
risks of failure from hail, drought, frost or soil deficien- Rockefeller Foundation had been in progress for over
cies would not be too high.' 20 years only 100 to 150 kilometers from the Project

The Project could not have picked a more beautiful site. Yet not one of the hybrids developed and released
setting. The valley, 2150 to 2700 meters in altitude, there was sufficienfly superior to the Project area's
has a pleasant climate and is bounded by Mexico's traditional varieties to warrant recommendation. Iron-

.ree highest peaks. Rainfall during the 7-month maize ically, although so close to the birthplace of the Green
season averages 800 mm., and volcanic soils are rich, Revolution, Puebla had nothing to gain from it.' An
though low in organic content after several millenia of improvement formula had to be worked out step by
maize culture.

Maize is easily the predominant crop, covering about te
70o/. o thefarland Oter ropsarebean, oten The -formula evolved includes higher seeding densi-

70% of w the farmland. Other crops are beans, often ties and.-application of more, and d different mix of;
"intercropped with maize, andfertilizers at diferent times than before. It requires
Maize yields were a modest 1.3 tons per hectare when fere ateding end tsme wran pfant appiy-more weeding and also mrore work in planting, apply-
the Project started, and all the field crops together pro- ing the fertilizer, and haesting' and handling the
vided only about 40/. of the farmers' total income bigger crop. New varieties are not a part of the
and only about % of their cash income. A survey in formula.
1967 showed cash income of about $90 per capita,
530/. fro .m off-farm sources, 27/. from crop sales and The Project's researchers spent 1967 studying the

3%~ from livestock. Coprodu2 o cosme wind zone and working out the recommendations. CIMMYT's
20%/c from livestock. Crop production consumed within impressive technicaJ capabilities were usually at their
the family probably amounted to about $25 per head.' disposai. In 1968, 103 demonstrations were run on

Farm families were poor, yet nearly 2/3 had elec- - ,l. In 16 1 e tras w
tricity in their generally modest houses and /2 had
sewing machines. Four-fifths of the people were literate 1968 was a great maize year; the regional average

in 1967-though -most used these skills sparingly- ; In fairness to Mexico's maize breeders, maize-'which is generally po'lenated

from neighboring plants-has been spontaneously improving itself in the area .

Data furnished here and below, unless otherwise specified, come from The for about 7000 years, with unsystematic help from local farmers. There is thus

Pueblo Project 1967-69: Progress Report on a Program to Rapidly Increase . less opportunity for improvement in breeding maize than there is for a self-

corn Yields on Small Holdings, Mexico: cIMMYT, [1969], 120 pp., which . pollenating crop like wheat. Also, maize varieties are very specific to local

contains the results of the base-line study of 251 forms in 1967. conditions: altitude, rainfall, etc. Hybrids from Chapingo will not work on the

5 These estimates are derived from the Puebla base-line study data and involve sides of the Valle de Mexico, within sight of the place on its floor where they

attributing a price to estimated non-marketed production. were bred.



Table I
BASIC DATA ON PUEBLA PROJECT

1967 1968 - 1969 1970 1971

Maize grown according to (ha.) 0 76 5,800 12,700 .14,500

Project recommendations 0 103 2,561 4,823 5,240
Number of participating farmers 0 0 3 %51 4,.2 %

% of all maize land in zone (%) 0 0.1 3.3% 16.0% 18.0
Maize yield for non-adopters (T/ha) 1.3 2.1 1.6 1.8 7

Maize yield for adopters (T/ha) - 3.6 2.8 2.7
(T/ha) - 1.5 1.2 0.9

Adopters' edge (/) . 67% 72% 50%

yield was 2.1 tons per hectare. The yield on coopera- puts to farmers in time for optimum use, and for alleged

tors' demonstration plots, however, was 3.6 tons per graft in procurements of materials; their loans are

hectare. Leaders realized that their formula was not almost exclusively in kind.

perfected, but they decided to aim for general accep- A major Project effort has been to find effective

tance on the basis of the 1968 results, improving the credit for its cooperators. The government banks, which

formula as they went along. had stocks of the kind of fertilizer which they had been

In 1969 farmers adopted the original formula on recommending, did not respond warmly at first tothe

5,800 hectares-about 1/1 6 of the zone's maize land suggestion that it be replaced by a new kind. Project

and a good start. The best recommendations for 1968 leaders worked hard at getting lending practices sim-

were not the best for 1969, a more normal year, with plified, at finding lenders, and at making sure that their

ro -bunched at. the other end of the growing season. cooperators would get the inputs on time. In 1969,

B.,.., cooperators' and non-cooperators' yields fell from government banks picked up a share of the burden

1968, to 2.8 tons and 1.6 tons per hectare, respec- and the rest was arranged through a variety of source

tively, but the cooperators maintained their lead of including fertilizer dealers. But although it has become

about 70 0/ more maize. The cooperators easily paid easier to get cooperators credit from government and

for the additional seed and fertilizer they used and private sources, farmers rightly complain that the gov-

received remuneration for the extra family labor ernment crop insurance they must take out.is designed

involved. 
to insure *banks against risks of default, not them

Based on 1969's experience and additional experi- against crop failure and hardship.

mentation, fertilizer recor.imendations were changed Evaluating Results

in 1970. New counsels are more specific by location The 1970 results, and the prospects for 1971 when

within the zone. this was written, make it less and less likely that Puebla

Area farmed as part of the Project rose to 1 2,700 Project will achieve its original goal-cdoubling the

hectares in 1970 and to 14,500 in 1971. 1970 was zone's maize yields, either in 5 years (by 1972) or even

relatively dry. Yields. of non-cooperators averaged 1.8 by its termination date in 1975. In 1970, the coopera-

tons per hectare; those of cooperators, 2.7 tons-a tors barely doubled the zone's pre-project average

iller edge than in previous years, both in percentage yield. Moreover, so far, only 18% of farms and maize

.A in the absolute. At the time this article was written, acreage are part of the Project. The recommended

1971 results were not yet available. formula is a big improvement over traditional practices,

Moving from a limited number of demonstrations to but not as dramatic as had been hoped--or as it was

general extension required new tactics from the Proj- on experimental plots, of course. Not only were most

ect's five -extension workers. Each could hardly deal farmers not joining, but some cooperators were drop-

individually with nearly 10,000 farmers. Cooperators ping out. The former head of CIMMYT's information

were formed into groups and asked to choose a leader- department had felt so confident that Puebla Project

(Puebla Project organizers are already looking hope- would develop superior maize hybrids that he included

fully ahead to the time when the maize problem will benefits from them in his benefit-cost calculation even

be solved and the groups will take on other functions; in 1970,' but none have turned up.

they point already to a few examples of cooperation As problems began to appear, critics emerged from

to bring in a well, get more information on fruit trees, the wings. The adjective "oversold" is commonly heard,

etc.) but "overbought".might be better. Though CIMMYT's

The biggest expense of cooperation to the farmer highly professional and well financed information staff

is the new fertilizer which is recommended. Most farm- certainly turned out attractive material on the project,

ers in the zone clearly do not have much spare cash. the real problem lay in exaggerated hopes. Such hopes

Before the Project started, 12/. of the area's. farmers have been reflected in the stream of "visiting firemen,"

were receiving credit, roughly half from private lenders which continues to grow, even as insiders grow less

and half from subsidized government banks. Although en and Jciro Cono, "Cost-benefi Analysis of the Pueb'a

the latter exist to serve the small farmer, they have a. , 
See Debert T. ao c efil Asiiotr e Pueia Project," p. 60, in Myren led.), Strategies for Increasing Agricultural Production

reputation for excessive red tape, for not getting in- o Small Holdings, MexicocIMMYT, 1970.
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sanguine. In fact, the calculation, only in 1970, that tween 1.13 and 1.78.'" The gamut depends on

the Project would have a benefit-cost ratio of 7.8 by whether you use a) the bank interest rate (12%) or.

its 1975 termination already looks pretty silly and is one designed to reflect the real scarcity of capital in

based on assumptions one would hardly make today.' Mexico (18*/), and b) the local support price for maize

Detractors add that the Project shouldn't have started ($75/ton), the price at which maize imports would sell

with such a short research base or that it was wrong in Puebla ($60/ton), or the price farmers could get-

to focus exclusively on maize. if their maize were sold without subsidy on the world

Predictably, criticism has made the Project's staff market ($50/ton).

and supporters defensive. Crop insurance and bank Let us assume that 18*/o is a good shadow price

ri' "ties are blamed for failure to expand more for the real cost of money. Let us also assume that

rap.dly. All of the area's improvements in maize pro- Mexico's rapid population growth and limited supply

duction are claimed for the Project on the unsubstan- of farm land make maize imports a likely prospect.

tiated theory that there must be many farmers using If Mexico's exchange rate, which produces a constant

the .methods but not members of Project groups or and growing external deficit; is really over-valued by

taking credit through them. And there is some optimism, 150/0, then the government maize support price is not

possibly correct, that a large increase in the number very far out of line. What it gives through the support

of cooperators and their returns is just around the price, it takes away through the over-valued exchange

corner. .rate! 
Imported maize, purchased at the official ex-

Even five years is not su-icient to settle such issues. change rate, could be sold in Puebla for 20/ less

Unfortunately, decision-makers in a great many coun- than the government price. Then, at 1 8 / interest and

tries need to know what to do to help farmers like $75/ton for maize, Puebla Project's benefit-cost ratio

those in Puebla now. Should Puebla Project be copied? is 1.78, certainly worthy of a banker's consideration.

Two neighboring states, Tlaxcala and Mexico, are If new farmers are won to tIre project, or if the par-

undertaking similar programs with their own resources. ticipants' edge grows before 1975, or if there really

Is their decision a wise one? To answer, we need to is some spread effect; then the pay-out from Puebla

V w 1) whether Puebla Project pays, 2) whether it Project investments should be even better.

c,.. be replicated, and 3) why the majority is still not The Reluctant Majority

participating. Even Puebla Project's attractive benefit-cost ratio

Costs and Benefits cannot fulfill the high hopes placed in it if only one-

A sober, frankly conservative, estimate indicates that fifth of the by-passed rural poor are benefited. Why

the Puebla Project does have a high economic return, are so many reluctant and some even dropping out?

though much less than the 7.8 units of benefits-per unit Three possible explanations suggest themselves.

cost estimated recently by Donald Winkelmann, First, the farmers may be minimizing risk by not

CIMMYT economist, and Jairo Cano of Colombia's using borrowed capital on fertilizer for a strategy they

International Center for Tropical Agriculture." Including still feel to be uncertain. Crop insurance guarantees the

the value of additional family labor (@ /2 the official banks' risks but not the former against famine and

minimum wage) and the cost of fertilizer required, and difficulty in getting future loans.

assuming that rno new farmers decide to cooperate Interviews now in progress suggest that. risk avoid-

by 1975, that cooperators merely maintain the-edge once may be the predominant factor, although farmers

they had over non-cooperators in 1970 (their worst could be using it as a pretext when another factor is

year to date), and that there are no hidden benefits to r more important." Work by Carlos Flor indicates that

non-cooperators, the Project's benefit-cost ratio is be the farmers' risk of actually losing by adopting the

'ibid. Myren and Cano assign no value to family [abor; they net out the Project strategy-principally in a very dry year-is
additional cost of fertilizer. Their benefit side assumes that 80% of the zone's -

maize land will be in the Project by 1970 (20,000 ha. by 1971) and that yield '"Winkelmann and Cono also have alternative -b 'c calculations assuming that

edges over traditional formers will be boosted another 423 kg/ha by intro- fertilizer is treated as a direct cost the first year only and then netted out.

ducing new hybrids. Since fertilizer and labor are the principal costs, this Obviously, in that case, as in Myren and cono, the b c is higher.

procedure produces a highs ratio. "Edgardo Moscardi and Winkelmann are now interviewing Project non-

"Pueblo Project-an -Analysis of Benefits and costs," to be published in porticipants from the 1967 bose-line sample. So far, risk is the predominant

El Trimestre Econ6mico later this year. reason cited for non-participation.
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
OF AGRICULTURAL
PROJECTS
J. Pice Gittinger

only 20/.12 However, his work was based partly on Perhaps the most difficult single problem faced by agri-

debly cultural administrators in developing countries is imple-
experimental results; the figure may be considerably menting development programs. The author demonstrates
higher in the real world, as field workers suggest. m n devlome dis.Thc thorqdestate

how probable outcome discounting techniques may be

Obviously, the closest possible attention to this fac- used to ensure that when investment decisions are made,.

tor is warranted in Puebla-type projects, for it has led capital will be used economically and efficiently. Pub-

to the failure of so many. At worst, the only solution lished for the International Bank for Reconstruction and

may be hardship insurance for large numbers of small Development. $10.00, $3.00 paper

farmers-a bankers' and administrators' nightmare.

Second, the estimates of profitability to the farmer
may be wrong, understating his cost. There are, for Both volumes now in paperback!

instance, different figures on the amount of labor Ranid G row th
.eded to implement, the Puebla strategy on one R Population

,,ectare.'" Or perhaps, in the relatively industrialized Consequences and Policy Implications
Puebla zone, off-farm employment opportunities are
higher than generally realized, thus raising the oppor- National Academny of Sciences & Agency for International

tunity cost of farm labor even above the minimum Development "A milestone in the population field."-
farm wage. War on Hiluger "These papers analyze the consequences-

Third, participation or non-participation in Puebla (mostly adverse) of rapid population growth for education,

Project may be simply a matter of individual variance.. physical and mental health, migration and urbanization,

Everywhere, different people respond to the same eco- resource availabilities, political change, food supplies, and

nomic circumstances differently, a host of other socio-economic considerations. ... A useful
nor r ste s if nghly.d villaand balanced work that deserves to be widely read."
For another Mexican highland village, psychiatrists Intern.ational Development Review

Eric Fromm and Michael Maccoby isolated two pre- Vol. 1. Simmary and Recommendations. $2.45 paper

dominant types of "social character." One, called Vol. Ii, Research Papers. $6.50 paper
"non-producive-receptive," is composed of individuals Vols. I & II combined. $20.00 cloth
with little initiative who expect to take from the world,
place a lower value on work and a higher one on

isure, and tend to be mother-centered and alcoholic. Econom ic G row th of
fhe other, "productive-hoarders," are obsessive work-
ers, suspicious, and more apt to get ahead in small- C
farm society." Being psychiatrists, they maintain that
such-personality traits are deep-seated and not easily Problems and Prospects
changed just because objective conditions change. In 1970 a large World Bank mission led by Dragoslav

We are left, therefore, with the welllmeant hope . Avramovic conipiled this comp'rehensive analysis of the
that, whatever the true causes for non-adoption by the Colombian economy. The authors assess the country's
Puebla-zone majority, they will work themselv'es out in present needs and, 'through a novel preinvestiment study

a few years. In any event, whether or not Puebla program, make recommendations for the future needs of

Projects solve the big social problems of low-income particular sectors. Industry, agriculture, transport, tourism,

countries, at least this one can cover its social and education, and public health are considered in detail.

economic costs. Published for the International Bank for Reconstruction

and Developmnent. -$15.00, $8-.50 paper
Unpublished thesis prepared for Escuela Nocional de Agricultura, chopingo,

1971, under the direction of Antonio Turrent, Project agronomist.

Flor's thesis (ibid.) indicates that about 7 additional days of labor input 0 THE JOHNS HOPKINS
are required for Project strategy. This estimate is based on interviews and is ' UNIVERSITY PRESS
accepted by Winkelmann and cano (op. citJ., Myren's earlier estimate, how-

ever, was of least 33 days of additional labor, which constitutes . . . more Baltimore, Maryland 21218
than half of the additional cost ... " (The Pueblo Project 1967-69, pp. 91-2)!

See Eric Fromm & Michael Maccoby, Social choracder in a Mexican Village,
Englewood cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1971.
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Mr. 14ntague Yudelmn 12 Deceiber, 1972.

Philippe Benselin and August Schmuacher

PAO - Rural Developlent Discussions

Following your request we met with the officials listed below
on December 6 and 7, 1972. Marius Veraart was particular!Ly helpful in
arranging our discussions.

J. P. Battaeharjee FAO/XBD Cooperative Program
M. Veruart
D. asterton
Ida Bid
N. Cassam

D. C. Ki.e1 Deputy Director, Nan Resources
and Rural Institutions

A. J. Posada hief, Agrarian Reform Service, PAO

Jane C. Abbs Senior Officer - Some loonomics and
Family Development Service

N. pbrui Aeloymant and Naqour Planning
Officer, Policy and Planning Unit

R. Bwat i/c bploment and Narpower Planning
Section, Policy and Planning Unit,
38M Division

A. NeCallim Development Organisations and Institutions
Policy and Planning Unit, ISR Division

1. A. Sumers Senior Officer, Agricultural xxtension,
WE Division

A. F. Braid Seator Officer, Famere' Organisations
and Cooperative Unit, 383 Division

General Zpressions

Our overall impression is that current PAO work and thbiking
strongly earasises the agricultural aspects of rural development.
Their work tends somewhiat to *quato integrated !Wcul1ral develop.
ment with integrated m development.

As an illustration of the above, we found that both the projects
=ider preparation by the FAO/XM1D Cooperative program (C.P.) and the pro-
jeets being emecuted for the 1MW and MD& were all agriculturally based
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with few or none having elements of rural electrification, roads, health,
education, etc. While FAO generally seems to continue to be more oriented
towards a production of increased food and fiber output, some groups (Rural
Institutions, C.P.) in FAO are pressing for changes in this policy to reflect
the income distribution and employment effects of the increased output.

The C.P. argued that it could begin to prepare more projects affect-
ing the poorer farmers in rural areas if the Bank Group were to accept both
lower economic rates of return and lower financial rates of interest. They
also felt that a major problem in developing such projects was institutional
as it was difficult to get all the organisations within a government coor-
dinated to focus on an integrated agricultural development project.

3pecific Discussions

Mr. J. P. Bhattacharjee felt the major problems in rural development
wee the following:

(1) Statistical The central statistical offices in most countries
orle financially strained. He felt pecial emphasis should be

given to survey work which intensified statistical knowledge on
the distribution of rural income and wealth. He argued that
the Bank should set aside funds for this purpose in its project
as the UNP could not fund such surveys as most of their funds
had already been comitted through the new qWtem of Five rear
Country Progroeming.

(2) Research Re felt that the national accounting systems of most
govertments only dealt with functional segpent. (factor shares)
and not with personal income distribution. He suggested that
the statistical methodology on which national income accounting
was done in the developing world would need to be altered to
reflect not only the growth in the functional shares but the
way in which this growth was distributed.

(3) Rural Devel R Pro He felt that the overall system
of public t it alocation needed to be altered with dif..
forent planning mechanimas required. Based on his eserience
in India he had little faith in rural public work*s programis.

(4) As regard* the qry *What can the Bank do? Re oritioised
the current mysticism of *integrated ;Gurddeveopment foo.
ing this was another fad which differed very little from rural
community development which was the previus fad. H. felt the
Sank should only finance those projects where the income streams
from extra agricultural output generated by the project covered
the cspital and recurrent oosts of incremental social services
financed within the project. He also felt that more multi-sectorally
projects missions would need to be mounted.
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~ous Pastarton had worked on a nuaber of rural development projects and
programs Including Yexico, Turkey sd more recently South Korea. He was
moat iMressed wit the Korean program which was just begiming. He said
the government had allocated US$ 25 million to this program. The progm
apparently had strong support from both villagers (self help) and the
national governent. The na+ional goverment was to provide the materials
and some of the technical assistance to villagers wbo were to provide the
basic labor. This program, described as the "Sas Maeu movment, he felt
was taking a firm hold in South Korean policy. A decaiion he said had been
taken by the President to even slow down the overall rate of GWF growth in
order to distribute benefits of past growth more widely to the rural pop-
ulation. This decision he felt was taken because the South Koreans were
concernwd that in ary reurdfication talks the rural poor in South Korea
were significantly worse off than the rural poor in North Korea and that
General Park was anxious to narrow this gap before serious reunification
discussions were begun.

Ida Bid in contrast felt that the IU)/FAO C.P. were having signif-
icant difficulties in getting integrated agricultural development off the
ground in Turkey due to the very severe institutional oordination problems.

Human asources and EM.91 Institutions Division (Don gimel

This division has number of services and units listed belows

Agrarian Refom Service
Agricultural ErNsion Unit
Development Organisations and Institutions Unit
%ployment and MaNpomwr Planning Group
Famers' Organisations and Cooperatives Unit
Home Economics and Family Development Service
olicy and Plamning Unit

Mr. Kiwal felt the central problem was one of organising for rural develop-
ment and coordinating the adrinistration of projects. Mr. Kimelts group
felt that FAO was still dominated oxeessively by the food production ethic
rather than the distribution effects of increased agricultural output. His
group was trying to Incorporate income distribution thin*ing into "plamning
the production process".

Mr. Posada felt that land reform concepts have evolved greatly in
the past two years primarily away from the mere distribution of land to
individuals into the broader concepts of social, administrative and economic
organization of production units. Miss Ebbs felt that FAO, is over-ephasising
production, overlooked many aspects of the utilisation of this production at
the family level particularly in terms of better nutrition from irproved
household preparation of existing family grown food production.

Mr. Kimel and his staff then described the desire to get reftaroh
going on the "hployment absorption effects of different farming systems
comparing for emaple tea, sugar, dairying, beef, rico, wheat, vegetables,



9t., in toma of thawr labor abzrbtdng eqpaM14ti.s. Mr. Ki=*l a140
fent that publio epdniture ibr ruxml devoionAmnt bad bem wn4y
&acated vith too wuch being Mpnt OD nn-"Ma 06d0Imn 90d

wt MMI&g on goci&l and pnoduction servioes in the rMIe are"-. TA
4r2t1C0S1 g this r=rMl aX& public expenditm poliCy of dWelopIg
ooutries be Mde the walogy beftom "m -naive public lnw"UtN4n'"
(odwtaiou in Africa) and "balanced pablic I-veeiAnit (0dton,
Zoeds, WxtentdOn, 0le0trlcity, +a*ghaa, CVedIt, *tC-.,.

Mr. mNcalvo critioised a wnber of Bwk pzJ*Cts such as LIlangm,
Lusotbo, Ethipia Minam= Padcage as absorbin an uwdulY hig pMPOrtilOn

of sone .i atrative taLent. -Aich left other goveviint piojeet and
regular gpvrmet agrioulral services starved. He said the least dewol-
oped auunbt s bave the least dwlaped &Wntr&tUativs cf4.litios. All
too fxmsnty am* projoc to hidch wV or joy not be of big priority
abserbod an maay hig proportioU of the asftldtrative epabilitie. of
the lea"s de2L.ped twenty-fj oo. tri". He v" not wuvineed that a

aomprohsnsII WaUt-S0Vt0*L ppr Is tm nUst .t*ff0CUtVi WV to 0mbat
rael povty, as be fMlt one Rts boW. d7 if the oemploity of NW&

66. IR"Bm. Bvmsm/Mnaer
Mr. Knazme
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Mr. Moter Hartwioh Daeomber 11 , 1972

Wlfgang E. Siebeok

Ruiz'ul i09v10inmto -1 r. Ioes' mmof Z er 

1. This memorndum responds to the request of Mr. Yudelman
for information on proposed rural development projects. Before
listing the projects, a caveat is in orders Mr. Ytudalman defines
a rural development project as "having the objective of raising
the level of living in the rural areas," and then expresses
interest in learning "about your proposed rural development pr"jeote
(integrated or otherwise) intended to reach the rural peor."
This my not be the sane thing, for some projects may raise the
general standard of living in rural areas without spocifloally
assisting the rural poor. The fUllmsing list inoludes all projects
falling under the wider definitions, while projeots likely to reah
the leowa poor are marked "",

Y '73 no rural development projects.

FY '74 j v Lntak 1. $5. 0 rd 34n (P)
(This project,, an Initially om*4eVed, involved
only livemtookj we are wno'uraging the
Governamnt to wqpand its scope to inoiud. feeder
roads, nural water weply and rural eleotri-
fioation.)

rehaMblitaetion program for the financially
troubled phosphate industry in raral Southern
Tunisiaj it would involve, inter alia, finding
alternative employment far a large nuMber of
rodundant workers and hoeno inelude a *enern
with regional development in a large area.)

the utiliation .f oniting irrigati.n failiti .
Undsrutilizatin has bon oaused by nnertainties
concerning the i intation of the Agrarian
Befor Law, land vso policy, uafketig preblMAN,
and the inadoqwVe of 4stsion nw-viowe.



xr. Di*tor r-rtwiek 2 WWWONWr 1* 1972

S'7 - Rura1 Developmet in antra1 Tunisia.
$8.0 mill .on (P)

Irrigaton L velopment, $9.0 am.1ii1a

14asation, 09.0 million (P)

Rual Electrification, $5.0 million (P)

IT t76 - Agricultural 3redit TT, 1%.0 smilio

Population fl, $5.0 milion (P)

FT '77 - Agrimaltural Iredit IQt $8.0 mlliom

Irrigation Aevlpumen I, $9.0 milion

Livestook 11o J.0 million (P)

FT '78 fisheries, $5.0 millin ()

Eduoatlaa I!, $9.0 millin (P)

act Mis. EKour7
At. lbales



mr. weantaco msalan (throv mk. E r) Ir 11, 1972

Anon 3 trm*o

1. I retfr to yewr omeo of w r* 20, and waA1 like to
webgizQis the iwssmmO OT aeyamgs t aspoets in rexal d"Oeloomt PrJOjeto.

2. Oiceevry xvrma davelopomt projects is Primari17 initiad
to cottr Unt3eti and aleviate the Vv8ng dastarttic b.r.

utU and rural incmsa, I m4gwt that in your ativ~ rural lqC1mmt
genwratie be put as the cntmal is=&. A powsibliV Mght be to
study aglant gansrmtdng Incentives, not cailjr in the Bankis l3mmm
policy for reomnt projects, but alao for wl.adin or a*ott tq
th lOcal prOJoCt LUON"UtAtiOn uMit8. YOU W4&t M4w40r thO fXa0IblitO
of a weigted avrage of prie and ompiyumut Smeratice ins tead of the
wowtrt procd bid,. the ptimb ~oaanation bid vmod un.



Mr. M. Yudelman December 11, 1972

Richard S. Dosik

Rural Development Projects

1. Attached per your request of December 1 is a summary table
listing all "rural development" projects currently contemplated in this
region. I am also attaching copies of the memoranda on this subject
supplied to me by our program divisions. These memoranda give some
additional detail and should be of help in using the table.

2. You will note that the projects are very much a mixed bag,
reflecting the very broad definition of "rural development" which you
suggested. All of the projects are intended to serve, wholely or in
part, to assist the rural poor. However, some of our divisions took a
strict constructionist attitude and limited themselves to reporting
only those projects very directly and very largely concerned with the
rural poor (e.g. the Caribbean countries), while others took a broad
view of your broad definition and included such items as Highway
Maintenance and Construction projects in rural areas (Paraguay and Uruguay).
The table must, therefore, be used with care.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Gutierrez
Mr. Knox
Mr. Wiese
Mr. Goffin

R? pat



Mr. Garen X. Street Dember 8, 1972

B. 0. Baadberg

Mr. Wqdtpsa has amed for infowmaton abut rural dvvelopsent
projects in 1adoss a iA FI75 to 711978. ollowim or oineratien and
after talking to r. Gorden I suggest that ytA oYnW the felloifg to
Mr. Tubn.aen,

The lending progrea for Xauias i beyq d the mext two or three
fiscal yers is largely natonaml with the precmts for these later years to
be idntUfted and prepared with the as stan. of the b*s4det $taff. Although
we emmt, therefore, identiy wp**dL projects in the field of rural deve-
lo2mant for M975 to M978 a coneAwdale propartmm of r leading should
be In this gmeral fid and might inalwds projects in trammigrat /settlamut,
malml'al uvftt for various 'ps, fisheries, Uvevt**k, ste. feeder reads,

iVroument of minr roads, irvigation and rural works progr., as well as
agvicultural research and ext~asde and agrim4tural proenseing. Projects in
fields moh as eoa atIm, populatim and public utilites we als likely to
inclnud activW.s wAibh wuild iWrove the mituatin of the rural poor. The
total unt of IDA oredits for thee kiads o projects night be in the dMw
of US*40 - n- maliam per year 4pring "1975-1978 or 25 - 50% of our teoal
lauiag to Zadesesia.

0s. )fr. GGmn

/gbr



Mr. Montague Yudelman December 8, 1972

Gordon M. Street

Rural Development

In response to your memorandum of December 1, I attach hereto a list
of rural development projects in the pipeline for fiscal years 1973 and 1974.
In a second attachment are listed by country the rural development projects
which may be processed each year from 1975 through 1978.

Several general connents are necessary. First,the Pakistan lending
program is still in the course of formation and we cannot be specific about
rural development projects between now and 1978, and you will, thereforenote
that no Pakistan projects are included in the list. We can say, though,
that the Government of Pakistan is trying to devblop an integrated rural de-
velopment program and we hope to assist this program. I understand that
Mr. Brown has already spoken to you on this point.

The lending program for Indonesia beyond the next two or three fiscal
years is largely notional with the projects for these later years to be
identified and prepared with the assistance of the Resident Staff. Although
we cannot, therefore, identify specific projects in the field of rural deve-
lopment for F1975 to Ffl978 a considerable proportion of our lending should
be in this general field and might include projects in transmigration/
-6ttlement, amallholder credit for varous crops, fisheries, livestock, etc.
feeder roads, improvepent of minor roads, irrigation and rural works programs,
as well as agricultural research and extension and agricultural processing.
Projects in fields such as education, population and public utilities are
also likely to include activities which would Improve the situation of the
rural poor. The total amount of IDA credits for these kinds of projects
might be in the order of US$40 - 75 million per year during M975-1978 or
25 - 50% of our total lending to Indonesia.

The list for Korea consists of a number of unidentified agricultural
projects. However, this does not mean that there are no bankable rural
projects. The Government has recently identified 30 projects which it
regards as suitable for external official finances (including the Bank Group);
and the Bank's Agricultural Sector Mission whtch has just returned has
identified some for the Bank's consideration. In addition, the Korean Govern-
ment has been making informal approaches to the Bank for finance of agri-
cultural projects. Vidle there are these possibilities, a more specific
program for the rural sector would have to await more detailed assessment
of the rural development policy of the Government by the Sector Mission,
and, second, discussion with the Goverment based on the detailed analysis
of the Sector Mission.



Mr. Montague Tudelman - 2 - December 8, 1972

As regards Bidia, we do not have at this time a list of specific
rural development projects for the period between Fr75-F77. However,
we plan to continue with further agricultural credit projects for States
which have not yet been covered and for second projects where disburse-
ment under existing credits has been completed. We are also planning
projects for irrigation and command area development. In addition, we
plan to examine further possibilities in market development and seed de-
velopient, and in new areas such as fisheries, and specialised processing.

Generally, Vzo -pointe should be noted. The projects listed are those
we envisage for rural development but at this point we are not in a position
to say whether or to what extent they will improve the economic conditions
of the rural poor. The benefits of these projects will accrue to the rural
populations but we do not know the proportion that will accrue to the lowest
4% of the rural inoame groups. Secondly, for same of the projects listed
not all the benefits will accrue to the rural areas. For example an
education project may include vocational schools for non rural areas as
well as primary schools for rural areas.

Attach.
GMStreetsaf



Mr. C.G. Raseth n wr 6, 372

P2am rarer to jmw SOWeraVANS Of DWmNFr 5. 12w pOInts
made bMr. evelaWs am. of oeesmber 5 rogading pr.jocts in

Uesp ant Sri Zaika, ale. apl to the cases in Dan . Te prmj*.t.
1iste below wou3d raise the irni1 of living in tho rua l wow# IYA
we do ust know at this stags if the usafite vi reach th. lavest 4
pervent of rural iWsM groups.

PMe irrigation 10.0
Irrigation 5.0

Agrlmnitwve (Uentled) 15.0 15.0 30.0
Taamiplvirt--(Un! dark f1i gd) I-0 -,o-- --- ~

,sC
tOal 54 10.0 A5.0 A).O 15.0 -254

JAL/O ha



Mr. Shlomo Routlinger December 5, 1972.

Uma IWle

Tanzania Rural Seetor Mission

1. I have noted Mr. Donaldson's meo of November 29, 1972, which
understandably raises a concern about rescheduling of the Tanzania
ission and its implications for the ARDS. However, we all recognize

that the argumnt for doing the sector review in Fall '73 is powerful
mainly beeause the Tanzanians have expressed a strong preference for
it to be scheduled then.

2. It would be useful if we now give saw thought to the question
of how best to adjust to tbis situation. The idea of doing a broader
review in Tanzania this spring instead of simply looking at Ujjaamas
seems to me to be a good one. We shoild indicate to the Eastern
Africa department officially as we already have verbally that we would
like them to provide all the necessary cooperation to make such a
broader review in spring '73 possible. We should also consider what
this review could cover, so as to make up for the loss of the sector
mission as best as we can.

3. As ** know, there was no formal agreement that the sector
missions in Kenya and Tanzania will be tied to Phase I. It so
happened that because of the delay in getting Phase I underway, they
coincided with Phase I and we decided to make the best of the circum-
stance. Thus, our terms of reference for Phase I have always been
very clear. Nor is there any new evidence to show that Phase I is
not acoamplishing as much as it would have. Our acceptance of the
limited terms of reference for Phase I at the beginning of the study,
and in particular our agreeing to use only secondary sources of data
and pursuing only a limited examination of policy issues has clear!!y
defined the scope of Phase I. It is, of course, true that in some
oases the reviews could hve been done differently. However, given
what we now have frcm the reviews, to produce a good report we mst
supplement these findings through a literaftre search to cover issues
we have not been able to provide answers to in the reviews. In some
case, where information gathering has been deficient, it may also be
necessary to visit the projects again to acquire additional information.
It is particularly important that we do not overlook the secondary
sources of information that are already available, if the individual
reviews are to be circulated widely. As we know, there is a consider-
able demand for their circulation. Efforts in thee various directions
are also necessary to ensure that cur recommandations regarding
direction for future action and/or research are based on a sound basis.
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Mr. ShIlomo Routlinger Dtcember 5, 1972.

4. Thus, there is a great deal of work to be done. At the same tine,
we do not really have any strong grounds now on which to argue for a
change of timing for completing Phase I. Raising these issues snd the
uncertainty that it causes i4l only affect the pace of work and hence
the quality of the report. Postponing the deadline will only raise
expectations from the report, with no likely commnsurate gains in
accoMplihments. We should, therefore, settle down on producing a
report by June '73 based on reviews, the Kenya sector mission and liter-
ature review and gear all our efforts to that aim.

5. If we agree to do so, each of us can then oonentrate on
addressing ourselves to what should cow out of the Phase I report. I
will prepare a preliminary outline of what I think the report should
look like as soon as I have r report for the rural development task
forae completed. It would be helpful if we each have our independent
outlines so that we could copare them and discues wahere the major
differences lie in our respective approaches And expectatiuns.

6. I would also like to know what was accamplished on the Kenya
sector mission and how that could be integrated in the Phase I rep ort.
I suggest that we hold a meeting to discuse these various questions.

UJeleteoms



Mr. Deeher 5, 1972

A. 8. orland (through Mrs. 0.S. Harnr)

Rural &welopment Projeets

Your memo of December 5 asks for information requested br
Mr. ludaiwan regarding rural development projects over the period
F"73-78. I have talked to Tudelman and find that he is interested in
projects aimed at imroving the economic sonditions of the rural poor.
In formulating development programs, you will understand that this
criterion has not as yet been specifically taken into account. Therefore,
and in regard to the projects listed below for Bri Lanka and Nepal, the
benefits will substantially acoru* to the rural populations but we do not
know the proportion that will accrue to the lowest 40 percent of rural
income groups.

($ Millions)
Livestock (an FAD Identification

ission is presently in the field) 5.0

Agriculture (Uideatified) 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Irrigation I (Birganj) 6.0
Irrigation (Unidetified) 9.0 4.0 8.0

3brestry/8ettlaent (Unidentified) 3.0 5.0

Livestock (Unidentified) 3.0

Rural Dow./Agric. Credit (Unident.) 7.0 10.0

Highimys (Unidentified) 7 0 10.0

TOTAL ..... 6.0 100
M--0 k -- -01.

It should be understood clearly that except for P173, the projects
listed above are subject to management review and, therefore, must be
considered highly tentative at this stage.

AS5o e tvy



Mr. Tesfai Tecle Dscember 5, 1972.
0/o I.B.R.D. Mission
P.O. Box 5535
Addis Ababa
Ethiopia.

Dear Tesfait

Thank you for your letter of November 17. I was pleased to
know that you are progressing well on the review.

As soon as you have completed the review of the package program,
you should prepare a draft of the final report. This should involve
integration of the material from the three reviews into one report.
The emphasis of this report should be on comparative analysis of the
three projects in the context of the ARDS review. Thus each gietion
raised in the terms of reference should be addressed in a caparative
way. Given that the material on the WAZU and the minmium package
program is much less comprehensive than on CADU, preparation of this
draft should not take more than two or three weeks. I would like you
to come to Washington. sometime in ear2y January to complete the report.
While you are here we will go over the final draft, with an emphasis
on summarizing your findings and on pointing out directions for fafther
enquiry. I believe that this should take upto two weeks.

As you know the Bank is now completing appraisal of the minimu
package program. Your review can provide an extremely useful input
into setting up an evaluation for the package program. It would be
most helpful if you could spend approximately a month in Washington
after completing your review, to write a report on the nature of the
evaluation that should be undertaken. In this respect, you could
point out the aims of the evaluation, what data are now being collected,
which of the numerous questions that we have raised in the review can
these data answer, what is the quality of the data, what institutional
arrangements are now used for data collection and analysis, what new
data should be collected for evaluation, what staffing arrangements may
be most suitable, how could these data be used for farther analysis.
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Mr. Tesfai Tecle December 5, 1972.

I look forward to hearing from you about your plans and the exact
dates of your artival in the first week of Jamary.

Kind regards,

Sincerely,

Uma J. Lele
Ibiral Ievelopment Division

Development Economics %partnent



Xvasrs. R. Barry, R. Dosik, S. heless December 1, 1972
N. Gillette, and G. Street
Nontague Tudelman

Rural Developeent

1. As you may be &awe, a report is being prepared for the President
on the future role of the Bank Group in rural development.

2. One part of the report will be to introduce a tentative program
for rural development projects. I have been instrated by the high level
comittee overeeing the stud to seek proposed program from eah region.
We would very much appreciate learning from yout

(a) what rural development projects are already in the
pipeline for I 1973 and 19741

(b) what projects may be processed eash year from Pr 1975
to 1978.

3. We recognise margins of error may be substantiall we would like
to assume that rural development projects will be given high priority. As
there is some urgency about this report, we would appreciate having this
information by December 8th at the latest.

4. A Rural Development Project is defined as having the objective of
raising the level of living in the rural areas. Levels of living can be
raised by integrated programs or projects (i.e. mltisectoral activities)
or by activities of a particular kind, i.e. agriculture, rural electricity,
rural water, rural industry, education, public works, etc. At the same
time rural development can be geared to a particular target group--and in
this case the Bank definition of rural development includes the objective
of raising the level of living of the poorest commnities in the rural
areas. In the above Eleat we are interented in len abo t yrour Wro-
poaed rural development projects (integrated or othxrwisel intended to
reach the rural.2oor.

Nludelman:nw

a*: Messrs. Xnapp
Shaoib
Alter
Baum
Bell
Benjenk
Cargill
Chadenet
Chaufournier
Kearns
Stern
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November 20, 1972

Mr. R. D. Mann
Intermediate Technology Developeent Group
National College of Agricultural Engineering
Silso,
Bedford,
ENGLAND

Dear Mr. Mann:

Your letter of November 7 addressed to my colleague, Charles Weiss,
has been drawn to my attention. I am deeply sorry that you feel you have
not received the attention which your previous letter deserved. I assure
you that is not the case.

On receipt of your material on September 1, 1971, I perused it
for content of interest and drew it to the attention of other interested
parties in ny department. Subsequently, I prepared a orandum urging that
the Bank in general, and this department in particular, support the I.T.R.G.
by taking up membership. This received evhfte&4M*4 from several colleagues,
especially Mr. John Hansen of the Economics of Industry Division; and, I
believe membership was effected.

The content of your reports was considered with interest. However,
there was some question as to the validity of your claim (your letter -
paragraph one) that they outline an "integrated rural development approach,,
since your concerns seemed specifically focused on technical aspects of farm
production, whereas by integrated rural development we usually imply concern
for non-technical aspects of social development and non-agricultural pro-
duction as well. On the other hand, this does not detract from the quality
and value of the reports per se. In the area of labor use on farms, we
have found the work of Dr. G. D. Gwyer at the Institute of Development Studies
in Nairobi of considerable interest. Perhaps you are aware of thbs work, too.

Although we do not consider farm-level evaluations to be our major
task - since we do not have a competitive advantage in that field - we have,
during the past year, launched a major study known as the Africa Rural
Development Study. This involves reviews of some twelve different projects
or developments in Africa and includes sme consideration of farm-level
issues. I edclose some of the basic documents relating to this study for
your interest. As yet, we have no reports completed; but I will let you
have these as soon as they are released.



Mr. R. D. Mann -2- November 20, 1972

One of the ARDS reviews which may be of particular interest to you
relates to sman rural industry development in Nigeria. If you wish to
follow up on that, you dight contact Mr. Robert 1'A. Shaw of this department.
Field work for this review was completed only last week.

As you may know, the Bank has recently been reorganized. Accordingly,
the major contact for technical matters, including intermediate technology,
within the Bank is Mr. Charles Weiss. Among others, I remain interested in
economic and institutional aspects of technology choice. However, it may
be of some interest to you to make direct contact with the Agricultural
Projects staff in the East Africa and West Africa regions, respectively.
The Division Chiefs there are Mr. Christopher Walton in East Africa region
and Mr. Roger Rowe in West Africa region, respectively. They are responsi-
ble for all project work, including identification, appraisal and supervision.
Since both of these officers are English, I am sure that they will know of
the I.T.D.G. However, it might be useful to keep them informed of your
work as it develops.

I will continue to keep you informed of our studies as they proceed,
and have again drawn your work and interests to the attention of my Division
Chief, Mr. Shlomo Reutlinger. I regret that, at this time, I see no
opportunity for a more formal relationship between our two institutions; but
please be assured of our continutrgqinterest in your work and its subject
material. In due course, I would like to know more of your project in Zambia.

Yours sincerely,

G. F. Donaldson
Rural Development Division

Development Economics Department

Enclosures

GFDonaldson/sks

cc: Messrs. C. Weiss
S. Reutlinger
R. Shaw
G. McRobie, ITDG



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT | INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: See Distribution List DATE: November 20, 1972

FROM: Montague Yudelnan, Agriculture Department, Central Projects Staff

SUBJECT: Rural Development Study

The Bank is presently examining the problems of rural poverty
in developing countries in order to determine how it can reach the lowest
income groups in the rural areas. Those conducting the study have had an
opportunity to canvas ideas and suggestions from some staff members. We
are anxious though that any staff members who have ideas and suggastions
on how the Bank might be more effective in dealing with rural development
express their views. Consequently, I would like to ask you to invite
your staff members to submit to me in writing any suggestions which they
might wish to be considered as soon as possible.

Distribution List:

Messrs. Malone Messrs. Tolley Messrs. Hornstein
Halbe Roulet Dean
Walton van Dijfk North
Morse Mirza Christoffersen
Bazin Gue Steckhan
Huber Wilkinsam Rowe
Lethem Oursin Krombach
Gibbs Humphrey Tolbert
Sandberg Dunn Collier
Kraske Shibusaa Wiehen
Picciotto Burt van der Meer
Arnold Powell Vergin
Skillings 'inman Kapur
Flood van der Heijden Lerdau
Meier Nelson 'Lari
Goffin Geli Renger
Cheek Sheeham Davar
de Lusignan Horsley Upper
Bart Springzel Siebeck
El Darwish Haynes Mahoney
Pollan Stewar& Wyatt
ul Haq Saxe Carter
McPheeters Price Hughes
Keare Hawkins Reutlinger
Yenal Ahluwalia Clark
Stoutjesdijk

PBeuzelin:pen

cc: Messrs. Shoaib, Chadenet, Baum, Kearns, Sten

Z-



!-r. StIme Reutlinger Novambtr 28, 1972

Wouter Tima

Your Draft on Rural Dovelopment Sector Work

1. The major recormeadation of your draft memo is to $raft this
new branch of work to existing agricultural sector work. I have doubts
about the wisdom of this approach.

2. Agricultural sector surveys are both more comprehensive and,
at the same time, more restrictive than the work you describe in the
following paragrapna. The agricultural sector surveys whicti I have seen
(adittedly only a few) have beea restricted purposely to tae economics
of agriculture, usually on a national scale. They address themselves
to efficiency of production, trade, incentives and domestic and foreign
demand, but mostly the latter. I thinaK that this is an appropriate focus
if one also is willing to admit to its limitations.

3. 1 do disagree wita your definition of rural development work
(pars 5), and consider your statements in para 6 (income distribution)
inadequate. I thought that tre emphasis of our involvement would not be
on production, but on the creation of better levels of living for tae
poorest 40 percent of populitions in developing countries; the large
majority of4them happen to be in rural areas so that the question then
turns into one of, largely, rural development. The fact that those people
are eking out a subsistence income from tilling the land brings in a
number of agricultural development aspects througn the backdoor.

4. The integrated approach to income by source, nutrition, health,
education and economic infrastructure is not one that I can visualize as
an extension of agricultural sector work. It is an approach which
requires a number of non-agricultural inputs in terms of staff, in
addition to specialized agricultural manpower. An agricultural sector
survey preceding rural development work would cartainly be useful, but
so would a good education sector survey or a WUO study of nutrition and
health.

WTIMS:lr



SaM Zoktin October 3, 1972

A. Stoveasa

7WXW of ReSeee for Tp to Mxio

1. Oa or about October 18, you sb3d proceed to YAoo Cdty, tor
spproimt*3 3 weeks to visit and review mjor rural dv-lopmant projects
in land rotora annas. ow ain contacts thet will be the DAAC ( psprtnito
do Ammtos Agrarioa y de rolamaian) fr visit* in tho fied, d e mu-
(Ontro do Iw*$UgtcI io Agradam) for the reviW of rsearo ourmit
being dan in this are.

2. You will a assist the Bwk Mseoai, that is premt17 in 1i*io
prmpariug in soonoaod zport, in the ovaluaticm at major prnm ad projeate
for rural develop"at.

3. It reqgmsted, you *ill also psrticipate in tho -aa .t.. of the
Pmaideat's Advisomy Group for tUs prepaimtiom of an avwall agriculbiral ad
rural d, lopmat progras.

4. On your rotuzu you will proears a bmok-to-offlO rsport.

Skstdiaoal

*a and E.and L itr(d .
ame Mr. E. Lr



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: September 22, 1972

FROM: Ted Davis

SUBJECT: USDA work on Rural Development

Mr. John Baker, formerly Assistant Secretary of Agriculture for
Rural Development and now senior staff assistant to the Senate Agriculture
Committee discussed certain matters with me by phone today.

He stated that the chairman of the Senate Agriculture Committee,
Senator Talimadge had written to various institution inquiring of their
work in Rural Development. One of the institutions receiving an inquiry
was the World Bank. Mr. Baker stated that the reply from World Bank was
curt, perfunctory and indicated that World Bank was "self sufficient" in
its Rural Development work.

Mr. Baker further stated that USDA was compiling a work (manuscript)
relating to Rural Development abroad, both in developed and developing countries.
He suggested that I contact the following persons in Economic Research
Service to obtain information:

1.) Mr. Bill Mates
Division Director
Economic Research Service (ERS)
USDA phone 447-8225

2.) Joseph W. Willett
ERS phone 437-8219

3.) Willian A. Taught
ERS phone 447-7393

I shall make inquireries to determine status of such a report and if possible
obtain copies.

cc. Yudelman
Schumacher

TDavis/bl
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Mr. Warren C. Baum September 21, 1972

Montague Tudelman

Research on Rural DP4lqpment

Mr. Evans asked so to pass on a possible division of labor
on research on raral devwlhpuaunt.

We assweo the Rural Development Unit will be engaged in policy
formlation, cperations, and research. We also asswa that this research
will be operationally- Linked, while we aasawn the research undertaken by
others such as the Central Economic Staff will be "broad based."

In this regard, it is worth stressing that the operationally-
linked research will be project orientedi and, if staff were available,
they could "follow projects" in the field so as to iprove both method.
ology and means of appraising projects. The broad-based research would
be more library oriented research, though not necessarily confined to
work of this kind.

Attachments

MHudelmansm



Research on "rumal devlopment" can be divided into work iehh
deals with rural development in a broad regional or national context and
which in "operationally linked."

The broader type of research might include inquiries intos

(a) The urban-rural dichotomy including the distribution
of development expenditures between rural and urban
areas, coparativ* social indicator, and reasons for
rural urban migrations. This research could be inter.
regional or inttrnational, but will indicate a great
deal about the "quality of life" in rural as opposed
to urban areas.

(b) Comparative analysis of rural incomes by countries and
by regions. Trends in incovo distribution in rural
areas-very little is known about this.

(c) Effects of regional, rural development on rural incomes,
on consumption and inter-industry linkages. In effect
what happens inside rural areas when incomes rise and
who benefits from rising incomes? Is increased oonsump-
tion oriented toward labor-intensive industries or not?

(d) What are the effects of increased literay, improved
health, sto., on rural productivity?

() What is the occpational status of people in rural aras-
very little is knmn about the distribution of labor by
ocupation and time in rural areas?

(f) What are capital output ratios in rural areas, and how
can they be used as a planning parmeter?

(g) Mhat kinds of policies in rural develcPment increase
labor absorption, and what are the "economic" advantages
of many small towns as growth centers?

(h) What kind of planning methodology is most useful for inte-
grated rural development in a national plan? How effective
is location theory for planning rural develpaent?



Se prationallyAlked research might Includes

(a) what is the most effective method of aanying an
integrated nrael dvelpmnt proj3t that includes
social and economic cosnents which have different
pwriode of maturity?

(b) Wat is tke most effective form of munting a rural
works projest? Now des one moasurn costs and
benefits of such a project?

.) Wat kinds of institutians are most effective for wAti-
sector, integrated nuwal development? Can they be
d4licated?

(d) What are the non-agricultuwml benefits from projects
dealing with rural electrifisation, rural dutcaion,
rural health?

(e) Rural devolopment necessarily deals with the lowest
Income gros in agriculture. This raises a 1hole host
of issues related to "risk aversaicu and "risk sharing."
What kinds of lending institutima are effective how
can oosts per loan be rodueedl what about group borrowing
and use of coqopratives; is a oomundity approach the best
approach or can there be landing to sooiological entities?

n specificanly does a differenial interest rate, by size of borraevr,
make sense? Whet is effset en (a) repoyment., (b) gra*t of farm inoso,
(a) savings, (4) Uwms distribution?

Is lending in kind to imall farmasm more effective than lending

ssoaorh could also go en during project ipplemntation to
changes in living conditiomns as projects are tplmentsd awd to whicb --- oy%
resulta with ax-ante expeetations and projactions.



Mr. R.A. Sison August 14, 1972

J. Ingersoll

Urban-Rural Develont Idnages

The economic and social well-being of both rural villagers
and city dwellers are largely attained in the working out of a complex
set of velationships between the people of each city and the people of
its hinterland. These relationships are composed of direct or indirect
interactions between people in the course of which wealth, power, prestige,
feelings (affection, hostility ... ), information, ideas and the like flow

in both directions between city and village. The urban-rural linkages,
through which these relationships are carried on, are composed of various

physical facilities, organizations and activities through which city p -
and rural people deal with each other. Urban-rural linkages are thus vary
important to urban and rural development in general and to secondary city
infrastructure in particular. equally important, but excluded from this
mem for immediate convenience, is the only partly similar set of relation-
ships which both these sorts of people have with people in the primate city.

Despite their wide influence and versatility, urban-rural roads
can best be understood (and improved) by viewing them in the context of
urban-rural linkages. In the course of trying to view them in this con-

text, I will suggest a few social considerations and a few specific
locations for developmint near the secondary northeastern cities. A
further step to take in improving the developmwntal effectiveness of feeder
roads in the infrastructure project would be that of relating particular
urban-rural linkages to particular urban functions. I would like to present
some such suggestions later.

Urban-rural linkages may support urban-rural relationships which
further development, status quo or degeneration. These linkages are
presented here only in their influence upon development.

This discussion will point out several partial levels of hinter-
lands different from (generally smaller than) the marketing hinterlands
already presented Iy Ng.

Urban-Rural Inkates

1. Trasortation

(a) Roads are crucial urban-rural links in all four areas. From my
visits in June and July to three villages in which I had previously lived,
I saw vividly that the influences an improved road might have on develop-
ment activities depend in large part on those gthor activities. It is
banal -- but also easy to miss - that an improved road can serve better to
stimulate and facilitate other activities already going on than it can to
create or induce them.



Mr. R.A. Sison - 2 - August 14, 1972

In trying to get a cauplete jangwat picture of roads near the
main cities, it is important to includo the Royal Irrigation Dpartment
roads along with those built by other agencies. The very long roads
along the Lam Phraploeng canals south of -.horat and the road along the
west-bank -fong 4ai canal north of Qhom Kaen are particularly important.
The even longer Dlng .ai oast-bank canal is still under consideration,
but a road of sorts may already be functioning there in an area 4hre no
north-south road existod in the past. Tha location of this road, following
the canal, should be checked with the planned (or partly built) ARD road
running north-south a few niles east of Zon Knan.

Since RID tends to run its projects somewhat like closed feudal
fiefdoms (gates and guards at the ends of the roads to protect against
heavy truck.s), it becaws a real and perhaps un3=ained issue: 'hat
impacts on transportation in the region do RI roads have? Given the
length of their roads (and their expense) would the Government as a whole
gain by investing more in construction of 6ID roads - and then opening
them to traffic more cpletely, free of concern about trucks ruining them?

RLd:gS eac: (1) A convenient road to see (and feel) 3hich should
be instructuve iould be the road to the r.fAge of Ban Khok ( 'j. / A9 ).
You go north of Ihon Kaen th Friendship Highwey to about km 9; a sign
(in Thai only) points to ii. . It goes off to the right (eastiard)
about 3 ka to the ,1 age. RID built it aad mintained it very well for
about 5 years to give access to a right-bank construction camp. The camp
has now moved, and the laterito road is erroding badly, quite dangerously
here it arosses tha rail road tracks. It would be very useful to find out

who not is supposed to maintain this once-excellent road. It is an important
feeder road to 5, and soon 6, villnges in the irrigable area, but it is
falling apart. I lived there 1967-39.

road a (2) A more general issue is how much better, or
worse, a road must become before it has an observable economic or social
impact. Given that rural people have long lived with rough cart tracks,
used by trucks in the dry season in recent years, how much improvement in
a Leoder road is required before transport costs go down? Before people
maka more frequent trips? Or, how much must a feeder road deterioriate
before contrary trends begin?

LR029 -AMlarnoa (3) rhn :3ai in lrahi made the point very firmly
that a viaM dan built by a genuine self-help approach was not only much
cheaper (he had figured that a I -5,0O0 dam would have cost 10 times more
built by normal govarnmnt procedures), but that villagers were detennined to
maintain it for their own interests. Villagers had put up, and enforced, the
sign promising that owners of animals wallowing in the water would be fined.
It should be eary to select a road built by ARD ith heavy machinery and one
built by CD vith (partial) use of village labor. Any difference in organization
or remults of maintenance? Have CD people organized maintenance as wll as
they have (in sL cases) organized construction? It would take a better
sampnl than one pair of roads. Thut at minimun, it would be useful to compile
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a picture o the organization and methods of road maintonarwe by all te
agencies building feedar roads, and then observe so of their var
reawlts. Udorn and Ubn would have the moat numerous A=D roads, but
Xhin K&an and 2horat would have the only 2A roads All four would have
CD and reoul-r hihmays.

Ni) Rivers and canals are also important links, but canals are vry
recent in the Northeast. Tho Ian Pong aver, once d'ry nearly half the year,
has becomw much more important for boat transport since the Nam Pang Dam
delivers water all year long enough for hallow draft boats. Conpltion of
the right bank canal and ill irrigation may aventually reduce the current
mild boom in river transport. 3oat transport ia long established on the
Rir mwn at Ubon. fugs can pull bargs of substantial size downstream ram'
Ubon, and anllr boats can go far up the In and 1i. I gather mos o the
boating is 2airly short distance: both inter-ity and urban rural.

latorite roads from the hijiray into vllageos on the south bank of
tho 11M east of rin have greatly reduced the previous network of boats to
the Warin and Ubon marIcts. Trucks are about the price, but faster -
enabling farmers to begn sending morning marlot pr=duzo at 4 or a.m.
rather than at 1 or 2 a.m. It seens to me that the gain in equity would t
greater than azV loss in ooonomics (inded, the regional gain in an as
night be g=rall r greater) if feeder roads re built to villages still
isolated before being built to villages with river transport facilities.
This point would apply to aion Kaen and Ubon, but not, I believe, to the
other two cities. This arg=ment would not apply, I think, to A!iD proposed
road ,19 east of Ubon. It uight apply to road '20 east of darin going to
Phibun. fore aasldng ARD so mal these to roads a hiM er priority in the
interest of feeder roads, it would be worth the trouble to axmeine tho use
of boating on both banks of the AM bet n Ubon and Phibum. 3ecause of the
possibla interference of the air base to future "Jbon grorth (see the penciled
area of the attached copy of the Ubon municipal wiap), road '19 is probably
very important to future settlemnt and groyth. To be sure, noving the air
baso farther fr the city is truly neossar: for life in the city, but that
is probably too much infrnstruetmre for us.

(c) Tises: 3ia coIpanies are proliferating in all of the cities.
I was especially st'mck by tho growth of services in Khan Kaen. A city bus
goes out to the wst along the bapff road past the Rico 3tation, perhaps 3
to 5 Ic from the city. igular service ezzts betaoen the 3hopping area and
the University. It would be very profitable to map the current extent of
such city-to-auburb serrice; followi it out to the ends of som- of their lines,
and ve ho-: much farther bus compaiows would be prepared to go if mads
permitted (finding out hovi much irovmont of roads would suffice for umch
extension of services). Such extonsion would probably put som nenr-by
villag bus and truck service out of jobs, but it would greatly increase the
frequency of acce ss be twen city and imadiala mwround 7 a n)-, clos1-in
hinterland.
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(d) Trelc: Zo1mIvhat sirrIarly, the folltO4nG rule of thub would
sorv officincy -ith no loss in equity. It aould be worth muining the
extension of curro)ntly ezdisting latorie feedr roads into vMLaps, to
meach still ore remote Alnges iofore startng a new feder road 'rom
another point in tho hihway. ThiAs approah would probabl2y deriv more
and better re lto xu the sa2 effort ad investant in that people in

or reumte vill ags, a few Iao beyond the end of a latcrito road, are
fon1ciou2 of their relative deprivation. They might rspond more ful
and helpfully than villagers with no such road near-by with self-help
affort' i i.itial etinulus and aome s of help weo iven.

2. :Aaf!

(a) ih pawero are not widely read in Iorthast ila , but t1g
do reach vif7n!ges (uiuallh purchased in to i), and they oi1on pass throug
several harnds. It might be possible, with so :U1i.ipal oncourag rnt or -
perhaps more li ly -- CD or A'C ncomrage t, for new papers o aIk ',ral
readers to write to the editor offering arguents wh their village a ode a
road (or perhaps som other service). N, spapers ght be &ble to nourag
a bit more inoz iatron from illag, to city thiazi nu- exi.te. bch orts

miht be easior in Ubon thn the other cities - the Lord ijor is
3ditor of the -akhon iam. I Ddght wolcorn ouch i ochei as a sell
more papers. A1D and/or CD might be able to rum a regular Dcolum Of d
about village life in the paper. CD in Ubn- is already editing a brief wall
n.wspaper for local villagers.

(b) Othw rdi& (radio, movies, TV); l o thnsa maia are ahling
villages. Transistor and larger battevurradioy =a= in hcos and
fields, espocia-1:r carried about by yneger people. Zinc- AD and CD both
have a Youth Af airs seotion, and so e-' oI public rela. ons, it might
be worth the -dest effort to enquim if they ha -evr tried to stimulato
sam of their :fre clients' by getting local radio or TV statimis to do
programs choing (or describing) rural davelopnat progams and interviewing
villagers to get their xeotions. 3vn if mzch progrm should draw the
bemumed scomn of townmen, they might stixulate other village people to try
to organize their efforts to get a road or other proJeots.

3. Marlotp

Ckve point wmrth obecking in Ubm that might help decide a priority,
if needed, between A roads #19 and 20, is the clam made by som viM w-rn
that most of the resI floods for both the "jarin and Ubon markats com from
tho Warin side of the river. I am skaptioal of the Oa~iM, but infomation on
this point might help decide which one to start first, or to choose if
tecessazy.
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moo the 1cm Phraploong irrigation aroa is so close to 4ftorat,
som feeder roads in that area r4.ifht stilate truck gard'ning for the
city mrIats.

The sam pOint would apply to the .ong Jai irrigation area near
hon wasn, ualass Lia Thrakus can suppy tho entiro citr demands.

lince it uould probably tako only a few vllages gowing freish
market food crop to zuply mot of the four cities (thoso with air bases
can consImA mor to Jz 3w), the rationale for otenoive feeder roAds
cannot be liited o that of enabling more aers to sell fresh foods in
the city ar . -ny inc:aso in processing plants would increasn the
demand for crops from the area, but such oppyrtaitiea seem rather l2n_.tod.

, . ration.l1 tat would appl, to m- zore villages at prosent, beyond
enabling thenI 6o =arka field crops, would be that of increasing thoir
capacity to acquaint theise1res with the poliferating ilusnces of modernity
and to cope 4wth changig conditions.

h. Elcect

iectricity is an important link in so ar as it moves rural life
styL vs a o r to lurban ona ritther icky. For good or for ill,
it permita village people far more alternatives within their own vilge.
It probay or vr- crnsp n thl n prodietion (more lights than
motors) ark ndur entertainment than oduation, but it presents opportunities
02 both sor-t. k both toi.m and village poplt. rly upon the sam, P11, the
urban and rural worlds become much more closely joinRd. I might be very
instrLcti .0 rnd out ho many A villago chms have bemn built in
villages with end without all'eather laterit roads. The villges ith
elecuricity probably conetituce a jort o n. limitd hintorlrnd around
their City.

a5.ilzo arpllo4_nno
2Sone sor of simiar association wi ht Zxist' ie n umloat of

vllage people in the city and feeder roas as betwoen electricity and feeder
roads. I -as struck with the large number o: villaers (about 10 kM ..ron
Ubon) Jakng in ti .ity ver dny. Becauae of cormUting time pressure,
they would be dapendent on a reliable, fairly ast odor road. Feeder roads
seem to x a n.. no* sufficint coLion for employment opportunitlas
outside L' AIa, 7-.1- area from which work r coin every day to Tork in
town is nother cor o; l:iid hintorland.

6. Mcto

In every prt of rural Thailan., a onicial urban-ral link is
access to schooling beyond the elementary st -e Iost rural schools still
atop after the fourth grade, althoagh =Tmpulry oducation exists as national
policy for seven yoars of schooling. The number of vilge pupil continuing
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schoaling in town after the fourth grada is generally very low: the exnse
of boaxIrding them is too much for most v. lo pants, and the years of
aclhooling Still is also too long. The picture changes for those
vIllages -th soven ypars of schooling. Parents see more hope of getting
their chilien througb seoondarj school and close to a goverrunent or urban
job. Very e faxrfn- parants seo any point in y-ars of -xpxnsivn :ducation
(outside the v1 ) 7or children who will rturn to fxing. Jit they
atruggle ror education for their childran after they see om hope o: j;tting
thom into a 'CorfOrtable' urban job. A vyllaoe oth seven years of schooling
is a much Itr rospot for, and a vill in 7.hich people have a rater
need for, an 1zpomd eedar road. Virve n im which children cowute to
school (they can be at sow considerable distance) constitute a very imortant
kind c!' recent hinterland.

7.

Gvenmnt servicca and rogulations form a major urban-rural linkcT
and also conotituto on of the major abetoen urban and rral i-7. The
chain of authority frwi jangwat to arphwe to tabon to miban, eoxpssed in
the monthly ntinge of tambon and muban he at th e office, is a
very 4ifuntial link in information, inflenee and authority; but its one-
way d award tl10 is also indicativa of the gide social gap between city and
village.

The wvexmaent service a (aducation, health, agricultue, CD,
and the like) also show both linkc ad gap in the world of city and v la.
As uggestad in ir note to you in Bangkok, I Lould anticipate far more
dovelopmrnt results Amm an extensive j t u ort to build roads to the
am villagee in which other developmont ctivitias are inderway or pl.ennd.
Whichever c-os fir!t - road or other activitie - it Se;Ma wiser to n to
combine them than to reLy on an improved road itself to attract or stimulato
other developm t activities. Sch tstimulation frau a road clearly occurs,
but the road needs further activities to make it orth whilo

6. iiO

The hierarchy of 1A4dbist prsts matches precisely that of the
civil adinxistration from fame to v nllz. The relatmiships among priests
at vil.age, aipheo and jangat levels probably contribute more to contimuing
order than to dovelop mkn. 3t the nwicrous rituals and fostivals for mrit-
making stimulate a great deal of mo-emont, gathering of vaalth, distribution
of it among vifllges, and a great deal of co.vrcial activity of feeding
masses of peonl- at big festivals. Slilarly, financing of new toeTle buildings
for ?rit-aing and for cnewmmal r t, represents one of the major
efforts of Thais as citizens, rural and urban. Thms, a very good tzrple
building nCxmlly indicates a widely respected, able head priost and the
mobIlization of wealth fram a very wide area, rural and urban. luch villages
are normally better candidates for iuproved roads: they can mobilize their
wealth mad their efforts to get what they want.
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A Ina limited urban-rural link ic tht of rural points of
intorst - special shrines, -t4ha status, ancient ruins, or natural
splendors,

Morat 1m'lJt nocr the site of a rmah earlier Iiuxr ruin,
over i thouwand rs old. might 03.1 t an irerod road (I did
not ;. to

.wi~son 'I~ 'f::r nar fAzgo Thhun , :mt of Ubmi atract
nAw 74fic OUtingo.

Areheological ruino near hom Ka(-n (izaentg iaolatd by a very
bad road) id n r Udorn :iTght maki for atnulation of local tourism. It

vouJld be very inrpor at, ho ver, to oek sj;; oith the kine Arts
epara'tnt bezo. raiing 8uch a posUiLlity: it could well laad to more

mssive piracy aithout extensive control of the sites.

iiquiry about suIch poiant o.' in rast in the ;;neral vicinity of
the oitie~ e mist 2r th 1%cvnided ei rior o th. prvvioua links
disoubsed mi;:ht l to socm very goot csdiato for lInk ro".

JIngeraso2:aj

cct isers. 'adovg er'in, son, ara, Crai - artin, In& soil,
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June 20, 1972

Mr.'M . Tudelman
Vice President
Development Center
OECD
Paris

Dear Monty,

A5 I aentioned to you in Paris last month, ve feel that
the Agriculture Projects 'eartment Wiould be mucti ore a-vare
of what rural electrification neans for rr!ral develo.nent and
of what other parts of the "Ank (PIublic Utilities Projects
Departrent), other acencfes and our borro.era are doing in
this field.

We have ikow taken some steps in the Jesired direction.
Firstly, we propose to hold a s!iAnar on the subject froy
Septe-ber 5-s. The attaclied :.R!orandun to JiU kvans st-cdI
out il ae are at 2Ie o;nt ' uou All ,
expcct you to take a loadin roie in thc, conduct of the ;e:Aar,
leadIn- off with so:7a openin- r,-narks on the 'o7e of Pural
'IectrificatIon in 'ural 7vel'-oent". SVcondly, W' are
ce n.Lidertn, nkin'o an input into a rural olactrification
recotnaG3anace Tision which the tkuX c IT tilit P roj cL
Oepartmnet intends to sen4A to India in tjbr/>cve'ber,
specificnlI1 to look at the pro-ra'- of th a ural lectrification
Corporattoa. Thio- ;yi-t .ell involve the iural Developmeut unt.

I . , goin, on h6rie leave toimorrow. I look for ard to scein,
you in ashinton on my return.

Vith best re: ards,

Sincerely yours,

W. A. an
Dr.utyv Mir"ctor

Artriculture ro ect. -eart:nt

Knc:

cc; Messrs. Evans, !'ehdry,
Mr. M. Weiner

SFccle3:lkt



May 29, 1972

Professor R. P. Misra
Institute of Development Studies
University of MYsore
Manasa-Gangotri
Mysore 6, India

Dear Professor Misrat

Thank you very much for your letter of May 18. I agree with
your comment on agricultural and rural development problems. The low
emphasis in our outline is mainly for reasons of Bank organization.
In the Economics Department we also have an Agriculture and Rural
Development Division, so they take the main role in this field. In
fact we are talking with them to try and integrate together some of
our work in roughly the areas which you mention, and also the relation-
ships between agricultural structure and the structure and pattern of
urban developments. We certainly want to avoid leaving a gap between
the Bank's urban/regional and agricultural/rural work.

On the more general urban work we would be most interested to
hear more about your research efforts in the areas which you mentioned.
Any research outlines or description which you have available would be
most welcome.

I have instructed our library to order items number h, 8 and
9 from the list which you sent. We have to operate that way for bureau-
cratic reasons!

We look forward to hearing from you again.

Sincerely yours,

John C. English
Urban and Regional Economics Division

Economics Department
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Mauri Xro 4'<

Nonfoimal SAtation for Ural Dovelopaent, Cae Study, No. 7,
Programs for arLU Industry Entreprotwurs and Journeymen In
Northern Nigeria by Clifford Giin and Svon Grabe

1. This study describes three different programs: a workers up-
grading s*hinm, a loan sheame and a mal industry Improvement (consul-
ting and training) schame. All of then are servicing toons depending
on a rural .oonmr. Therefore, they have been assvied to be of value
to rural development.

2. The three sohnes have the suAe objtctivest to improve the
quality of middle-level manpowr engaged in small industrial operations
and to improve the small industry itself. It is not clear, what kind
of .ooerete results ware expected and whether they are achieved, but
it seems that the three schems have so far aad, a mail impact on the
development of =ll saale industry. The general criticim expressed
in the paper on all thr. schemns is the overall lack of planning. In
order to amesaw then in detail, each sachme is rweviewmd separately in
the followings

3. Toational Improvyment Centers (VIC). Twelve VIC. hame been
established in the six northern states with- Uhelp of a grant fron
th Ford Pbmulation. The objeotive s to provide upgrading in automo-
bile service and repair, building and carpentry and furniture making.
ThM trainees wore mainly of workers emploed by government or Urge firms.
Zmoept in the case of the pilot center in Kadm, no special effort was
made to recruit trainmes from small-scale industry. The program lasts
ten manths, 10 hours a week of instruction, of uhoh only 4 are devoted
to trade training and the rst to Eglish, arithmetic and bookeeping.
Twre are more applicatisAm to most ourses thean can be acommoated.
Ths total enrollment is not given in the report except for one center,
at ,aiduguni, where 433 trainees ware admitted dbring four years of
"ration 1968-72, or slightly over 100 per annu. Gmnsequently, it

can be assmed that so far about 5,000 people have attended training
cures in the 12 centers.

4. The teadhing staff at the TIs are Nigerians, alvast all
mployed part-time. Than is no administrative staff, which naturally
has an adverse effect an the efficioneq of the training, especially on
planning of courses and follow-up of trainees. The learning technology
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is Sot dwsribed in the report, but as the oaamhars Oae fr. te esgtisng
schools *nd training omters, it =W be assed that th7 %we am ilar
traditional methods as in their main job. The drop-eut ratio h"e been
extrmly high, beteen 30% and 50%; moreover, another 30% failed the
final 4.aatioa - TM onlY #XPat.aU to the poor attmdanuoe is that
clmases at so" outters begin before the and of the vork dAq.

5. All VIs use facilities of the exiting sohools a" wrkshops
althmagh oquijomot usuall has been sVpplM~nted. AN no ret is pald,
the reurWnt OWt are low. At Maidugun 11, the Oogt per Student
enrolled is $104 and the oost per student suoceossful in tbe omsinatioan
is $467, ampared with $930 a year in a trade sohool. S5w traines
had received a vagm inearwe after passing the os.inatisa, but there
is o evidence that a training oouree has encouraged an artisa to set
up his om bsnasa.

6. The %%all Indutriov Orwdit SWhMUO (SIC) was supposed to in-
cluds training for both lending staff and loan appliats, but the SIC
staff wero not qualified to give teockical advice and this task was passed
an to the IDC. Insufficient thought seems to have been given to the
training requirements for the successful operation of the schams.

7. The Industrial * t Onter 1I221 was originally established
with the hiolp -oT a grant from teU.S. AID to provid@ 3hort training coures
in unarcial and industrial techniques at the oenter and on-site consulta-
tions to private businesmun. later, the emphasis of the IDO was ahanged
from training and advice to include uudertaking feasibility studies for
the SIC sobeu. The target group somsists of =ml entrepreneurs, who hme
reoeived or will receive a loan from the SIC. They are trained in both
the teehaical and manaprial pects o" the business; in addition, the
IDC trains their mployees and apprentioes. A ewe. last. frm five
days to two weeks, and most of the work is pratioal. During 5 yoars
19-70, about 3,000 people attended IN *oures.

8. The IDC has a staff of 50, Ialuding 12 instructors. It is
stlevated that they spend around 80% of their time of feasibilitr studies

and advisory services. Acoordng to the report, local trade saboal VadUates
ibo have received additional ma a t and e.omnsi training on the job
from the expatriate experts and senior Nigerian staff have proved suitable
for this kind of wrk. The I=* has 20on aan buildina including offices,
a dormitory end four large worksbops for wodwork, metalwork, auto repair,
and leathareraft. A large quantity of sophisticated ad ipnsive medern
equipjmt has been purohased, nost of *bich is poorly utilised. The total
capital cost is estinated at *b25,0 with a projected expenditure of
$7,600 for additional equipent. PO vat msts ammot be aoftrately
calauated. Although the IM* reneamded an emoplrt inaress. to the
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majority of entrepretwxUM roasivirg a losa, th total inrvas e=not
be asontained.

9. As a conclusion it maa be said that the report give. a fairly
detailed description of the thres showins but, beoaie of the sbortaga
of the available data, it fails to evaluats the results in defined opera.-
tional ters. It doww not state, whotber tbase sobe.es have been su,-
oes"il nor whether si4lar projects ahoul4 be onsidered in other
doveloping countries.

Mrion/pa
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Robert Shaw

Back-to-Office Report: Visit to Pari/London

1. Following AV terms of reference, I flwe to Paris for a conference
on Rural Development at the OECD Develojmnt Center, on May 15-l6. while
put together hurriedly, this conference was neverthele valuable in
exposing the main trends of thought about rural developrnnt and in
laying on the table same of the main questions facing aid donors lnding
in this field.

2. The major issues discussed on Monday morning were:

(a) ShuilA rural develpment be aimd at the poorest 20% of
the rural population through a et of emloyment and income distribution
policies targeted n this group (raTde=n)? Or should it have as a
goal the energisation of the whole population of the rural areas (Weits)?
Hunter suggested that the strategy of agricultural development amiat be
aimed at the lower incem rural goups, and then broader rural develop-
ment will to Same extent take care of itselC

(b) To what extent is rural developaut distinct from agricultural
growth? Should agricultural production be the central focus (Hunter)?
Should this be concentrated principally on the poorest segnts of the
omnvity (udelman)? Or Is rural development a Nr integrated concept
that involves industr alisation, a hierarchy of tumns and rural centers,
and a bost of nom-agricultural jobs (Wats)?

(a) Are there universal, gnerally applicable rules and principles
of organisation for rural development, as maintained by Waits? Or are
the differmesm between peoples and regions more significant than the
aimiarities (Balloncle and several others)?

(d) There was wide agreemant that coordinated but decentralised
authority was essential to rural development, bearing in mand the
iw*;54s -& of the numbers involved. But, following on the previous
question, what types of Institutions cam achieve this form of local
control? Waits asserted that, for e=ample, land reform was a prerequisite
for rural develcummut and that alt&-purpose cooperatives were the ony
tool for creatng broad-based rural develop t. This thesis did not
gain general acceptance. Most participants stressed a wider range of
institutional possibilities for success, and maintained the need to
find particular rules for particular situations.
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(e) Finally, the approach to be used in rural developioent wos
subjected to erutiny. Hunter mad. a plea for a simpliation of
effort, together with a stress on n" projects and the benefits of
the voltiplier effect. Voits called for an integrated planning and
i "glemu+tat1n effort. Belloale stressed the need to build on existing
etrwsturms, both lastitutoaml and cultural. Porter akasized the
need to make mork*ets work more efficiently becase this leads to vast
sayings in atinistrattn and training.

3. On orday afternoon, some coutry expriaaces were discuased.
*ujl pv a surprisingly glowing aooount of the 8.R.D.P.s in Kenya,
stating that the government had decided to sopend this program to 20
districts in July 1973. The main purpose of the program is to achieve
rural denelopot goals through the comr-dnatim and gradual iurove-
ment of the regular adonitrative mchinezy, with special eaqhasisa
on rzlkcability. Bellncle subjected FInach technical assistance
efforts in Francobone Africa to rigorous cariticism, saying they had
ben generally rather unsuccessful became they ignored the real
motivations of and constraints on farmers. He, too, stressed the
isportance of multi-purpose coepas as a w of involving the local
populatiou in planning and iU1msnting their futures. He cited his
own eprienoes in Senegal and with the U.N.C.C. in Niger. Then Voits
remphnassed his strong views with reference to Israel.

4. The final session was devoted to aid policies in rural development.
Wapeans had set the tone earlier in the meeting by amking what are the
minimu set of tacilities and incentives needed for rural davelipmnt.
Evans presented a paper on Bank policies in rural developount. He said
that lending for agriculture had in the past bean rather piftmeal, and
not sutfciently coordinated. And he cohaied the advances that have
been occurring in Bank agricultural policies in recent yeare - the
various inds of diversiacation into farm and non-farm activities, the
range of efforts to reach mall farmers, and the initiation of invest-
mkt in human resources. lihe skeptical of generalised rules or
patterns, Evans said we need to know more about the variety of forms
of organization that have been successful in particular situations.
He said the Bank was also interested in propoettions that could lower
investment costs per farm fumdly provided they give more than transitory
results. The Bank should look for wqu to bring the cost per family
down to perhaps $100, as against the current figure of $tl,000, though
there are valid doubts as to whether this can be done. Because of this
need, however, the Bank was interested in the experiences with spontaneous
settleient aches.., and particularly in identiing the essential inputs
at the start of such schemes. Finally, ans noted that aid agencies
are likely to have to become more involved in technical assistance and
institutim-buiALng in order to fulfill their goals in rural develojaent.
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5. Andrew Marcer, the project ger of Lilonue, tolowed this
with an intereting description of the seis and methods used an that
Projeot. 31,000 out of 100,000 farm famlies in the project area are
involved so far, and the results appear to have bew outstwnding.
Strong efforts are being made to build iUststutions and to redce reliance
an the Mll epatriate grup of managers. In subsequent conversation,
Mear weloomed the idea of a project review under the African Rural
Devlqpment Study. He sMUgeted that the best tiM of year night be
October-November, so as to include this year's sp, and also because
he will not be back at the project until August. He rrther suggested
that it would be valuable if the review could be introduced to the
project by R. A. Reader, who had do=e so mwch of the early data o023ec-
tin and analysis. There is a vast AmMUnt of unMalved data available,
but the question of oosts *y be dtftnamlt to sort out with precisim.

6. Oter Vis:ts In Paris - I.R.A.

I had a long meting with Guy Ballaos and Roland CoUMis of
I.R.A.M., a mall xwich technical assistance corporation with 15 years
ecperiOncs, especially in Africa. I.R.A.M. is strongly critical of the
approaches used b7 the larger French corporaticms (e.g. SATIC, BWA and
CFur), because of their concentration on single, largely eport, crops,
their ignorance of the rainship betwem pasanta and the asiodia--
tratim as well as the distribution of the additional inrcuu from their
projects, the slments of pressure used On peasants in QrdW to try to
achieve goals, and the very large mWMs of Wpensive cadres used
(in one caS, one cadrs/20 farm fa1mis). I.R.A.M. has tried a different
approach: the organization believes in the ability of p*a&0Wt$ to reams
effectively about their problem, when questions are clearly posed. Thus
I.R.A.M. seeks to identify pssant desires and the constraints on meeting
these desires. The overall aim of their projects is to increase agri-
cultural production and disposable inme, but this =mst always be
viewed within the context of the relationhip between the adidnistration
and peasants. Thus, I.R.A.M. has conentrated on developing viable
local organizations that can 84res the degires of pasants to the
wa datration while also providing peasants with access to and inoentives
for inputs supplied by the adnistration. Much of their work has ben
in developing new cooperative approaches suitable to the African eanvirouunt.
A project in Sengal has stalled for political reasons. ThW also have
a suAces&11 cooperatius project in Niger, M which I have somo detailed
description.

7. Bollo3d told me that he bad discussed with Mr. Evan the
possibility of his doing a review of rural dvelant in
FrOnwPhOne Africa. He also asked about the possibility of cooperating
with the ARM8 Mne he was anxious to coopare his 0M experiences with
those elasahere in Africa, particularly in the light of Mercer's
description of Lilongwe. I told him I would explore ths pousibility
on AW return to ashington. One diffiulty oculd be that of timing,
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in that Bel ncJ. is oommtted utl Novwr, and would not be able
to start working with the Bank until thfe.

F.A.C.
Following up mC Mr. Routlinger's visit to Paris, I also talked

to M. Erledan, who proved very hepz.l. The two FAC-sponsored evaluations
of Caaroun projects shoiuld be eowjleted in June or Ju3,y. M. Erledan
saw no difficulty innour obtaining copies of the reports and background
Atermal, subject to the consent of the Ciaroun governumt. But he

would welceme a letter formalizing this request, addressed to M. Audibert,
Chef du Service do at F.A.C. and copied to M. Erledan. This
letter could also ask F.A.C. to obtin clearance from the Cameroun

overnome if such has not already been done. The two studii are the
SCE Yabassi-Bafang project, with the evaluation being dne by a consultant,
M. Creplia and the CINAM ZAPI project, being mialuated by a .5ZM team
coordinated by M. Sadoul of F.A.C. M. Sadoul is now in Upper Volta
setting up the term of reforence for a stwud of the ORD program. Wile
no results are expected from this study before sumner 1973, I think the
Bank should keep in touch with its progress, particularly in the light
of the Upper Volta Rural Developmout rrund project.

9. We had a lengthy discussion of the problaws of perfring deoant
evaluations of rural doevlopment projects. In the me of zost French
projects, no evaluation unit is built into ,thm. Thus th*e exists the
problem of inaccuate or no-xistent beadi" data. This is particularly
true in the ZAPI project, whwre substantial sttivtural change has
occurred, but there is no evidence that agricultural production has
inproved substantially. Secondly, there is the problem of criteria for
evaluation. In the abne of good baseline data, M. Erledan suggested
that the questiom of criteria was especially diffaoult. ften in trying
to evaluate institutional change, a priori notions of criteria proved
to be not very usel. le smmmarized thwse cm.ats by saying "on no
chwche pas; on trouve", and ancomraging the study tewm to spd as
ach time as possible actually lodkdng at projects on the ground, in
order to got a feel for what was working and what was not.

10. SORT

I met with four senior officialz of SCr (1. Arpulon, Giraud,
Lagarce and Maz). SCS 's main intereat in rural dwelopesnt lies
in the pladIng and managumet of regional develspment. They tend to
take a large, discrete geographical area with high potItial, and to
provide a compr wsive regional p1an based on extensive studies hr
that area. In a *ramr of casm, thW have also been contracted as the
tehnical assistance and managemot agaem for iJWm3mtng the plan.
Thq are not inta'erted in gradual change but in V4r7 substantial jvip
in production to provide sufficient incentives and a eiitable financing
QranI, nL. In ise nd stYla of operation, C= tends to resemb4 a

2arg* apri-busines. Wpeation.
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11. In Africa, the Lao Alaotra project in Madagasoar adheres closest
to SC7 Is philosophy. They are also the technical asaistance supplier
for the Yabassi-Bafang in Cameroun, though this is a smaller and less
coapreahauive project than SCM nox1y undertakes. Both projects are
clasnd to be successes. Ila Lao Alaotra, for KaLU , I was to3A that
per family incoms rose fron $160 in 1961 to nearly $1,000 by 1969.

dIe there are considerable niotws of data on both projects, no
financial or econoolc evaluations of them have yet been done. SCr
would be very hapy to coOePrate with an ARMU reiaeer on either project.
June - Noysiber is the busiest tim in Lao Alactra, which has both
adVautages and disadvantages for a rviser visiting during those mnths.

12. sEDZs

I talked with M.Anian, LTante, Vaond-Dam and ft*. Lqotim
of SDES. acimd-Dara is a mewber of the SWES tees evaluating the
ZAPIs. He said that their evaluation is not an eonomic or Laznd a
analeia, but rather an attapt to suggest indificatimons for future
work n the ZAPMs. Like M. Erledan, he hauied the problem of
evaluatng the ZAPIs in a rigorous, qungtfied mannmer.

13. MEES give a very positive reaction to the pwSgibility of smsmod, of cooperation with ARDS. Thar have done a wide range of studies,on Mral deveLoPmnt in Africa, and their *rpertise could be veryuseful. In particular, they are now doWg work on the SATE poject
in Madagascar. I think we ahmuld consider the possibility of usingS= as cOnsultants on the Madagascar rico project, since they appearto have the neoessary Wxpertise, and ar interestd in doing this.

14. Conversations in London

I al3ked first with hLhael Collinson of the ocoisyesit
DInloent Corporation. He spent 10 ears in Talsarda up to 1970
working principally in and On SukIa=1 . He has a large snwunt of
data on the various cotton sub-projects in sukunaland. Given his range
of aOpOrience and familiarity with the project, I squired about his
availability to undertake a review for ARDS. He said that he was
mre ly interested and has a relatively light wo*k load until
Sotember. After that, hbwever, it would be itpoeuible for hiM. I
reoadne- serious oonsideration of hiring Cllinsn as a consultant
during the s r, but this mst be done rapidly if we are not to lose
the opportwity.

35. I talked with Archialad callgsey of Quen nisaeth House,Oxford, as he has a good knasledge of small-scale industrial demLlopmmnt
in Africa. He inotioned the Industrial DevelspMt Centres at Zawa and
Ovri in Nigeria as bedf of particular interest. The one in Zania has
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had a kLstory of faiarse, whersa that in Cwri had sam speatawular
meosess bfre te VW and has avparstay re-stwbed in a sintlar

voin. The I.D.C. ' pwpase is to encome s=m fmin *lyeing les
UMa ton peOPes the OWNWx Gltre, olmptatg tratning andteN- en,
roprem! a new dpeqamrae for A.I.D.) and there is a Ford-sponsored
credit sectift In 2a3g. I recomd that thes tw *etwrs dould
be 0 ersd in ARDS. Cafl=y Is W311 to help us locate a sttable
rmiemwr, md Is goLS to igmria for a xnmh in July.

16. I talked to Mlthael Lipta of the ubivwsity of Mogex. He is
still ve interesed in the stwtr, but amas to have eas tllw-wp
ma lr. Rat J tors offer of a oamtract as a cussultanti I .aw1nad
that no authebeiatiei bad yet be btained for the study. He aoramiead
that 0s4 iW of the m -, -0 tbrw a mbw of well-qual fled

rvievamr In the offig, but thay a. alL I piaus for the eadug
acadeo yew. Tis was a lar y tme of the best graftate studito,

wbm U~pbs tbought to be better valw fer manam than ame espmive
duort-twr ints whose quolity Is seetimse not of the hj*Not.

17. I also talked with fy Humter of O.D.I. He, too, insic+ted his
interest and w.l Imgmess to assist in the study. HIwevu', he qa1atied
that his V"alsr m "sWhat toepred by the Bank' reaim to his
am rmaW *w sa1. men the latter was tUarned donm after svweral
inmths of wor, it was indicated that ane res= te QW rejection was
Bak rebwtaoe to f'imaIs on-ing projects. HuRter folt that, if this
was the case, it smmid have bew mde clear to biM at the Outset.
Desjdte this, he roeane a uesefl cantact for advice 4n the A=B.

Rabwe/"k

act Ussers. Hndews-n

Adler

Dftadm

DamalAsan
3rs. Lela
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May 12, 1972

Professor A. M. Khusro
Institute of Economic Growth
University of Delhi
Delhi
INDIA

Dear Professor Khumro:

It was very nice to have had a chance to meet
you again and to discuss a variety of research questions
with you.

Trclosed please find a statement on an integrated
approach to rural development that I had promised you when
we meto I will soon send you a revised version of our model.
I am now writing this up. Please do keep me informed of your
research activities.

With very best regards,

Sincerely,

Uma J. Lele (Yrs.) (
Agriculture & Rural Development Division

Economics Department

UJ IAele:hrv



Ministry of Finance and Planning,

Ref. No. EPD/SC 237/012 The Treasury$
POO. Box 30007,
Nairobi.

1Oth May, 1972.

Mr. Michael L. Lejeune,
Director,
Eastern Africa Department,
IBRD,
1818 H. Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 2 0433,
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Lejeune,

With reference to your letter of April, 1972
addressed to my Ministry on launching of a policy-
oriented research programme on rural development
by the Bank, I am writing to confirm that this
programme is welcome by the Kenya Government. I am
also writing to confirm that there is no objection
to the World Bank researchers collaborating with the
Institute of Development Studies, University of
Nairobi, in carrying out the research programme.

It is our understanding that the total cost of

carrying out the research will be met by the Bank,
and that specific projects to be evaluated for
research purposes will be agreed between the

researchers and the Government of Kenya.

Yours sincerely,

P. Ndegwa
RNENTSRETARY'
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L.J.C.

Policies to Uelp the Rural Poor

1. Thank you for your memorandum of May 1 and for giving us an
opportunity to comment on a page of Arun Shourie's paper -- not at all
an easy paper to write we would imagine.

2. As you suggest we would like you to consider, if you can,
saying not only what the Bank ought to do but what it has been and is
doing that is relevant to the problem. As it is, the presentation in
paragraphs 39 and 40 is very simplistic, perhaps intentionally so in
order to dramatize the problems, but it is, at the same time, in some
cases almost naive. Our main proposal is that any redrafting should
correct the impression that everybody in the Bank is completely
ignorant about the problems and how to deal with them. Though we are
far from knowing what we would like to know and very far from having
solutions to all the problems, I think there is no harm in a rather
more positive approach which would refer to some of the knowledge that
we have gained and to some of the relevant programs and projects which
we have supported.

3. Our comments on the particular paragraphs on page 28 are as
follows:

Para. 38:

Could we not redraft the second sentence as follows: "But it
can make and has been making its operations more relevant to the poor
in a number of ways."?

We suggest altering the first sentence to read: "First it can
aim to be continuously better informed about the problems"; and we
would suggest adding at the end of this paragraph: "These are some of
the questions we have been asking in our economic, sector, and project
work. While the answers vary considerably depending on the resource
endowments and the stage of development, most of the poor are in the
rural areas or new migrants to urban areas. The Bank has, therefore,
given increasing emphasis to agricultural development and has been
trying to find ways of reaching a much larger proportion of the rural
poor."
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Para. 40:

Redraft the introductory sentence to read: "Second in its
lending operations, the Bank has been giving much more attention to
projects that may benefit the poor.", and go on to say "The Bank
should be prepared to assist Governments in planning and carrying out
such projects."

Pare. 40(a:

Reference to the Bank "discarding its inhibitions" about
local cost financing may be good polemics but it suggests a lack of
understanding of what the constraint is and indeed of what kind of
institution the Bank is. The facts are that when we began to lend
for agriculture and education in the mid-60's we all recognized that
projects of the kinds that we wanted to do would have lower foreign
exchange costs than the traditional types of infrastructure project,
and so there would be more cases where there would be justification
for local cost financing. Within the past eight years I think there
have been few cases where constraints on local cost financing have
prevented us from doing projects which we have wanted to do. Approval
has been given where justification can be made on country or project
grounds. Yet nobody made at the outset, or has made since, any
statement that the Bank had decided to discard its inhibitions about
local cost financing. I myself regard this rather as a straw man which
is often raised as a theoretical constraint when in fact it has not
proved so.

Para. 40(b):

Unless the author is convinced that the evidence does suggest
what is implied I doubt whether the question should be put. I suspect
also that the implication that "the rich wrest a disproportionate share
of the benefits" is a little wide : the mark. The problem for credit
institutions is often simply how to reach enormous numbers of small
farmers and perhaps landless laborers, because of the immense admini-
strative problems; there may also naturally be serious financing problems.
The Bank has been continously trying to devise or support new ways of
reaching more small farmers and we believe we have had some success,
e.g. in helping to work out a production credit scheme for small farmers
in Malaysia, in devising credit systems for rural development projects
in Malawi and Ethiopia, in supporting the Philippines rural banks, and
so on. It is, of course, possible to put a ceiling on the size of loan
that a credit institution can make or on the income level of sub-
borrowers, but the financial viability in credit institutions limited to
small loans which would have to be extended to tens of hundreds of thousands
of people is our most difficult problem. Below a certain level of
income it is perhaps misleading to talk about credit. You may have to
talk about grants or subsidies or works programs to provide employment.
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Par#. 40(c_:

It has been a major objective of most Bank/IDA lending for
rural credit that official credit arrangements should move away from
credit based on security towards development-oriented credit based
on the expected return from the investment. So this sub-paragraph
might be redrafted to say that it is the Bank's practise to support
schemes which do this.

Para. 40(d):

This sub-paragraph is so simplistic that it sounds naive.
The question of crop insurance is extremely complex. There is no
system in any development country which is self-supporting. The
Mexican and Japanese crop insurance systems which are often referred
to are heavily subsidized (about 50% of costs),although these are
countries in which one might expect that crop insurance would be more
feasible than in most developing countries. The U.S. system is also
still subsidized at least to the extent of the administrative expenses.
Some of our people think that a more realistic approach might be to
tailor credit terms to the expected cash flow on a multi-year basis
rather than thinking in terms of a series of short-term loans which
make no allowance for crop failures.

Para. 4Qi):

This sub-paragraph makes an excellent point and the thought
might be developed to include the fact that the Bank has taken the
lead in forming the Consultative Group on International Agricultural
Research to mobilize funds which, amongst other things, are needed to
fill some of the gaps in technology. The Consultative Group has already
undertaken to support a new international research institute which
would aim to improve crop technology in semi-arid areas (the institute
is to be located in India and its title is "International Center for
Research in Semi-arid Tropics"). The Consultative Group is also
considering support for the new Asian Vegetable Research Center which
will be researching into the growing, storing and marketing of vegetables.

It would probably not be a very good thing for the Bank to
insist that tractors and tubewells financed out of its loans are
communually owned and operated because experience shows that communually
owned and operated wells have not often worked well in practice. Of
course, small farmers can get water from wells without owning them
where there are public tubewells as in several states In India, or
where individual owners contract to sell water. Tractor and machinery
pools have often proved very disappointing whereas plowing and other
services provided to farmers by contractors can often be organized
effectively. Some support from Bank loans or IDA credits has in fact
gone to contractors who buy a tractor or other machinery and supply
services to small farmers who themselves cannot afford to own a machine.
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4. ricase let us know whether we can do anything more on this.

On re-reading our comments we fear you may find them hypercritical.

They are certainly not intended to be. The matter is of such concern

to us all that we appreciate very much your consulting us about it.

cc: Mr. Takahashi

LJCLvans:fli

P.S. We have so much material on the subject that few people could

find time to read it all, but you might find a recent memo

(attached) by Mr. Spall of interest.
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le ler mai 1972

Monsieur l'Abb Paul Chadenet
95 Rue Royale
78 Versailles
France

Mon cher Paul;

Merci pour votre lettre du 24 avril et je me rajouis de vous voir
A Paris le mardi 16 mai a partir de 20H45. Une rencontre plus t~t
n'est pas possible car je serai pris par l'objet principal de mon voyage,
4 savoir un sewinaire sur le D6veloppement Rural.

J'ai bien not& de prendre contact avec P. Toulat. Pouvez-vous, ou
lui, rSpondre aux questions suivantes:

1. Comaent dois-je opfrer? Coamencer par un awphi de
40 minutes sur la BIRD, ses objectifs et ses mithodes
et leS tendances actuelles de ses politiques, de
fagon A provoquer des questions.

Ou d~sarrer A froid sur des questions. C'est le
"dialogue" que je cherche, comptant bien sur ce
contact avec un milieu que je connais mal pour
apprendre autant que je tAcherai d'apporter.

2. Quel genre de questions me posera-t-en?

3. Pierre Toulat (ou un adjoint) serait-il libre pour dtner
avec moi avant la rsuuion, pour permettre un dialogue
preparatoire?

4. ieure de la fin de la reunion? (on pourrait souper
rapidewent ensemble apris?).

5. Pourriez-vous Odposer au burcau de Paris pour qu'on me
l'exp6ie d'urgence va ceuti-Stre d'epaisseur de
documentation religieuse, recente et relevant du sujet,
afin que je me prepare a la discussion.

6. Pourrait-on inviter e K. P. de Farcy;

Centre de Recherche et d'Action Sociales
15, rue Raymond-Harcheron
92 Vanves

T61: 644-0220
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Monsieur l'Abbf Paul Chadenet le ler mai 1972

I1 connait bien les questions de dfveloppement et
pourrait apporter une contradiction tonique.

Malgrg que le moi soit halssable, voici un topo sur votre serviteur,
qui peut-9tre utile aux h8tes du 16 mai.

Bien amicalement et A bientat,

B. Chadenet

B. Chadenet

P.S. Je suggere, comme lectures pr~paratoires, les documents ci-joints

1) Le discours UNCTAD de 4. McNamara
2) Planification d6mographique
3) Questions et R~ponses

L'Avenue d'Ina peut an donner selon vos besoins.

BChadenet:jfh

c.c. Messrs. Graves
W. Clark
Karasz
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April 26, 1972

1r. Montaguc Yudeliman

Organisation de Coop6ration et de
D6veloppement Economiques

94, rue Chardon-Lagache
Paris XVIe
France

Dear 14r. Yudelman:

Thank you for your letter of April 18 concerning
the arrangements for the rural development se.2inar.

I am looking forward to attending this mecting and
have noted the timetable and the list of attendance.

Thank you in advance for your kind invitation for
the evening of May 15; I may ask my Parisian daughter,
Marie-Christine, to conme with re in lieu of ny wife.

Sincerely yours,

B. Chadanet

B. Chadenet

BChadenet: j fh

c.c. Mr. Karasz
Mr. Evans



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. M. Shoaib DATE: April 25, 1972

FROM: Gregory B. Votaw

SUBJECT: Rural Development Unit

1. I call your attention to the attached correspondence, namely
Urquhart's minutes of March 24, my note of April 7 and Jim Evang' written

response.

2. The South Asia Department believes that rural development projects

can be identified and will require appraisal in the near future. We had

thought that the Unit in Agriculture Projects Department would handle this

work and, in fact, we at one point delayed further processing of a request

from India in the hope that the Unit would be established promptly to

handle it. Certainly Mr. McNa ira has left the impression in South Asian

countries that we intend to dcielop lending operations in this field. If

Agriculture Projects is to b, staffed, beginning in July, only to "focus

attention on the matter, etc ." how are we to proceed? The President has

already focused attention o. the matter, and following his instructions

we are in the process of 'entifying projects not only in India but also

potentially in Afghanistan, Iran, Bangladesh and Ceylon. If the President
would like us to delay ti ts work for some period of months until a Unit

has developed policies and approaches, we will do so, but I would much

prefer to see those approaches emerge from practical experience with

specific cases., as has oeen the Bank's tradition for other types of projects,

than to wait for abstract policies to emerge from desk studies.

3. Maybe all we need is a timetable indicating roughly when the Bank

will be staffed to begin to focus on a few specific project proposals.

If-there is a specific target date, I am sure it would be helpful to us

and probably to other Area Departments to know what that date is.

Mr. Cope (w/attachments)

GBVotaw:jw
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OC OECD
ORGANISATION DI COOl'RATVlON

ETD D R OPEEN C0NN1M1QUES 0 MG A N IS T 10N FO R E( 0 1!N1MC
Co OP RATION AND DI VELOPAENT

94 rue Char'n-Lagache CENTRE DE D1 V1' I PPELMEL NV
PARIS-XV; DEVELOPEN1 CENTRT T6ldphonc 727 '5-19

Le Vice-Prdsidenl
The Vice-Presideit 18th April, 1972

Dear Mr. Chadenet,.

I would like to inform you about the progress being
made with the arrangements for the seminar on rural
development.

First, the seminar will take place here at the OECD
Development Centre on 15-16 May. It will begin at 10 a.m.
in the morning of the 15th and will probably end at lunch
time on the 16th as several of the participants, including
myself, are going on to Bellagio to attend a meeting there
beginning the next day. However, it may well be that
participants will continue discussions in the afternoon.
I will undertake to see that a record is kept of the
discussion.

The discussion itself will consist of three sessions:
conceptualisation of rural development, national exoeriences
and problems of giving aid for rural development and, finally,some discussion of how the Bank might approach the problem.

There will be two short papers, one prepared by OECDon the conceptualisation of rural development and the other
by the IBRD on the Bank's programme for rural development.
In addition, Mr. Hunter would like to present a very briefpaper expressing his ideas on rural development.

We are expecting some,5 to ersons (including
yourself) from the IBRD. We have also invited two repre-
sentatives from the FAC (yet to be nominated), one person
from FED, one person from UNDP, one from FAO, Mr. Porter
from the British Government, Mr. Hunter from Reading Uni-
versity, Mr. Hopper from IDRC in Canada and Dr. Hedley from
the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture in
Nigeria. There will be two people from the Rockefeller
Foundation and one from the Ford Foundation. There will
also be several people from OECD joining us.

Mr. B. Chadenet,
I.B.R.D. , 

. 2...
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433.
Etats-Unis
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On the recipient side, I have limited the numb&2 of
participants to 5 or 6. Thus far, we are fortunate that
Raanan Weitz from Israel (whom you undoubtedly know) and
Professor Dantwala from India have accepted. I have also
received a tentative acceptance from Kenya and am awaiting
replies from invitees from Mexico, Venezuela, Brazil and
Tunisia. Ceylon will be represented by a senior economist
who is currently spending a brief period at the Centre.

From the above you will see that we expect 20 or so'

people and we anticipate the main value of the meeting
will lie in the discussion and the reaching of some tentative
conclusions for possible approaches to rural development.

I-had hoped that Ambassador Martin, the Chairman of

DAC, would be able to chair the meeting but he will be in
Santiago. I am still thinking about a chairman; possibly
Mr. Paul-Marc Henry or myself would chair the meeting, or
perhaps you would care to make a suggestion as to who might
do it.

One final, social note. The OECD will provide a
lunch at the Development Centre on the 15th, and
Mr. Paul-Marc Henry and I and our wives will host a
cocktail-buffet at my house on the evening of the 15th.

I hope you will be able to join us for what should
be a useful and constructive session.

Yours sincerely,

Montague Yudelman

cc: Mr. Evans, Washington
Mr. Karasz, Paris.
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Le Vice-Prdsident
The Vicc-President i8th. Ap il 1972

Dear Mr. Chadenet,

I would like to inform you about the progress being
made with the arrangements for the seminar on rural
development .

First, the seminar will take place here at the OCD
Development Centre on 15-16 May. It will begin at 10 a.m.
in the morning of the 15th and will probably end at lunch
time on the 16th as several of the participants, including
myself, are going on to Bellagio to attend a meeting there
beginning the next day. However, it' may well be that
participants will continue discussions in the afternoon.
I will undertake to see that a record is kept of the
discussion.

The discussion itself will consist of three sessions:
conceptualisation of rural development, national exoeriences
and problems of giving aid for rural development and, finally,
some discussion of how the Bank might approach the problem.

There will be two short papers, one prepared by OECD
on. the conceptualisation of rural development and. the other
by the IBRD on the Bank's programme for rural deVelopmcnt.
In addition, Mr. Hunter would like to present a very brief
paper .expressing his ideas on rural development.

We are expecting some 5 to 7 persons (including
yourself) from the IBRD. We have also invited two repre-
sentatives from the FAC (yet to be nominated), one person
from FED, one person from UNDP, one from FAO, Mr. Porter
from the British Government, Mr. Hunter from Reading Uni-
versity, Mr. Hopper from IDRC in Canada and Dr. Hedley from
the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture in
Nigeria. There will be two people from the Rockefeller
Foundation and one from the Ford Foundation. There will
also be. several people from OECD joining us.

Mr. B. Chadenet,
I.B.R.D.,...2...
E P' T1 Cun



On the recipient side, I have limited t numbr 32
participants to 5 or 6. Thus far, we are fortunate thal.
Raanan Weitz from Israel (whe you udoubtedly know) anf
Professor Dantwala from Indi> have ac;pted. 1 have al
received a tentative acceptance from Kenya and en awaiLin
replies from invitees from Iexico, Venezuela, 3razil and
Tunisia. Ceylon will be represented by a senior economist
who is currently spending a brief period at the Centro.

From the above you will see that we expect 20 or so
people and we anticipate the main value of the meoetinc,
will lie in the discussion and the reaching of some tentative
conclusions for possible approaches to rural development.

I had hoped that Ambassador Martin, the Chairman of
DAC, would be able to chair the meeting but he will be in
Santiago. I am still thinking about a chairman; possibly
Mr. Paul-Marc Henry or myself would chair the meeting, or
perhap s you would care to make a suggestion as to who might
do it.

One final, social note. The OECD will provide a
lunch at the Development Centre on the 15th, and
Mr. Paul-Marc Henry and I and our wives will host a
cocktail-buffet at my house on the evening of the 15th.

I hope you will be able to join us for what should
be a useful and constructive session.

Yours sincerely,

hontagLie Yudolman

cc: Mr. Evans, Washington
Mr. Karasz, Paris.



Mr. W. A. Wapenhans April 17, 1972

Uma Lele

The Bank and the Agricultural Research in India

1. I understood from Mr. Peter Naylor in New Delhi that you propose
to arrive in India on May I, and will discuss the research question
with the 001 officials. I am on my way to East Africa and would
reach Washington on May 1. Hence this memo which summarizes my dis-
oussions regarding agricultural research on the areas specified in
the earlier Duane-Lele memo.

2. This summary is based on my discussions with the following
persons:

Profs. M. L. Dantwala and C. H. Shah at the University of Bombay;
V. S. Parwardhan, Maharashtra State Finance Corporation; D. K. Desai,
G. M. Desai, Gaikwad and others at the Indian Institute of Management;
Ahmedabad Khan, Managing Director, Agro-Industries Corporation,
Government of Gujarat; M. N. Nanjoshi at the Vaikunthlal Mehta
Cooperative Training Institute, Poona; Ram Saran, Economic Adviser
to the Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Government of India; Iaram
Narain and V. S. Vyas, Chairman and Member of the Agricultural Prices
Commission, New Delhi; Profs. A. M. Khusso and Hanumantha Rao, The
Institute of Economic Growth, New Delhi; S. M. Shah, the Ministry of
Food and Agriculture; J. S. Sarma, Member, Secretary, the Commission
on Agriculture; Asok Mitra, Secretary, Planning Commission and G. V.
R*wrishna, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Finance; Leonard Joy, UNDP -
Indian Council of Agricultural Research, New Delhi; S. C. Chandhri,
the National Sample Survey, New Delhi; Abe Weiblatt, the Agricultural
Development Council, New Delhi; Wolfe Ladejinsky, the IRD; Sugata
DasGupta, the Gandhian Research Institute, Benares; Profs. Kahlon and
Johl, the Punjab Agricultural University; C. Muthiah, Agro-economic
Research Centre, Madras. I also attended the Annual Meeting of the
Indian Society of Agricultural Economics in Benares, where problems
of credit, dryland farming and price policy were discussed.

3. In addition to these discussions regarding survey of research,
I visited the Rice Processing Centre at the Indian Institute of
Technology in Kharagpur to set up a study on Economics and Management
of the modern rice mills and held discusseons regarding modernization
of the rice milling industry with Prof. A. C. Pandya., IT, Kharagpur;
Mr. V. S. Aggarwal, President, the Zat India Rice Millers' Association;
and Mr. Chahal, Joint Secretary, Department of Food, Ministry of Food
and Agriculture. A separate report on my discussions and views on
the 00I's very preliminary proposal on modernization of the rice
milling industry is also attached.
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4. The esisting and 2n9oung research

The research areas in which I conducted a survey may be broadly
divided into two areas:

a. Research on agro-industries and marketing including input and
output marketing.

b. An integrated approach to rural developoent (please refer to my
earlier statemsit for details).

Fragmentary studies cc specific agro-industries are being conducted in
same institutions. Of these, the IIM's work on post harvest rice
processing is of significance. However, even this work consists of
descriptive case studies. It fails to examine the economic feasibility
of modernization and the choice of technology in rice processing, the
two most important questions in the field of modernization. There also
are the IIM studies of pesticide and fertilizer marketing. The NOMR
may do some feasibility studies of fruit canning, etc., in connection
with the Bank's ihar market project. Even such studies are few in
Uners.

5. The most significant lacuna in the existing work has been an
overall perspective and a policy context in which problems of small
industry must be vioued so as to provide a strategy for fostering
their growth. This point was stressed by several indivuals including
J.S. Sarma, V. S. Patwardhan, A. M. Khueso, Hanusentha Rao, M. L. Dantwala,
A. C. Pandya, Asok Mitra and Leonard Joy. For example, no work has
been done on onsumution patterns by various income groups in the Rural
sector. This should provide a prime indication of the desirability
and potential for growth of various types of small industry. Nor does
one know much about choice of technology and economic feasibility,
including location and size to determine which of these industries
could be sot up in the small sector, or what direct and indirect
potential do these industries hold for amplymant generation. SulI
industry provides an extremely effective way of channelin the resources
of the rural-rich. In viw of the recent discussion on land ceiling,
considerable interest is being shown by the large landowners in Gujarat
in exploring investment possibilities in agro-industry. This is an
opportune time to do studies on form of econao organization,
marketing and technological questions. J. S. Sam cited an extremely
relevant example of the dairy industry, which is often talked about
as having a great potential for growth. Little useful economic
analysis has been available on this very important industry with the
exameption of studies by DePenteves and Nightingale both in early
sixties, under John Mellor. One could go on ad inftnitm with problane
that need to be researched for formulation oft- -w-irkab policy for
fostering growth of agro-industry.
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6. This lack of a problem solving policy oriented approach is also
evident in research on integrated rural develo nt. The work on
growth centres just started through the Ministry of Agriculture in
the only excqption. In this case an effort is being made to identify
possibilities for developing interdependent comwnnities through grxth
of market towns. Ho ever, the arphasis has so far been sociological
and g ographic rather than eonomic, and on consumption rather than on
production. The work an growth centres may, however, provide a useful
basis for examining the eacoomics of infrastructure in the context of
accelerated economic activity in the rural sector. Similar deficiencies
of problem solving nature are evident in research on mployment oriented
schemes such as crash public woik program and various other program
for small and marginal farmers. Little research has been done to
examina if these schemes would be productive and to ehaaine how beast
to make these schamas productive given the institutional constraints
within which thq mist operate. The existing ivoressionistic evidence
only show that in some states more of the allocated resources have
been spent than in others and that in some states organisation of the
sahmsn is better than in others.

7. Research Permainelt The factors discaussed above result frm an
Imbalance in the diavail~ity of research personnel in India. There
are large mmers of ocnonics graduates who can be used for cellec-
tion of useful data. There are few extremely copetent eanomists,
most of whom are mch in demand for policy work. There are, therefore,
vei7 fe who possess the broad penspeative and an analytical ability
but who are also available for doing useful research. Several pessns
indicated that this is where the Bank research may mke a useful
contribution in training persoonel and in providing esisting persoenel
with an opportunity to do problem-oriented research.

8. Outlook towards the Bank s role in the ResearOCh The leading
research workers and research adminitrators tha-t~Itamked to seemed
to feel that there is a great need for additional research mnd that
the needs of the Indian policy makrs are highly ccql.itary to
those of the Bank. They indicated the problems in adinistering
short-term Bank research for uhich tswporary staff may have to be
hired in research institutions. Thby, however, indicated that projects
that the Bank may undertake on a somewhat long-term basis (i.e. one
to two years) may indeed make a useful contribution in developing
research staff in India.

9. It is thus evident that if the Bank were to get into spolosent-
Orizt~ed Projects in the agricultural seator, hiAch yield an acceptable
return, there is a great need for further research. This research
would provide very useful iqput into foralation of better projects
in the future. The problems in doing research in India are twofold,
bureauratic and organisational.
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10. The Indian bureaucracy by and large seemed reticent about the
Bank conducting agrioultural research in India, that is not very
directly related to preparation of projects or to evaluation of the
Bank financed projects. It needs to be pointed out to the persons
concerned that any research that the Bank does in India would help
it to forualate better projects in rural development, not only in
India but elsewhere in the world. For this, it is essential that
the research undertaken by the Bank in India not be confindd only
to the Bank experiences. These are limited, whereas there is a very
rich non-bank experience in rural development in India.

11. The organisational problem involves use of the existing massive
manpower with proper supervision so as to guide the research into a
right direction. Varioms persons and institutions in Idtgwwould
provide a useful role in this task. The Bank staff must, however,
provide an input to assure that the research, in fact, fits the needs
of the Bank.

12. If both these problems are to be surmounted, it may be highly
desirable to obtain clearance from the 00I for broad fields of
research rather than having to obtain clearance for each research
project undertaken irrespective of its sise. This will greatly reduce
the delays resulting from the bureaucratic red tape in starting
research in India. It may also permit a much broader choice of
perss and institutdons.

MLele/ska
(typed and distributed in Mrs. Lele's absence)

cc: Mes. Henderson, Stevenson, Reutlinger, Hendry, Duane, Mellor
Votow, Kraske, Reynolds, Cunningham, Baneth, Naylor,
Ladejinsky.
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April 13, 1972

Mr. A. Karasz
International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development
66 Avenue d 'I6na
Pari3 16e
France

Dear Arthur:

I am planning to go to raris on Monday, May 15, and
Tuesday, May 16, to attend a scminar organized by DAC
(I think) on rural development. I'will be 4ith Mr. Evans.
I heard about the seiainar from Mr. Yudelmann, whom you
know will be joining the Bank to work on rural development
next summer.

The purpose of this letter is

1) to inform you about my visit to Paris as
I may, if you think it is necessary, pay
a visit to FAG; and

2) to ask you to check with Mr. Yudelmann
whether this seminar is on, and to send
me in advance a detailed schedule so that
I can combine other activities.

One of these other activities would be to spend an evening
with a religious group to fulfill a promise made a long time ago
to my cousin, Father Paul Chadenet, to whom I am sending a copy
of this letter. I will suggest that he contacts you to choose
the most convenient time.

I am also planning to pay a short visit to FAO immediately
after or immediately before the DAC seminar.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

B. Chadenet

B. Chajenet
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INTERNATIONAL FINA14 1

SRE.,ONbIo WCORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Andrew Urquhart DATE: April 7, 1972

FROM: Gregory B. Vot/a\

SUBJECT: March 22 Meeting of Directors - (Your memo of March 24)

I have a question about the paragraph on the Rural

Development Unit. Your last sentence in that paragraph describes

the functions of the "Unit". These functions sound to me more like

ones which are appropriate to the "Committee of Representatives" than

the Unit itself. Is this a mis-print? I would hope that the Unit would

be able to do more than review, coordinate and develop approaches - e.g.,

help prepare and ultimately appraise projects.

cc: Messrs. Cope, Chadenet

GBVotaw:jw

VVL

v~L( L

Pvi Lfv L-u j I



11r. Joba H. Durrows Apri T. 1972-

Roger A. Hornstein

Plenion to Pnrla and Nairobi - Terms of Reference

On or aboit Apr:Ll 18, 1972 you will arrive in Paris to attend the
Ccomautative Group for Eaut Africa's mmeting on K,-ya. ftr the neot-
ing you will proceed to RAvIrobi tc ;*cn the IL/ u Erlv~ety~aiti
for ebout two woeks. hile in -ra ou winl Join Yr. Lulne-n
Ilre. Lele for part of their dcuen on rurnl (vlpa iisas
appropriate, with the mfpoaad tzailly planning reconnait,, -, ruission aid
the DFC miasicas and met uith kb. L ottelieror discussions ulth the
East African Statlstical Okfice in 41"robi.

You shox-ld also accaat yourcnlf with proigres, made in preparkng
projacts scbodulaed for FY74 And z7 nd discuzz uith relevant Govmrnment
officials arA V-3 FdA ese of tf* u~r-18 of lending proposed for the later
years of the l'ning progem inldg agricultural prmeasing# irrigation,
fisherits and & Iall-mcals business.

You should return to office on 1-1,y 15, 1972 and prepare such reports
on your fidnsand diawussimnm as are appropriate.

aRBurowaspb

cc: Mr. Collier

t( .~



Letter No. 167 April 7, 1972

Mr. W. Brakel
Chief
Permanent Mission in Eastern Africa
P.O. Box 30577
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Bill,

I am writing to ask whether you think it would be possible
for Andrew Mercer to visit Paris and Rome in mid-Hay to participate
in two rather important seminars on rural developuient. The first
is being organised by the OECD Development Center, and will take
place 6ver the whole of Monday May 15 and the morning of Tuesday
May 16. The organizer is Monty Yudeluan who is Vice President of
the Development Center, and the seminar will in several ways be
particularly relevant to concerns of the Bank. You way soon see
an announcement that Yudelman, after he leaves OECD in August this
year, will be joining the Bank to head up a Rural Development Unit
in Agriculture Projects Department. He is inviting a number of
people from India, Venezuela, Israel, Kenya and tmaxico. He also
hopes to have representatives from Ford and Rockefeller Foundations,
Inter-American Development Bank, FAQ and IBRD, plus representatives
from the United States, France, the United Kingdom and a few other
countries. Bernard Chadenet, Bill Wapenhans and I will be attending,
and perhaps one or two more. The intention is to have not more than
about 30 people attending. We have not yet got a detailed Agenda,
but rural development will be the theme.

Then, starting on Wednesday May 17 and continuing through
Friday May 19, there will be a meeting at the Rockefeller Conference
Center, which is at the Villa Serbelloni, Bellagio, near Milan, which
John Pino of the Rockefeller Foundation is organizing. The Bellagio
meeting will be discussing rural development at one of its sessions,
for probably half a day, and I think it likely that this may be on
Wednesday May 17. Some of the people who will have attended the
Paris seminar will be going on to Bellagio, and the number at
Bellagio will also not exceed 25 to 30.
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The sponsors of both of these meetings are particularly keen
to have representation from men who have good practiaal experience
of rural development and working with small farmers. Rockefeller
are arranging to have an experienced man from Mexico, who has been
running rural development projects there, to attend the Bellagio
meeting.

We would be particularly pleased if Andrew Mercer could be
available to attend both meetings. It would mean his having to
arrive in Paris not later than Sunday May 14, then going on to
Bellagio and leaving not later then May 18 or 19. We remember
the excellent contribution which Andrew made at the Reading Conference
a few years ago. I believe that the same kind of presentation which
he made for Reading, suitably updated to reflect his latest experience,
might be appropriate. I would write to him further about this if you
are able to indicate that he could attend.

In the event that Andrew is unable to undertake this assignment,
we should be most grateful if you could explore whether Victor Burke
could do so. We believe that either could make a very significant
contribution to these meetings.

In case you wish to write to Mercer or Burke, I enclose an
additional copy of this letter.

Kindest regards,

Yours sincerely,

K]
L.J.C. Evans

Director
Agriculture Projects Department

LJCEvans :lkt



April 7, 1972

Mr. M. Yudelman
Vice President
Developrent Center
OECD
Paris, France

Dear Monty,

Many thanks for your letter dated March 29. I am very pleased
to know that you have moved ahead with the organizing of the proposed
seminar on rural development. We shall look forward to hearing
further from you. Meanwhile I have written to the Head of the
Permanent Mission in Eastern Africa asking him to arranoe for the
attendance at the seninar of Andrew Mercer, who is Project Manager
of the Lilongwe Project in alawi. tercer is very experienced in
rural development and in working with siall farmers, and he made
a worthwhile contribution to the Reading Conference a few years ago.
If he should be unavailabln, I have asked for arrangements to be made
for Victor Burke, who is Manager of another interesting project in
Ethiopia, to attend.

I think from here Bernard Chadenet, Bill Wapenhans and I will
attend, and we might like to have one more slot if space permiLs.
On present plans Steve Eccles may be able to join us as soon as he
is back from a mission to India.

I am leaving tomorrow for Rome and shall be there until April 15,
when I go to London. I leave London on April 18 and after giving a
seminar at Cornell shall return here on April 20. If we have any
further ideas about likely participants for the seminar we will let
you know during the next couple of weeks.

Under separate cover we are sending you a copy of the current
draft of our Sector Program Paper. It is being slightly revised
following discussion with Mr. McNamara this week, and will be reviewed
by our Executive Directors at the end of May.

It was a pleasure to see you here recently, and I look forward to
seeing you again soon.

Kind regards,

Yours sintcerely,

cc: Mr. S. Eccles
L.J.C; Evans

Director
LJCEvans tlkt aon.- ,a-,n..,e.



Headquarters-

Washingten, D.C., U.S.A.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEV LOPMENT

RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE IN INDI

53 Lodi Estate, New Delhi 3
Telephone 617241 Cable Address - INTBAFRAD NEW DELHI - oial Addresi- P.O. Box 416

Letter No.127 April 3, 1972

Mr. Jochen Kraske
South Asia Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Jochen:

Do you think you could find some way of improving the flow of information
between the Indian Division and this office as regards the arrival of missions.
It quite often happens that the first we hear of the arrival of a mission is
when we are phoned up by Economic Affairs or one of the Ministries asking for
further particulars about when someone is arriving and we are made to look very
stupid when we have to say that we know nothing about it. A typical example of
this was the arrival of the Madhya Pradesh mission. The first I heard of this
was when Rajagopalan rang up and I had to ask him if he could pass on to me
particulars of the mission. In fact their plans had been communicated to Shroff
in a memo but nobody had thought of sending it to us and it was not until after
the mission had arrived, more than two weeks after the memo itself had been
written, that we received the memo.

The situation is considerably wouse in respect of FAO/IBRD C.P. missions.
A recent two man mission to the Pamba project in Kerala was in fact on its
way out of India before I happened to discover that they were here at all and
a previous visitor to Jayakwadi I only heard about coincidentally because a
friend in the FAO group in Rome wrote and asked if we could help him with some
secretarial assistance. I talked to J.P. Bhattacharjee when he came through
here recently and he said he would see what he could do to improve things at
his end and handed over to me a copy of their mission timetable. This is
already sent to Agriculture Projects in Washington on a regular basis and it
would seem fairly simple for them to try and keep us informed of pending FAO/
IBRD missions to India through you as a matter of routine.

When I was talking with J.P. Bhattacharjee about various project ideas
in which they were interested, he suggested that there were a number of
possibilities in the State of Jammu & Kashmir which were worth looking at. I
said that as far as I knew, we were not in a position to undertake any lending
operations to Jammu & Kashmir because of its present indeterminate international
status. Would you please confirm that this is correct since if we cannot lend
there, I will steer their energies in alternative directions, and we need waste
no further time in thinking about projects in that particular State.

Now to turn to an entirely different subject. I have just received
your letter no.115 attaching for my information and comuents a paper on economic
research in the agricultural sector. Paul Duane had in fact sent me this paper
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but I had refrained from conmenting since he was due to arrive here shortly.
Since you ask for comients I would like to give you one or two points that
occur to me,

The first point is one which I have made before on a number of
occasions, which is that before we go any further (and I would have liked to
have done this long before we had gone as far as to send Duane and Mrs. Lele
out here) we should discuss our proposals with the Indian government. I
realise that Duane's visit here is partly for this purpose but the proposals
which he is intending to examine seem to have gone a fairly long way already
without consultation. I am sure there are a number of areas where what the
Bank thinks ought to be studied and what the Indian government would like to
have studied coincides. What is included in this memo may or may not represent
this area of agreement. It would be very fortunate if it did. There may well
be however a number of areas where the government would be glad of help and
which are not covered in this memo or vice versa. I realise that we are still
at an early stage in setting up this program but I would like to see a dialogue
started immediately before we get too far down into Duane's proposed irrigation
studies or Mrs. Lele's studies on integrated rural development.

The thing which intrigues me most in the whole document is how
curiously blurred are the edges between the economic studies which are proposed
and the studies which are basically project oriented. For instance item 2 on
irrigation, while it may be partly economic, has a very large technical element
which also would require to be researched in detail in order to make the whole
study operationally successful. Similarly for item 4 on the potential for
projects involving livestock etc this strikes me as almost entirely project
oriented and having very little economic orientation per se. Therefore when
coamenting on the document it is difficult to know whether to raise again the
various subjects which I have suggested at least twice in the last six months
should have been included in this list, e.g. dry land farming or obstacles to
cash crop development, such as cotton marketing. It strikes me that we might
be much better engaged in trying to assist in research into dry land farming
than into research into some of the more esoteric aspects of irrigation
development such as are outlined in item 2.

As regards the mechanisation study and its extensions which are
outlined in the document, I feel that events have overtaken us. I would be
extremely surprised if the Bank ever has another mechanisation project in India
and therefore I feel that studies of the impact of mechanisation in India have
now ceased to have much relevance to our future operations here. (I could be
wrong to the extent that we may finance locally produced tractors.) I realise
that we are hoping to gain information which may be usable in other countries,
but I do not think we should delude ourselves that it has any relevance to our
Indian operations any more.

One final point, on Mrs. Lele's studies of rice marketing. I have now
seen a first draft of the government's rice milling project and while I think
a considerable amount of work particularly economic work, needs to be done to
bring this to a stage when we can appraise it, I do not think this will take
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a very long time. Therefore anything which Mrs. Lele attempts to do needs to

be done quickly. Indeed I think her studies will be an essential preliminary
to appraisal and can form part of the additional studies that are needed.

That covers all the points I wanted to make to you at present. I

hope we shall be hearing from you very shortly about the proposed summit

meeting to discuss the agricultural sector paper with the government.

Yours sincerely,

P. E. Naylor

Copies to: Messrs Wapenhans

Duane

Mrs. Lele
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Africa Rural Development Study File March 30, 1972

Robert Shaw

Meting with Francis Bour - SATE

1. On Wednesday, March 29, Reutlinger, Donaldson, Shaw, Longhurst
and Roe met with Francis Bour, Director of SATZ; Arthur Fern, SATZ's
U.S. repreentative; and Mary Laird, interpreter. The purpose of the
meeting was to discuss SATE's techniques and organisation of rural
development.

2. Earlier, in a meeting with Mr. Henderson, Bour had described
the overall operation of SATZ. It had started in 1956, funded by
FAC, and working principally in the French West Indies on small-scale
rural development projects, including agriculture, artisans and
fishermen. In 1960, SATZ; had been asked to broaden its activities
to include larger projects in Francophone Africa. There are now
numerous projects in Africa, two of the most successful being the
Zou project for cotton in Dahomsy and a rice project in Malagasy.

3. SATE's mode of operation involves essentially technical
assistance, the strengthening of institutions for supplies and
marketing, the identification and supply of appropriate agricultural
technology, the creation of a cadre of managers initially through the
use of expatriates, and the training of a large number of low-level
technicians to work directly with farmers (the technique of "vulgarisation").

4. Bour stated that the principal challenge for rural development
was to create a sense of enterprise among managers and farmers. The
colonial experience had concentrated on building an administrative
system, but this was not sufficient to cause progress in rural areas,
rather it was dedicated to preserving law and order and supplying
services. But progress in rural areas required entrepreneurship.

5. In the meeting with ARD, Bour expressed his interest in the
Africa Rural Development Study and his approval of the draft terms
of reference. He said that he would like to discuss the Zou project
in Dahomey to illustrate the terms of reference.

6. The Zou Province of Dahomey kas a population of 300,000. The
SATE; project was begun in 196/65 and is now extended to 25,000 farms
comprising roughly half the population. These farmers are organised
into 450 village groupings. Rainfall in the area is fairly regular
and adequate, amounting to at least 800 asm p.a. Soils are reasonably
good and land is not in short supply.
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7. The principal crops in the project area are cotton, peanuts,
maize and soQ rice. SATE has focussed most of its efforts on
smaflholder cotton production, each family owning from 1 to 5; acre
blocks of cotton. In 1965, less than 100 ha. of cotton was grown in
the province. In 1970, this had expanded to 14,000 ha. and in 1971
to 20,000 ha. Yields are still relatively low, averaging about
1 ton/ha. In 1971 they were lower because of problems with pesticide
supply. Spraying is performed in acme cases by the village grouping
(which Bour regarded as preferable), in other eases by the low-level
technicians employed by SATE.

8. Incremental per capita income over the six years of the project
is estimated it $100. In 1970, the gross value of sales of agricul-
tural produce was $2 million, with the cost of inputs being about
$400,000. The aim by 1980 is to raise sales from the project to
$4 million.

9. SATZ has had no opportunity to observe systematically the
secondary and terbiary effects of the project. However, farmers
were buying radios and bicycles, improving their housing and paying
$15 for simple farm implements (which unfortunately were still imported).

10. Initially, SATE was in charge of the entire project. It
later worked in conjunction with a local governmental organization.
In the last two years, a Dahomean government organization SUACO has
bee established to take overall responsibility for the project and
to extend it to other areas of the country. SATM rmains responsible
for management. There are 10 expatriates working for SATIE, and
these have trained ,50 local extension agents, generally local ymuths
who have coapleted primary school. These extension agents are respon-
sible for direct technical assistance to the village groupings and
to farmers, and also for monitoring the project. Each farmer anwaws
a detailed questionnaire on each phase of his activities. SATEC is
in the process of building simulation models and doing factor analysis
based on this msn of data.

11. Marketing is done through a French monopoly, C. F.D.T., which
buys, processes and sells the raw cotton. The Government wanted
SRA(X to take over the purchase of the cotton from the farmers. A
price for the cotton is negotiated between C.F.D.T. and $ATM and
SEACO who repreeent the farmers. The price last year was CFA 37/kg
or roughly $150/ton.

12. Unctional literacy is recognised by SATIC as one of the keys
to success in their projects. Literacy campaigns have bees mounted
and for the last year they have bee experimenting with the use of
simple and cheap audio-visual aids to teach farmers techniques and
about the operation of a cooperative.
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13. One of the reasons stated by Bour for the relative success
of the Zou project as compared to Senegal is that the Dahomeans are
more receptive to innovation than the Senegalese (less subject to
Islamic influence). However, Bour did not imply that cultural
differences are all-important: he maintained that some progress
could be made with any comuwity where natural conditions permitted.

14. Bour was ooncerned about the difficulties created over the
role of empatriates in technical assistance. In large capital projects,
the salaries and roles of expatriates are hidden in the contract.
In SAT-type projects, they are mde explicit, and this creates a
problem of presentation. There is also the question of the difference
in salaries between local staff and expatriates - this is inevitable
but can be uiniized if clear plans for local training and takeover
are implemented.

Rghaw/sks
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March 28, 1972

Mr. Felix J. Brucher
c/o United Nations Development Programme
P.O. Box 1555
Teheran, Iran.

Dear Felix:

It was good to hear from you and to learn of your future
availability for assignments with the Bank as a Consultant in the
field of rural development and agricultural education. I have
notified not only Mr. Ballantine but also Mr. Evans, Director of
our Agriculture Projects Department, of your availability. The latter
may be particularly appropriate, since the Bank is in the process of

establishing a new Rural Development Unit (RDU) within Mr. Evans'
department.

It is much more likely that you will hear from someone in one
of these two departments, or directly from the Bank's Personnel
Department, than from me, so far as any possible assignments are con-
cerned, but you can be sure that I will do what I can to see that your
name gets the attention it deserves.

Although I am not 100 percent clear from your letter, I gather
that you will be leaving your UNDP post in Iran permanently this
summer and that you will be in Switzerland thereafter. This would
mean that you are interested in possible consultant's assignments
not only during the coming summer but afterwards as well. If my
reading of your letter is wrong, please put me right.

With warmest regards to you and your family,

Sincerely yours,

George B. Baldwin
Deputy Director

Population Projects Department

GBB/is
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Mr. L onel J.C. Evans .March 23, 1972

Hans Fuchs

Rural Developmen t

Following the proposal you made during the March 22, 1972,
meeting on Rral Development, I would like to confirm that the Industrial
Projects Department would be interested in being represented on the
proposed Advisory Committee. The Department will be represented by
Mr. -ani El Darwish, Division Chief.

1r. El Darwish
00: Messrs. Kilmanoff, Moore, Finzi, Carmignani

UFinzi:mv
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Messrs. Ch.ok, do Vries, do la Renaudiare,
Stockhan, Dumting, Nissonbaum, Povey March 6, 1972

Andr& Maillard

=,TGRATED MMRL DEn@0ME

1. The attached pper was provided to me by a staff mumber of
the Agriculture Projects Departmint. It is one of the best I have
seen about the subject and I think it deserves your attention.

2. For Mr. de la Renaudiare, I would add that the paper appears
particularly relevant with respect to a project such as the Maradi
project in Niger, about which I will have more to write shortly.

Attach~mt

A a1Lrd Wx

Ref.: Rural Development
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AGRICULTURAL INSTITUTIONS FOR INTEGRATED RURAL DEVELOPMEINT

Interest in the intezrated institutions anproach to These services, and others accortling to circurn-

agricultural and rural development has mounted stances, coordinated and suiting the reeds of the mdi-

steadily over the past tvwo decades. This approach vidual community, must be considered as a mini-

maintains thaL before traditional, subsiStence agr i- mum for the promotion of rapid agtirulta] prog-

ctult're can be modernized a nuirt of extcrna ress. Moreover. it is essential that they function

'suppoi-tinge;&in s, seraces, facilities, condtions effectively at the local level - which calls for nmeh

and incentives muast b prescnt and accessible. Only decentralization of decision making apd, ; most

then will ;mall faIrners find it boTh pos-ible aid~ a~ countrics, also some strengthening of central sun-

tractive to adwot mdurn technolocy, or to change port.
tleir tradit onal custons and attitudes For this To attempt this simuitancously on a nationwide

reason xpfzndnttire on any one service, such as basis leneraiiy invoives an iri s i inaey, in

extension, or nrovision of credit, is ikely to bring staff and administrative e6fort ayond the reach of

less than expected returns unless, for example, mar- most developing cotntris. Proj cts to Ichiieve such

keting s'stems are also improved at the same time a coordinated and siutane ous irovement in ser-

and fertilizers and other esseonial suppiies for more vtCes have therefore been conlnm .o limited areas.

efficient production are broueht within easy reach These are expected to provide a basis of x ence

of the farmer. Conceptually, there exists for av and training that wouId constitute 'I soud 5 on11a

given agricuhural area a minimum complementary tion for effective apElication straia l.ly over wider

institutional framework which governments must help areas. They also provide an opportunity fore

to provide in cooperatio: with local peonle, coomera- oping new financing institutions that will enerate

tives and private business. These facill:ies and ser- from the. rural econonmv itseif nost o t money

vices mnht include, among others: needed to support extension of the intecgrated system

(a) an agency or agencies to help farmers and ther on a nationwide basis s
families to become aware of and be trained i: - r i;o Confeene i 16 Tqoe aredstrois tecnpha''is novw pl-cc o eni
modern agrizulture and modern rural livin. i.e.. I IrL 'I C" ioIl.
Vgricultuiral extension and programmes for rural It criticizedJ thi cowimn; 'n'i of mm\ov-
women anid youth; ernments on system; which are slow and waselul

(b) an agency or acencies to provide rural lendinEr, in accelerating des elopment, an trts cd the ne-

savir,gs ard other banhing services, iirm s1-nlV cessity fo instit'tins 0 p. eiSic adapted to t"
serviccs, and primary storace, marketingand pro- requireraents of devloaing co-untl- s. The need ior

cessing services; much mote attenticn to this ar;a has been ermpfhaizd
at rgna conre.nccs also. and mnrydlets

(c) an Le neicv or a1:nc-ies to pmvide for oranization
.have as!--d fo r a d : Iane isum o! dn da i i

of farmr self-he!p groups to gave "oice to he
f atr oundervmIe it, the methods that re being used. and

farmers andl as: Ist in thie mobnilizntion of tr
i'en:'eforpanieination in aic iural d1v1 \r-; the resuls obtained.

0In

as aaibnailtehdilh, water reulioni arid use, 01i -s*.we held 'n Rn" 'rn to ~I June. T -'
anS e e o d v to ,p a t p ee d n t - y e d eo i g c u re t a a e a r d

(r) wh'e lud iefnou m' is cent;l -land refYrm sor- 'i t .- i *lir i a nta''m... .pre .1 0' W''

. nc.' su:ch a. ]thtral sur'.evs. hnd iietratni w ;ere inivi:J to' 5.:' i'vo reres e . ~r-
tenarc !reien e nl 'enit *tnl 'upport, etc. iou'. ilm stiontl ;ad bni rte:ai .0'ei.ies . ]:p~ ~



technical assistance to the developing countries also Conceptual framework
participatec. Team leaders and national spokesmen
from projects where the principle of integrated insti.: The opzning FAO paper, " The conceptu-l frame-
tutional development is being tested were also present, work," was intended to establish clearjy the basic

including the FAO/siQA projects in Afghanistan and framework of the approach. It stressed that 0tere

Kenya, the sioA (cu) project in Ethiopia, the have been many programmes to increase the output
Intensive Agricultural District programre, India, of special crops such as coffee or bananas, or to

Comilla in Pakistan, the Lachish region, Israel, ielp a special class of prod acers, but in nany c )Ljf-

the Fucino and Maremma development zones in tries the__eneral ricultural producer, nd spe
Italy, and the itRD Lilongwe project in alawi. cially the small farmer, has received very little ass Is-

Authors of significant publications on this subject, t 71c.

and consultants with special experience, were also The emphasis in polic _formulation and pla ning
present., is now shifting in favour of support to the genecal

The purpose of the symposium was to provide a body of farmers who have traditionally produced

forum for an exchange of views and experience on mainly for domestic consumption. lowever, few

the essential elements in a strategy for implementing countries have the resources to do this all at orce

zonal integrated development projects, on the prob- all over the country. To obtain guidance as to the

lems that have been encountered, and on the means most effective combination of effort, many ar' put-

of solving them. ting together and testing a model iatearatcd aenc

The symposium also set out to attempt an appraisal tural support systemi in a sele.ci-d small project area.

of requirements in terms of resources, skills and or- Here it is hoped that it can be developed iant an

ganizational inputs for successful implementation. economoic and effective systci and then usen for

This was intended to give guidance to governments train ing staff, and as a springboard for estabhLshaing

and aid-giving agencies on the policies a1d program- similar project areas across the country. In this

mes required for the achievement of the objectives way techniques and trained staff can be built up

of the- integrated approaca. to prove i.tegruted setkes iltougliout a coi:utrv

In addition to economic development based on a-ri- within a forestcable perjod of time,

culture, the symposium also considered the human Integrated agricultumal development includes those

and social aspects of rural living. Tiis is in line elements of integrated rural development which are

vith the goal of mobilizing human resources for associated with farm production, p-oductivity and

development and with improving the human envi- income, as well as other elements which directly

ronment. Attention to means of ensuring greater support these, or othenvise enhance the welhare ot

participation of farmers, their wives and youth in farm people. In most developintt countries, aI -

all phases of development, and in the decision mak- cultural development is the predominant element

ing related to it, was a major recommendation of of rural development, in that it usually pro. ides

the Second World Food Congress held at The Hague the main economic and population bases. This is

in 1970. why agricultural and related economic institutions

The procedure followed was for FAO to present are so important in the whole rural development

papers introducing each agenda item. These were process.

followed by statements from a few leading partici- The FAO introduction stressed the importauce of

pants and then by general discussion. Working timely and coordinated provision of agricultural ser-

groups were appointed to carry these discussions vices. For a progressive agriculture, the off-the-farm

further and formulate conclusions. It may be of elements which support those on the farm, such Os

interest to review these conclusions in the light of availability of credit, production supplies, techaical

the presentations to wNhich they may be. seen as a information and services, and marketing and process-

response. ing facilities and services are cqually vital. A major
task is to ensure that these elements of producuon

are all present in the right quantities and qualitis
to match the demands ot the weather-season time-

1Inc!udi A.H. UBtndux. Head. Dcr'artmecnt of Ararian Law
of Nc~-W";ern Couriu. An:ui:ur ni Umcermty. \\acenn,cn table. In practice, this sequence can ramely be mai:I-
the NVt nd;: Chr-u'z Ci 1:'A-x AOC SOccI LAb'r.Woy

L im I: tuu of -:-r,: 4i' a .:,:r1;- J>rw rK tained in a developim country without a *.em ma
j. I c I 'ii 0er of f rt 1, th L I,- aa t at &. -,

h1".er it iL :h 'vLuU'io re :

A, ot vr o~"w 1 ' I' or it cooper, ie' i.hatL:lv~siatC5
* . c* e- : *' : n si . A .m irril i in It is usually necessary to tic he p ovibion of prooue-

en ~ -cu d \e v Y'k. ':-- Or 01 itr : ;j'''r r.a1 1101 credit to that of farm suppliS such a ierilLzd5.
I, S , mi- .1! : ., that a farmer %\til have the monev bE-

ti In . 'I. 0m ' kn I II mrL~ buy the fertillXers and that when 1e ha; the money

tic'' r



in hand, he will, in fact, buy fertilizer. Likewise, without proof of their viability in the field. The

it.is. usually necessary to associate-credit, marketing need. was therefore evident for carefully planned

and storage togeither, in order to ensure repayment pilot projects. There was general consenius that

of production credit and to enable farmers to wait such pilot projects should have clearly defined

for seasonally higher prices. objectives, a manageable area of operation, and

The paper then elaborated on the minimum com- shouLd aim at serving all the people in the project

plementary institutional framework, set out in the area.

opening paragraph of this paper. It stressed that The symposium stressed the importance of polit-

there must be an organizational and administrative ical commitmnnt at the highest level to programmes

structure which unites all the elements in such a of agrarian reconstruction, so as to enable Ill rural

way as to make certain timely and coordinated people to share the sacrinces and benefits of develop-

availability at the farm level. To the extent that ment. Integrated area projects provide an oppor-
all of these -institutions are administered under one tunity to try out ncw agricultural techniques for

ministry or authority, the task is greatly facilitated. increased prodUction and a better life, particularly

Even if administrative responsibility for the various for smaller farmcrs and labourers, and in backwxard

essential institutions is dispersed, an effective inech- and neglected areas. While the initial drive of any

anism for their coordination must be devised. At interated rural development programme will in most

the rural community administrative level, the mini- cases be directed toward agricultural produ:tivity, it

mum complementary institutional framework can best must also embrace the social, economic and human

be accommodated at an agricultural development aspects of life.

centre where all the governmental, quasi- overn-

mental, or farmer self-help organizations or agencies

working directly with farm people have their head-

quarters. Such a centre would normally be situated Coverage of institutions and services

in a rural market town within easy reach of the farm

people to be served. The introduction to zenda item 2, " Coverage of

This approach of establishing all elcments of the institutions and services needd to achieve an im-

total system in one small iarea and replicating this pact," was a rnorc 'uroversial paper based t upon

in othei areas umiLI I ee. 111C CUUIULy i co'tred a manuscript by S. I-rraclouih. The vix was

is in cear contrast to that of systeinatically building expressed that integra'ed d&velopment apro. cies

toward the complete system by establishing o ne part based on_ liited proj-ct areas may achieve their

at a time on a countryvide basis Its proponents objectives fully but sty fail to promote a country-

itend t hat it could save a great deal of money. wide improvement in iz conditions of most of the

By the time the system is perfected and is ready rural population. His tlhesis was that area projects

to be replicated in other areas, personnel can be have no possibility of 1ccomplishing this unless the

trained in the pilot area to administer the expanded dominant policies of thf country are favourable. In

programme. This was the method used in the Co- the face of long-estab*ished interests, this may only

milla project in East Pakistan. Comilla is the only come about through a nadical change in government,

example to date of the detailed planned working and the effect in the corntryside would only be signif-

of this sequence. After ten years of trial and devel- - icant if associated with rnsiderable structural chanee.

opment its approach has been endorsed for exten- Direct managcment of advisory services, credit and

sion to cover the whole of East Pakistan. The marketing institutions, etc., by organizations of

Taiwan system is another much quoted example for the small peasantry would be necessary to ensure

other countries to follow. that these services vere being operated in their

This presentation of the concept was endorsed interest.

by the symposium, subject to the observation that The working group concluded that there are no

the problems and state of preparedness for integrated standard answers to tle problems of rural develop-

agricultural and rural development differ from coun- mint strategy. Specifc answers must be found to

try to country. No standard solution was, therefore, meet the requirements ;d situations in each country.

possible. The various measures to be taken and the InteErated rural deveabpiment can be achieved in

mechanism employed in inplemncnting them would some countries by a gradual evolutionary process

differ from situation to sitwation. based on existing instiiotions and, in other countries,

It was recoenized that most developin:: countries more radical and reveutionar.y ehances may be re-

did not have the reoquired materia I. and the insti tu- gui red before inte ra>d ruraI dexopmem can be

tional and trained persolnel to start countrywide e i ively implementa:. It then went oii to stress

programmes on their own all at once. Similarly, the critical imporiana: of training in managemet

international oreanizations and donor countries could skills for the eifectiveecss of any programme, xha-

not be persuaded to support countrywide scnemes ever its policy.goals.



Selection of a project area that the government, the credit ajtencics and tech-

nical assistance, if any, are in a position to provide.

The introductory paper for item 3, Considera- The size of a problem-oriented pi dject may be

tions in the selection of an area in which to initiate determined by the problem itself, whether it is tech-

a demonstration project," in the light of economic nical, economic or social.

and social needs, chances of success and the provi-

sion of guidance on the scope for replication else-

where, attempted a bl-nd of economic, rural admain- Administrative systems for integrated agricultural

istration and sociological expertise. It achieved the developmeinit

goal of attracting contributions on the basis of proj-
ect experience toward the refinement of project area The purpose of the introductory paper was to

selection considerations, Clearly the area to be se- discuss the type of organizational structure and mana-

lected should be representative or typical of the re- gerial arrangements which would be required to

gion where new agricultural technology is to be achieve integrated agricultural development at the

introduced in a coordinated manner or where a set farm level, i.e., at a level which is close enough to

of problems is to be tackled. the farmer to warrant him effective service. It sug-

The following criteria, it would appear, provided Sested, a-priori, that any organizational structure

a convenient measure for initially judging if the provided must be linked with e.cil administrative

area is representative and if it provides the potential system at all levels, so as to ensure that agricultural

for effective integrated operations: development 'would be closely linked to the overa-i

effort for rural development, taking into account

(a) natural and geographical conditions; ter. important sectors such~i -heal-h, education,

(b) common infrastructure, services and facilities that commimications, etc.- The importance of providing

might stimulate agricultural development; support at the national level through good coordi-
nating links at the top, and well-defined and wcl-

(c) administrative unit and institutions that would established vertical links between the national and

make management easier; project levels, was also emphasized. The sympo-

(d) the people, their condition and interest and atti- sium's discussion reflZciCd a consensus 'n favour of

tude toward a cohesike and intensive develop- flexibility, but this could be interpreted as relut-

ment programme; tance to grapple with the specific problem of achiev-

(e) convenient location for demonstration purposes ing al; effective management system in practice.

e ithin thle region represented. Inadequate reflection of public administration inmer-

ests at the symposium may have been responsibe

It also became clear that, while some of the project for this. -

leaders present were satisfied with the area selected FAO took the position that there was a certain

in their case, some were not - which added point minimum set _ of complementary services which must

to these conclusions. be available on a coordinated basis - conflirmed

The consensus of opinion on the size of the area by the symposium as advisory and technical services

was that it should be manageable; this would depend for which adaptive research is a vital component,

on such factors as (a) the number of participants or commercial services (supply credit, markeing); es-

beneficiaries who can be effectively covered by an sential physical infrastructure; and, at the appro-

extension officer; (b) the distance of the village or priate tine, assistance to tarmer organization and

settlement groups from the operational base of the trainin There may be instances where certain so-

project; (c) distance from the market centre by foot cial needs are critical for the success of a project

or by cart; (d) size of the area covered by such in- and must be included in the minimun u ackage.

frastructures as commands of irrigation projects and They might Ie provid d by governiment, senroo' em-

land reclamation and soil conservation, afforestation, merit. coopcrr-'ve or private organizations, or con-

etc; (e) density of population and number of hold- tributions _by allfour. Espzcially biighlmitea "'as

ings. the need, in circumstances of intensive agricultural

The view was expressed that a project involving a development_ programinis, to create in oreaizatLon-

rural integration component may be able to handle alstructure sui ciently close to the frmlm cell-

from 50 000 to 100 000 people, or 10 000 to 20 000 munity, so that it could reach and be reached by,

hona1 I s, or .n :rs 4J a!'cut (>0 tO t :C schaie :l,1the1!N li'i iin the project 01M. This was

einm es de rnamn s'on Iccal fEctcrs. 1e ,ize concept' It, d by ' the local 11 i.clirii l develop-

couol i'el s1-; iler. u hen tle ratio i tween in- nmciit ce ' r " - on th'e ir'1'1n d. that in n'any cases

vestinemt and returns and overhead costs it personll intensi\e, inteqr'ted pogramnm,:s couil not be mount-

and services would require Carieful considet aion. 1le- ed and controlled from existing adnitrat'e cu-

size of tie area would alo depend on the resources tres. The paper plaed particular epha-Is on the
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need for strong coordination of government services, qualified and experienced officer in charge of agri-and on the leadership required, to ensure that all cultural development programmes.
other development agencies, semigoveinment, peo- The final section of the paper concentrated on thepe's associations and the private sector, can be need for vertical links between the local agriculturaldrawn together to contribute to its success. development centre and the national level, and theFew speakers went into the organizational ques- need for strong horizontal coordinating links attions raised by the FAO papzr. In particular, no the national level to bring together all tile acenciesview was expressed as to whether a local agricultural- concerned with agriciltural development. The verdevelopment centre which was not an extension tical linkage was stressed to ensure that the projectdownward of regular government services and yet would receive political, economic and administrativehad direct lines of communication to the national support. The case for horizontal coordination waslevel was a valid concept. The working group noted, made to obtain a concerted effort, avoidance ofhowever, the tendency for ministries and organiza- duplication of services, etc. The organizational ar-tions concerned with various aspects of agricultural rangements by which these vertical and horizontaldevelopment to proliferate. This increased the clif- linkages were to be achieved attracted little discus-ficulties of coordination. The group considered that sion and no answers were given to the two relevantservices to farmers forming part of a package should questions at the end of the paper: What kind ofbe coordinmated at an appropriate local level by a organizational structure is needed to ensure verticalsenior officer of the predominant agricultural agency, integration between the national level and the localwho should be given the necessary rank, status, level, and between the local level and neople's orga-uthority and staff. This coordinator should be nizations? How can coordination of governmentable to carry out his activities independent of the departmcnis and agencies at the national level bestlocal civil administration and should have direct be achieved?

access to higher authorities. However, close links The final concern of the wuai gioun was theshould be maintained with the local civil administra- dangerof prptuatg excessive bureaucratic control.tion. The group also recommended that civil ad- The group emphasized the primacy of farmers' in-ministrators should receive better training in social tiative and decisions as th ]ong-run dynarnic of de-and economic: development. velopment and the foundation for a sel- reliant andWhile the group did not feel that any single orga- vigorous farm community They endorsed the im-nizational struCtUre could be recommended for wide- portance of spontaeous, if assisted, farmers' orga-spread adoption, it recognized fully the need for nizations. Clearly, in the earliest stages of develop-a unified approach to the farmer, whether achieved men!, when the farmer is socially isolated from theby a coordination of government services, a public economic environment and has little knowledge,corporation, a major cooperative, or by the integra- resources or power, government assistance must betion of private commercial services with public or at a maximum. But this situation should changesemipublic authorities. The organogramns illustrating progressively, as farmers, individually or in organized'-sirable linkages between an agricultural develop- groups, are better able to handle the commercial.afnt centre and central and local governments were ind technical elements of their task and, simtlta-
criticized as being too complicated. However, those neously, become attractive customers to banks, stip-maintained on a workaday basis for the farmers pliers of requisites and purchasers of their produce,
associations in China (Taiwan) would appear to be whether private or public. In the long run, inte-much the same.-- The groun endorsed the needfor grated administration itself becomes less necessary,local centreswithi reasonable ccess, gixing a con- since the farmer himself chooses to inteerate hisprehensive service of help and advice to farmers, affairs between services and opportunities which thepossiblycombird -xx ith a trang and formation outside economy offers to him and which he atprogramrne. Spcial emphasis was placed on the last has the power and knowledge to grasp.ned to adapt modcin techniques of managem ent to
the needs of such systems, as opposed to the tradi-
tional administrative procedures of the ministries Popular participation for integrated rural developmentconcerned.

A number of spe::!;ers cmne down stro'gly gaiit This prilcipl7 was en d by nom her workin
xces ve cooi:ui on," and sir,,ssed the need tor group examining inde til the genertion ofleadership qualities il the coordinator. These fa- popular participation in programmes to establishvoured the view that the coordinator should be an agricuhural instit utions for integrated rural develop-ad miKtrator rat her than a technician. There was, ment. Wile governimnents developing countrieshowever, general support for pun ing a technicaly must activel initiate and pionmote integrated agri-

, T h r/ -n - rcultural development i1 the cmrly states, they smoul
- .1 I e ,.gradualy w.it hidraw from the scene as tile rural



institutions gain Htrength, and leadership is built up. Financial considerations in the establishment of a

A progressive lessening of bureaucracy should be coordinated institutional sysfemn

a built-in feature of any such plan.
Increased acricultural production was not an end Over the longer term, a coordinated system should

in itself; the principle of socialjustice involving a cost less to operate than a set of independeitly man-

majority of the rural population was eiually im- aged single-line activities covering the same ground.

portant. The uneven sharing of gains from inproved There shank] be substantal savings through reduc-
technology and the consequent widening of the gulf tion of credit risks, and on time spent by different

between the bigger landholders and the mass of officers in servicing individual farmers. However,

peasantry should be reduced by deliberately planned in practice, many of the existing line activities --

efforts. The overall econonic and social policy of extension, credit, marketing, input supply -- will

every government should, therefore, create conditions need both additional capital investment and current

where big and small farmers alike can participate in, expenditure on operations if they are to become ef-

and benefit from, agricultural development. To pro- fective elements in a system that will accelerate pro-

vide both possibilities and incentives for active vICfve duction significantly in a fairly short period of time.

metinf thie developmnt process, all sosi-steps New expendi*Lre on coordination machinery, tech-

shoulid b taken to budid up dynamic rur a sit u nical leadership and training will also bc incurred

tiomii includinc federations of farmers groups. main without the compensation of immediately visible sav-

tainin as far as possible important traditional values ings on single-line services. The result of all this

of the rural society. Coopratives and other farm- should be hi her incomes from aRiCulture in the

ers'g! anizations are not only expected to perform area served. A large part of this income nusthen

economic functions bu shouid also become a source be mobilizd thr-ough taxation and forced and vol-

of pcople s representativcs in oovernment and quasi- untary savincs. This is necessary to enet increased

government bodies such as marketing boards and outgomg costs and to provid.e resources for extension

planmnng authoritics, where they can act as a coun- oftJbsysicm over a wider area.

tervailin force to priviil-ged interests. Associationi in a trial id denonstration project, all these

cf varinn P it tionl ''i's at decision-ma king outlays will have to b financed by the government
levels would enhance people's sense of involv-men:, in the first instance. This stage will cost more than

and promote participation. similar subsequent project areas because of the large

At the same time, the symposium was prepared initial expenditures on training of staff and research.

to be realistic about the practical effectiveness in the The relevant measure of success in the first project

developing countries of cooperative and government area will not be how little it costs, but whether or not

services with their problems of influence and corrup- it can achieve the goal of mobilizing new capital that

tion. Carefully selected economic incentives could must be reached before a nationwide system can be

have a profound influence upon people's responses built on it. This depends on how well the mechanisms

to any programme of agricultural development. Fa- for attracting savings and investments in the project

vourable pricing, taxation policies and rewards to area are developed, for it is only through such sav-

staff (both governmental and nongovernmental) in ings that a country dependent mainly on actricunlure

recognition of efficient work, were essential. Social will be in a position to expand such a systen.

incentives in the guise of public recognition were The working group accepted this basic financial

also effective. framework. It assumed that, in initiating integrated

Mobilization of public opinion behind rural de- projects, a beginning would be made with activities

velopment programmes was of paramount importance. re'.ulting-in an increase in production and in farmers'

Among various means that could be employed, de- incomes. Development of a social iifra;tructure

pending upon the dynamics of the situation in each would come later, with the farmers required to con-

country, would be: tribute toward its cost.
In the initial stages of development, and where it

(a) small groups of people involved in and benefiting is to their own advantage nexause of specific condi-

from specific production-oriented activity/pro- tions, farmers would receive credit in kind as com-

gramme such as tubewells; modities and services. In addition to poduction re-

(b) voluntary peoples' orgnizations acting as anima- quirermnts, there would also be some d1mmnd for

tors or catalytic agints consump e ce lit. Airu ire is r T''h
uncertainty tha ithout scch a's-siince mrs mmy

(c) fi..d demonstration of new technoloay supported n credit
by farni broadcasts with provision foi feedback - i n s wiou-i
and a two-way channel ofcmmnatn-e m da a seofhirpdc.(b) dmrgeid indatcl a t, as of tdru hi'r produce.

ndult educaton 0 i i- ih s--ile - Ila ndo -1 i l
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the farmers. However, arrangements were needed to recognized that external assistance will generally be

cm &- that increases in income would not be spent on small relative to the domestic input, and the main

private consumption only; part would be channelled focus must be on developing a system that will be-

into investment. Savings can be realized throuch mar- come self-supportig.

keting, supply and credit channels by additions or The symposium stressed the need for capital as-

reductions in prices, or by a special development sistance for the creation of loan funds for medium -

levy, and through rates charged for the use of irri- and long-term credit, and in special cases for cover-

gation water, etc. The Comilla project added a ing the foreign exchange component of short-term

6 percent service charge to all institutional credit, credit. Such capital assistance should be given on

bringing up the effective rate from 9 to 15 percent. soft terms and should be channelled to specialized

Farmers should be- requested to participate to an lending institutions for agriculture.

increasing degree in self-financing of inputs as and It was also pointed out that experience had shown

-when incomes improve. As regards long-term in- that lack of coordination between donor countries

vestments in fixed assets, farmers would contribute and United Nations agencies on the one hand, and

either in advance or in the form of agreed reduc- these agencies ard the recipient country on the other,

tions in their sales revenues. In addition to coin- could create serlotis coordination problems for the

pulsory forms of saving, ways of inducing small recipients, since various donor countries and organi-

farmers to make voluntary savings through savings zations attached different conditions to assistance.

banks and similar financial institutions should be ex- Since the goal. of such assistance is to support pro-

plored. grammes for better coordination on the recipient's

A valuable new point made was that, at the national behalf, donors should feel cncouiaged to make ef-

jevel, there should be a commitment to convert forts for better coordination among themselves.

I he usual sectoal and budget-oriented method of

ec6noEric planning into an area-oriented approach.-
isi-old make national planning far more re- Project organization and management

sponsive to the demands of coordination and other

implementation problems. At the stage of nation- iHow does organizing and managing such projects

.wide replication of a successful model project, it differ from oth. -rs that calls for special attention?

would be technically difi-cult to allocate resources The diffrence I s in the deoire of oreanizational

properly if the units for fixing priorities continued to complexity rawher than in substantial issues. Inte-

be the compartmentalized schemes submitted to the gra'jion -nipJijS bringing togethcr for joint action a

p-A11g audtL Iy U 1 nm.-t pvato and

ments. This recommendation would be reinforced peoples' organir7tions which normally work more or

if the intention was to combine integrated rural de- less independemtly. The issue, in practice, is how

velopment with regional planning and application this integration can be achieved so as to leave each

of growth pole strategy. . of the participating agencies satisfied that its own

particular interests have not been eroded, and pref-

erably have been advanced, while at the same time

EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE making progress toward the achievement of common

and broader goals.

Because of the many demands upon the resources The FAO introductory paper then discussed the

of developing countries, and particularly where for- sequence of steps to be taken in getting a proJect

eign exchange is very limited, external assistance can . under way. They were restated by the relevant

often play a strategic role. Technical leadership and w working group as followvs:

advice, fellowships to provide training in other coun-

tries, provision of equipment and production sup- 1. Developing a set of ideas and inviting the par-

plies that would involve an outlay in foreign exchange ticipation of potentially interested organizations

can be of special value both in giving a project initial for the development of a programme.

impetus and in maintaining continuity over periods 2. Selecting the project area or areas.

of uncertainty as to the availability of supporting

funds from domestic sources. Grants of an initial . Planning: studies to collect data; establish-

stock of fertilizer for sale to farmers in a project ment of specific and realistic objectives; defini-

area through a new credit systei can provide its tion of activities within the context of regional

nucleus working capital. Food aid provided through a phased but fleximl sequence; assessment of
the World Food Programme and similar sources . .

can generate capitalization of underemployed labour economic feasibility.

resources that may replace direct expendit Lire on 4. Implementation: gainimg commitment to the pro-

road building, for example. Nevertheless, it was gramme at the highest policy-making levels An



order to ensrre .continuing support from all be juantified. Benefit/cost analyses may be a usefl!
agencies involved in the implementation of the instrument for making such cormparions, althoeh

- integrated. programme; establishing the most there will still bc unauantifnable ains :nd 101s s
appropriate and workable organizational mecha- which cannot be included in the a ri lysis. In pria-
nism; vesting leadership in one azency or individ- ciplo, the critical factor in evaluatin the worth o:
ual, with some assurance of competence and integrated projects is whether benci i/cost ratios wi.
dedication; creation of a financial structure be higher i such projects than if the resources a-e
which will ensure adequate budgetary freedom less concentrated geographically. In some countries
of movement; establishment of administrative and in some situations this may be the case, in others
procedures which will permit operational ilhxibil- it may not." The working group on financial con-
ity; building in a mechanism for the recular siderations skirted the manaerent issue. Interpre-
review of progress and evaluation of the pro- tation of statements relating to specific projects would
gramnme. -: suggest that the complexity of issues involved

hampering one in getting off the ground. Also.
.

Although the synmposium agreed that inte rated difficulties in securing the coordination planned
projects were sound in primcipL, it did not face up might be responsible for uneven pror ess between
deirecly to the problom that the.! m a Thss at-~ different action components. There was still conf-
tractive investnnt to investors than dnany oteer dnce, however, that these projects were focused on
d elopmcnt proets This is bcause they are dif- the key problems of a large number of develople1

'fcuft to manage, as they d.epcnd on the colabora- countries and would repay extra initial effort. I:
tion of a number of different government agencies. was (he development economist most critical of :he
In its dictum: " such projects can only be realized present inadequacy of cost/benefit applications to this
by foregoing other activities or programmes that approach vh1o said, " just as irrigation 'nd set( ememtmight otherwise be carried out by the governiert. projects were idn n -h xs h t.-y -k, c liepredomliiant )I -th sixi ics, -the -- inie
In order to be able to judge between alternative pos- grated rural developm-nt project will be the project
sibilities, it is desirable if gains and losses could of the seventies.
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Mr. John King 
February 17, 1972

Dennis J. Parsons

Rural Development

1. 1 am returning your draft on the Lilongwe I and II1 Projects withsome very minor factual alterations on pages 1 and 2.

2n You may also be interested in some details of other ruraldevelopment projects in Malawi, particularly Karonga and Shire 11.

3. Karo Ra. I think you are familiar with this project which inaddition to-the development envisaged in Lilongwe includes investmentsin medical services, minor irrigation schemes, cattl, dipping and stock
routes, and improvement to the Port Services on Lake Malawi.

4. hi 1. We have recently received a report on the Shire IIproject whichspresently being prepared by PM&A and the Government ofMalawl. From this report it appears that Government will request IDAfinancing for -

- CroProduction 35,000 acres of arable land farmed by some55,0 fa i , to increase cotton production by 20,000 tonsin addition to improving yields of maize, sorghum, rice andgroundnuts;

- Livestock Production. frproving 100,000 acres of hill grazingand 4ip Yiztan' of cattle dips and ilpwved bull&. In addition
the construction of slaughter-houses at village levels.

- Fisheries. Developing the fishing industry centered on tbeprojec;t ara in line with a survey carried out by the MalawiGoveriment with help from the U.K. This development aims atimproving fishing techniques (estimated number of people involvedin fishing is about l2 ,00),and Improving marketing by developingacdeSs roads and improving smoking kilns. Allied to thisdevelopment the project proposes to develop small rural canoebuilding industries;

-Game and Tourism. There are three game reserves in the projectarea and the project proposes some small investment to providebetter tourist facilities and better reserve protection.

Supporting Services. These include improvement and extension ofthe roads system in the project area and imProvement of agriculturalEcteneion and allied services Including creditl marketing services;health services; rural water supplies; and investment in agricultureresearh



2-

- ASrO-ksri . Th. project proposs Ue cotnsruation of
an oil extracting plant capable of processing up to 20,OO
tone of cotton 5*od par annum.

It is, of course, possible that the project concept may differ frsttbis following appraial.

DcPar.ona/ewr

cc; Mr. Mclvor



Mr. D. S. Ballantine February 16, 1972

Frank Dunnill

Economics Department Studies on Rural
Development in East Africa and Elsewhere

1. I have been comparing notes with Mrs. Lele, who, as you may
recall, was in Ethiopia with members of the Agriculture Projects
Department at the time of the symposium. She tells me that she

is (with other members of the Agriculture and Rural Development
Diviston of the Economics Department) proposing to spend a con-
siderable amount of time on studies of rural development in Kenya
and Tanzania,. The Division has had discussions with Mr. Hendry
and others in Agriculture Projects Department about the terms of
reference, etc. for these studies, but none, Mrs. Lele believes,
so far, with us.

2. One of the issues is, I gather, whether the studies should
look only at Bank projects or examine rural development more
broadly in carefully chosen districts. The letter approach
(which is favored by Economics Department) would open up obvious
possibilities of cooperation with us.

3. At all events, it seems well worth exchanging views with
those concerned about our progress (or lack of it) so far in
finding a way into the educational aspects of rural development
in Kenya and Tanzania.

4. Could we discuss?

c: Messrs Calika, Burt, Stewart

FDunnill/mc



Mr. S. Reutlinger February 15, 1172

A. Egbert

Comments on, "The IBRD and Rural Development; Some Observations",

by Falcon and Gotsch

I agree with other reviewers that this paper, the center section

in particular, provides more of a researcher's framework than an

operational one. It is not clear though (1) how it might be used

as a research framework and (2) how the results would be used in the

operations of the Bank and other development institutions.

Let me illustrate what I am getting at with the following:

One could conceive of the basic research framework as being a large

list of variables - extensions of the 5 classes of variables or charac-

teristics given in their Figure 1. This list might be divided into

2 sets -

a) factors which preclude the objectives of rural development 
from

being achieved; for example, distribution of assets and, therefore,
distribution of income.

b) factors which affect (positively or negatively) the viability of

a project or development scheme; for example, tax policies.

The next step would be the research project - attaching parameters

to each factor. Those in the first set can be given -0 parameters

on a priori ground. Those in the second may have - oo parameters too,

but would require empirical evidence. Others in this grcip could have

a range of parameters including interactions, also to be derived from

empirical evidence.

All factors with - oo parameters would need to be eliminated from

a project, simply because they prevent the project from achieving the

objectives or cause the project to fail by themselves. This may be

the minimum package program, but not necessarily so. Success of the

project may require turning these about, plus a certain 
total score of

all the rest.

Researching such a system would not be easy. A start seems desir-

able, and maybe the Bank might want to promote such research.

Suppose, then, that such a system is researched and proven, how
would the Bank use it in its operation? Simply, I think, by using it

in all its program and project design. If a program or project could

not provide the objectives of development and the minimum 
conditions

for viability, it would not be financed.

Something along the lines of the foregoing, I think, is missing

from the paper.



mirs. Uma Lele webruary l, 1972

Alexander Stevenson

rniversity of Iode Island - International Development Seminar

un vebruary 16, 1972 you will go to Kingston, .diode Island

to speak at the University of ihode Island International Development
Seminar on "xtral Develomenit - Issues and 3trategies ", un return,

you will write a back-to-office report.

Attachment

Cleared with and cc: Ar. reutlinger
cat Ars. Armstrong

r. .ef;ries, for informatic:n

ULele:di



Mr. Philip Coombs
Vice Chairman
International Council for Educational

Development
P.O. Box 217
Essext, Conn. 06426

Dear Phil:

ICED Research Project on Non-Formal

Education for Rural Devlopent

1. It was agreed during the recent review meeting (January 10)

that I should give you our comments about your activities so far.

I should also (and in particular) mention those aspects of the

forthcoming report which we consider of importance to the Bank.

The following comments are taken from observations of the various

persons present at our meeting with you on January 10.

2. Your report ICED/103 of December 31 contains several in-

teresting observations. Four items stand out more clearly than

others:

First: The deficiencies in the agricultural education

planning, administration, and delivery system in

many LDC's.

Second: The lack of cooperation between the various authori-

ties in rural education.

Third: In the current education and training system impor-

tant agricultural learning clienteles are largely

neglected; e.g. women and teenagers.

Fourth: Supportive trades (rural artisans, rural managers)

are generally forgotten in the training schemes.



Mr. Philip Coombs -2- February 11, 1972

No rural development schemes will work effectively without a good
management system. Your review of the management is therefore rele-
vant and we expect your report to contain some practical proposals
to remedy the deficiencies. We have no specific comments at this
stage on your observations of learning clienteles or supportive
trades. The current Bank policy in education would allow support
to projects including those clienteles and trades and they should
therefore be explored in all possible depth in your final report.
Given the usually severe resource limitations your report should
indicate to what extent a greater emphasis on education for women
and teenagers would go at the expense of other clienteles and what
effect this could have on the productivity of the systems.

3. In your final report the degree to which you have succeeded
to achieve your study objectives as outlined in the terms of reference
must be clearly stated. From the Bank'1 ,-3 nt 'f 7-- the inability
to identify v4able Bank projects in some particular areas of non-
formal training may be as important as the identification of projects
in some other areas. If lack of data is the reason why some training
areas have to be left out, you may indicate needs for further study.

4. Your final report should describe the methods of appraisal
you have been using during your study. Which criteria have been
used to judge a project or a project component as a success or a
failure? How has the educational attainment of the participants
been measured? How has the practical application of what the parti-
cipants learned during the training been reviewed? How has the pos-
sible change in standard and mode of living of the participants been
measured? To what extent have you been able to quantify your evalua-
tion?

5. Your nine primary and eleven secondary cases of non-formal
training comprise a wide spectrum of rural development programs.
It would, of course, be impossible to cover them in one simple for-
mula. They should, however, be presented in such a way that key
features could be separately evaluated and in appropriate cases
compared with similar features in other non-formal projects or
formal training systems.

6. Rates of return, unit costs and student dropout rates are
examples of important indicators of efficiency in education. We
realize that insufficient data might prevent satisfactory assess-
ments of them in all projects. But, nevertheless, non-formal
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education projects constitute often alternatives to formal educat.on

activities and it would be natural to compare productivity and efli-

ciency. We feel therefore that such measures should be explored

whenever possible. In cases where such exploration was impossible

or unsuitable the reasons should be mentioned and reviewed. It

goes without saying that the value of the study will be reduced

considerably without comparative assessmaents.

7. It might be feasible to structure both the case studies and

your "project proposals" in a similar way in the final report. Both

case studies and "project proposals" should furnish information on:

a) the intended objective of described or proposed non-formal

training programs and expected results in operationally

defined terms;

b) its target group (which in most eases would be 
identical

with the learning clientele);

c) the program structure and size;2/

d) the program content;

e) the program management and staffing;

f) the learning technology;

g) the internal efficiency;

h) the physical facilities needed;

i) the program planning and execution - critical paths,
technical assistance needed;

j) the costs, including unit costs, cost per graduate, etc.

k) rate of return;

1) financing

m) project evaluation criteria and machinery.

1/ Number of participants, local projects, nationwide projects,

the possible need for preceding experimental or pilot activities,

mass campaigns, etc. would be included under this heading.
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Many of above points have not been sufficiently analyzed in the

case studies as they are described in ICED 103 but we expect the",
final report to be more complete in that respect.

8. As you know, the purpose of the study is to funish the

Bank and other agencies with operationally viable proposals. Your

report should, however, contain more than an analysis of non-formal

education programs and an identification of projects. Ideally, it

should also include guidelines on how to identify and analyze those

projects. A follow-up question might be the need to strenrthen the

Bank staff with new expertise to cope efficiently with non-formal

projects. The link betneen training, extension and research in the

rural development programs might be of importance for the inter-

departmental cooperation in the Bank and must therefore be fully
explored.

9. I hope above comments will provide you wit-n some useful guid-

ance during the remaining phases of your work. If necessary please

feel free to call on me or Mr. Hultin for further coments.

Sincerely yours,

Duncan S. Ballantine
Director

Education Projects Departmont
cc: Messrs. van der Tak, Hawkins, Dorris Brown, van Dijk

.

it. Wutin/ms5-
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G. F . Donaldson

The IBfD and Rural Developnt: Some Aservations" by Pslcon and Gotach

1. This is an admirable review which concisely sumarizes many of the
issues confronting us in pursuing rural development. The conceptual formula-
tion, based largely on Gotach's earlier paper, is virtually the only one
available. Overall, their paper is revealing, constructive and satisfying.
When contrasted with my own rather flimsy ideas on the subject, their state-
ment is substantial to the extent that critical comwent seems an act of
impudence - yet, somehow, it doesn't help me much at all.

2. The introductory paragraphs focus the issues in a practical context,
and the summary statement that "... the need to find appropriate intermediaries
and to extent the capacity of the host countries to utilise funds is the
essence of the problem," seems to be very appropriate in an operational
context. But, we will only be able to specify the intermediary and develop the
capacity that is appropriate once we know what we want to do, or what has to
be done.

3. The statement of general principles is reasonably non-contentious,
as they indicate, but one might describe, say, a form of ground transport in
the same manner without discovering whether it is a bus or i train. Surely,
what is most important is that by "1ru-l development" we imply specific ally
that we are seeking to activate a rural area, in a socio-economic sense, and
so improve the welfare of the whole population in that area. The emphasis
is on the process. This would seem to me a clear alternative to the present
Bank policy ( which pertains in practice if not in precept) of "promoting
commercial agriculture" - a policy which seeks the development of certain
resouroes without necessarily involving the indigenous population. All of
the principles mentioned still hold, but it might well be added that a new
modbs operandi for Bank operations is indicated.

4. The criticim of the existing model - that it overlooks the process,
or induced responses - is perhaps their most significant point. The -lternative
conceptual framework presented is clearly an improvement in that it does
recognize the total system and some of its dynamic elements. It plainly reveals
the interdependencies between various facets of coami ty life. however, once
its initial impact is lost it leaves me stranded. What it seems to say most
eloquently is "yu can't get there from here"! Thus its greatest foakness
is that it doesn't bring into focus those elements, which lend themselves to
being activated - yet this is the aspect thej identify (appropriately, in
my view) as missing in the conventional model.

5. Thinking on this subject sems restricted by an implicit acceptance
of a inequitable and impoverished static equilibrium. Accordingly, the only
scope for change is seen in revolution. If this is so then I do not see what
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role the Bank, in its present guise, can play. But, how static is the
situation in rural societies? Careful examination will surely reveal that all
such situations are evolving - perhaps slowly, and maybe in a non-preferred
direction. It must be possible for a systems formUlation of the problem to
reveal the dynamic elements and the actions that will influence them, but
contrary to their suggestion I do not think the generalized model that is
presented does so - nor does it suggest that it is possible to do so. In
general, the model as elaborated describes the situation, and explains why it
is so, in a very satisfying way - but it provides me with no clear guidelines
as to where to go from here in studying the problem in an East African context -
assuming that was its purport.

6. The generalized situations outlined in the last section are also
constructive - though I feel that: (i) the level of sophistication in tech-
nical and managerial skills, and (ii) the quality of physical infrastructure,
are characteristics of primary significance in typifying situations. Certainly,
they are significant in an operational context. 4 more detailed categorization
within an Last African context might be a useful intermediate stage in our
work program - as they suggest (p. 22).

7. The concluding corments on the Bank's role seems "a good outsiders
view".

GFDonaldsontmw
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UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND - KINGSTON, RHODE ISLAND 01881

International Center for Marine Resource Development 19 Upper College Road

February 4, 1972

Dear Uma:

I am writing to invite you to speak at the University of
Rhode Island International Development Seminar - "Issues in
International Development" - on February 16, 1972. We would
like you to give a presenation based on your work in integrated
rural development and marketing.

If your time allows, we would also like to have you here at
the University through February 17th for talks with individuals
working in the international development area, and if possible,
to give a second seminar on a development topic for the Depart-
ment of Resource Economics. There is considerable interest in
that department on issues in international development.

The International Center for Marine Resource Development
will reimburse you for all expenses incurred in your travel to
the University.

Best regards,

Thomas F. Weaver
Co-Chairman, International
Development Seminar

Dr 4 Uma Lele
Economics Division
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

TFW/dad
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shloz Reutlinger

Comants on Demuth's a 4eo,"2e Bank and Rural Development"

1. You asked for 9y comments on Demuth's a o re "This Bonk and
Rural Development". I sm also attaching David Gordon's commnits which
you my not have seen.

2. I am in agreement with Demuth' s central reconmendation for
a nw unit within the Bank concerned with rural development activities.
This does not and should not preclude concern for rural development by
other units in Area, Projects and Economics through internal and external
policy advice, activity orientation and research. Te primary ftmction
of the unit ought to be the accelerated development of projects and
policies which purposely have desirable income distribution and social
welfare effects in specified countries.

3. The unique features of rural development not sufficiently
incorporated in our present Itintegrated projects" are very well described
in Gordon's memo. lie suggests that we should engage in more pilot or
"start up" projects and evaluate the costs of these in term of their
benefits, not in the pilot phase, but their subsequent full-scale operation.
lore pilot projects and proper evaluation of their costs rather than
making lower rates of return acceptable ought to be our strategy. A
related feature also suggested by Gordon is greater emphasis on supporting
projects which utilise awd encourage grassroot entrepreneurship. It is
a related feature because it means getting involved in many, initially
not well coordinated and centrally desigaable and iwnageable projects.
It certainly mans greater expertise in the social and political conditions
in each country or region (or zone) and their effect on projects than we
do now possess.

4. As for the locatimn of the nw unit, there are pros and cans
to iemuth's proposal. Certainly the unit's activities should have their
most important impact on Agriculture Projects substituting and complimnnting
to a degree the activities of that Departmunt. Ca the other hand, one
would like to uphasiae the cross-functional nature of rural development.
on pure substantive grounds, I would judge that the first consideration
should carry more weight.

5. The real organisational probla is to asvure thaat the rural
development activity will not be given any less attention than other
activities. To have a parallel activity is progress. Better yet, hwever,
the rural development activity ought to have a major influence on what we
do particularly in agriculture generally. Accordingly, placing the unit
in, say, Special Projects, would assure at least a minimal controlled
level of activity, hdwever, the impact on what we do generally is likely
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to be smaller (I think history bears this out). If the unit itj placed
in Agriculture Pr.jects, the risks are greater but if all goes well a
ur. general iMPSCt is likely to be felt. I as thinking in particular
about thW possibility of =mIual reinforcemant of the work carried an
Presently in the E o s tDivision in Agriculture Projects which is
responsible for sector surveyu and the nr rural developwnt unit. The
major risk is of course that anr unit which produces projects at a lesser
rate thmn other imits gets a3ao less support within the confines of a
projects departsnt.

6. Innhny case, I think it is worthwhile to advertise and
recognize the intensified attention to the area of activity, by having
this reflected in the designated titae of a departmt.

Attachamnt

51utingert sm

Cces Mr. Haq


